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John Dawe Jester 7 hrs ago

THE ' Girl' WHO cried 'Wolf'! InteReSting Take! I'm still trying to Digest Info.

GOOD NEWS; I've been advised by Mada'm 'Nature', that no matter the Origin of CONtrivance, SHE [For

most ancient 'PREists' WERE Female - Sorry Hillary C. - WITCHES are NOT Inclusive - even before

VirtuAll Sect/x changes], wILL 'Sort'/ Sought, US out!

Wellness to All - Witches EXcluDead
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Mike Sep 12

From ZeroHedge

David Vs Goliath In New York

New York attorney Bobbie Anne Cox single-handedly goes up against the State of New York this week,

after the state appealed a New York State Supreme Court ruling that a so-called “quarantine camp”

regulation (“Isolation and Quarantine Procedures”) issued by Governor Kathy Hochul was

unconstitutional.

So, Dr. Wolf's question, based on her January 5, 2021 video, in which she observes Democratic Governors

going tyrant-mode: SHOULD WE FEAR DONALD TRUMP? Well, doctor? It was actually her claim, not so

much a question.

Her video here: https://republicbroadcasting.org/news/naomi-wolf-must-repent-her-fomenting-of-

january-6th-false-flag/
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Dena Sep 12

The quarantine camp scam. It was a ploy to intimidate people. They pointed a loaded gun so to speak

at your head with consequences to take the vaccine or else. Great to see Bobbie Ann Cox go after

the State of New York. Very important. Its a guise to control people with fear.
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Dena Sep 12 · edited Sep 12

The quarantine camp regulation is uncomstitutional and they know it. A positive PCR test for covid is

meaningless. In fact the whole asymptomatic spread theory that brought these social distancing

masks restrictions and quarantine was based on a FRAUD. The asymptomatic spreader in GERMANY

from WUHAN CHINA wasnt really that. She had symptoms and took medication for them. Ah the

Fraud and LIES Former CDC Director Robert Redfield laughed and called social distancing a scam

that people fell for. How gullible people complied. The quarantine camps a scam.
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John Dawe Jester 7 hrs ago

GREAT! IF one happens to end up in a U.S. FEMA camp, OR an OZtopia Quarantine Gulag -

Fraudulent or NOT, DOES affect the Reality AND 'Outcome' of those Interred there in!

WHY else, HAS, FEMA, been Importing Hydrogen Cyanide in VAST quantities [ Not sure How

'Legal' it is, in the U.S. of A., to MIS/ DISguise said 'Product'- even for Your Feds, to

PURPOSEFULLY MISrepresent ANY Import products ! = ANYONE??] & had to Rebadge

Imports, to save on Inquiries for USAGE of such Bulk amounts!

And, with said FEMA camps in mind, a 'Billing Code' for Human Death by Guillotining??

That Code would BE; ICD9-E978?? - ANYONE??

Wellness.
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Mike Sep 12

Tyrants gonna tyrant. We gotta resist.
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Lloyd Good Sep 11 · edited Sep 11

This was a response to a comment further down....it is out of sequence: I have noticed slight shoulder

development and smaller stature. They seem more delicate and feminine. In the Tyrone Hayes frog studies

I recall male frogs becoming female, and some even laying eggs, but I do not recall females becoming

male. I haven't noticed as many girls becoming men. As far as the Social Contagion, I believe that to be

propaganda's largest psy-op. They have misdirected the horror of, "why is this happening?!!!!" to, "What

bathrooms should they use?" and "Can trans 'women' compete against birth women?" (and why are any

of us sharing bathrooms in public? It's called a frickin' door. We don't share bathrooms at home) Atrazine

has been in well water since 1959. They are playing the long game here and do not want it to be common

knowledge until it is too late. Transgenderism is really happening. But it should NOT be celebrated. THAT

is the Social Contagion- and psy-op.
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Debra S Heard Sep 11

Thank you for sharing what we are seeing around us. I loved your book " The Bodies of Others". I would

love to see you do a post a list of your favorite books you have read. ( :
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 11 · edited Sep 15

Yes. The flexner report courtesy of our pal Rockefeller did immeasurable harm to healing modalities that

are not theoretically reliant upon Newtonian physics such as osteopathy, TCM, classical homeopathy.

I only “took the plunge” because allopathy had nothing for me. Wouldn’t be here if I didn’t.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 11

https://youtu.be/R8VyUsVOic0?feature=shared

This is a facinating documentary that shows Dr Luc Montegnier (sp)? Demonstrating that water has

memory. So when critics of homeopathy call a homeopathic solution “magic” water with no “measurable”

molecules of said remedy in it, they are only demonsrating their ignorance. The remedy has left an

energetic imprint on the water when it is succussed. It is not a placebo. Dr Luc demonstrates water carries

signals and the information in that water can actually be accurately be sent digitally to another location !

Amazing.

BTW, finding a good homeopath??? Goid luck. As rare as hens teeth.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 11

And as you probably know homeopathy is an “energetic” healing modality. Not chemically driven as are

pharmaceuticals.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 11

Arnica for an acute injury could be a candidate for a placebo controlled study but the remedies for the

chronics are not going to fit the allopathic model of testing.
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Clarence the Seventeenth Writes Life After Wartime Sep 10 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Oh Fren Dr Naomi!

Again you've broken my heart, and all I can say is thank you. Your beautiful prose and fully-felt story helps

crack open this old autist's heart.

What a world... what a world. I'm glad you are in it.

You take care, dear.

Pax-C
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JerryK Sep 9 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My personal working hypothesis since the Bush-Cheney era is that my government wants me dead. So I

make decisions on this basis and try to fuck them up however I can. But it's like playing in Vegas;

ultimately the House wins.
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Mike Sep 11

What about before the Bush-Cheney era?
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 9 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Rise in self harm data in our military:

Whistleblower Who Disclosed Myocarditis Spike in Military After COVID Vaccine Rollout Goes Public

August 29th, 2023

Categories: News

Link: https://www.theepochtimes.com/us/exclusive-whistleblower-who-disclosed-myocarditis-spike-in-

military-after-covid-vaccine-goes-public-5477416

A service member who earlier this year blew the whistle and disclosed data from a Pentagon medical

database showing a spike in the rate of myocarditis in the military in 2021, after the rollout of COVID-19

vaccines, is going public. | The whistleblower is active-duty Navy Medical Service Corps officer Lt. Ted

Macie. He has also revealed new data showing a substantial rise in accidents, assaults, self-harm, and

suicide attempts in the military in 2021, compared to the average from 2016 to 2021. This includes a 147

percent increase in intentional self-harm incidents among service members and an 828 percent increase

in injuries from assaults. ● Lt. Macie told The Epoch Times that he began “keeping an eye on" a defense

medical database when another whistleblower alerted him to a rise in health-related incidents in the

winter of 2021/2022. ● The Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED) is a depository of all

diagnoses—recorded using International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes—when an active service

member is seen on- or off-base by a military or civilian provider. The database does not include any

personally identifiable information of service members. ● In January, Lt. Macie and his wife traveled to

Washington with a report of the data he collected from DMED. It showed that diagnoses of myocarditis, a

form of heart inflammation, jumped 130.5 percent in 2021 when compared to the average from the years

2016 to 2020. Myocarditis is a serious condition that can lead to death.
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Dena Sep 12

We had the whistleblower Theresa Long as well. Thomas Renz lawyer outing it.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 13

Thank God for these brave people who love their fellow man.

What kind of a government do we have that is poisoning our service men and women? We can’t

as a nation honor our patriots? When I show some people this article what is the response? You

guessed it. I am a conspiracy theorist. But I am not stopping sounding the alarm. My church has

gone along with the propaganda so I no longer tithe. My tithing is going to organizations like

Naomi, and others who are standing firm against lies.

God bless you! 

❤

(Stand firm and keep telling the truth to lies)
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SW Sep 9 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are incorrect about Western medicine having no equivalent. In fact, the term 'vital force' is used

liberally by Dr. Samuel Hahnemann in the Organon of Medicine, and perhaps it is even one of the terms he

coined, like the term 'holistic'. He was the creator of homeopathy, which was (and is) the West's spiritually

advanced healing art, and the target of a campaign of destruction for decades. It was vanished in the

States by the 40s following the Flexner Report, but enjoyed a resurgence in the 70s or 80s. Recently the

FDA is trying to remove it from the market and you will see it is the target of many aggressive smear

campaigns the world over. It used to be covered by insurance in France until recently, for example. I

wonder why?

I credit homeopathy with saving my life and sanity after vaccine injury when I was a child, but it is even

more taboo to talk about than vaccines in many ways, due to the rampant and dominant materialism in the

West, as well as many long-term smear campaigns.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 10 · edited Sep 10

When Newtonian physics became the “latest and greatest”, scientific inquiry that stressed

observation, categorization and prediction fell out of favor. Thus valid scientific enquiry such as

Chinese medicine which relies on empiricism and individualism can not be tested or proven with the

gold standard of the Newtonians which is of course the double blind placebo controlled study.

Newtonians edited out the “unseen” which included the “vital force.”

I have always thought this a significant limitation of Newtonian modeling, although Newtonians

ushered in the industrial revolution thereby bringing most of us out of poverty and God bless em for

it. Newtonian modeling is great for rocket scientists but IMO has been, for want of a better word,

overapplied. I think this is true in economics and it is partially misapplied in medicine. But here is one

example of how important observing the effects of the “vital force” is: when a person dies, their vital

force leaves. Anyone can observe this. But can the Vital Force be measured? The obvious animating

effects of the force can be observed so you know when it goes, but the force itself can not be

measured yet without it, there is no life.

Homeopathy, as I have experienced it, supports healing at the source- the vital force. But it a

modality that is highly individualized and does not lend itself to the Newtonian gold standard of the

double blind placebo controlled study. For example, patients presenting with a “sore throat” can not

under the precepts of homeopathy all be given the same “sore throat” remedy. And then be tested

and measured as a group for safety and efficacy. The individuals particular remedy and dosages

would be selected for the patient after an exhaustive evaluation and selection is dependent not only

on symptoms but also upon the individual’s particular and unique constitution. Group protocols that

can tested by a Newtonian model which has no scientific way of handling the Vital Force are not

homeopathic.

Things are actually more nuanced than I have explained here but I hope this helps. I have a

mathematical background and IMHO Chinese Medicine and Homeopathy are valid scientific healing

modalities but since they incorporate the Vial Force or Chi , therefore must be properly evaluated

with a non Newtonian perspective.
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SW Sep 11 · edited Sep 11

That's absolutely fascinating, thank you!

That's certainly been the problem for homeopathy. There are some studies on specific

remedies, but classical homeopathy doesn't fit the mold of the gold standard. (I think the

Flexner Report played a part in cementing its role as the gold standard in medicine, if I

remember correctly, but I may be wrong.)

Some examples of individual remedy studies: In a study of homeopathic prophylaxis in Cuba, a

remedy was administered to the water supply to prevent outbreaks of leptospirosis (

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20674839/ ). In a study on marathon runners, those who took

homeopathic Arnica experienced less muscle soreness than the control group (

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/14587684/ ).

Here's an example of a case, conducted in line with classical homeopathy:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6935605/
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 12

The Flexner report. Yes we can thank our benevolent protector Mr Rockefeller for putting

the kibosh on valid healing modalities such as TCM, osteopathy, homeopathy and gasp!!

Ayerveda
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 10 Author

amazing
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JerryK Sep 9 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I worked for a while in defense contracting for an Alaskan Native company. There was a policy, I think

dating from the Bush Jr. Administration, that these minority businesses were to be given 15% of

Federal contracting budgets. Well, the big guys - Lockheed, IBM, Martin, etc. - HATED this. They

wanted 100% of the business for themselves and used various workarounds to get it, helped by

Federal contracting officers who also didn't like dealing with the little guys.

Same for the Medical Industrial Complex. They want all of it, can't stand that people can take their

own health responsibility. Next are your vitamins and supplements brought under their control.

We are in a battle for our individual freedom with these powers aided by our government that

probably wants all of us dead but on their schedule after we've been fully harvested.

It is so goddam clear now.
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Mary Hollowell Writes Mary’s Substack Sep 9 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you! I have noticed this parental neglect as well but locally. It does not bode well for the future of

humanity.
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Susan Writes Susan’s Substack Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi just heard your comments about the political push about the trans movement.. I am a Gay Woman and

this exponential growth, push and agenda to groom and lie to young children that they can change their

sex is NOT part of the Gay community. This trans push I see as an anti-woman agenda.

It is so obvious the men are less masculine and the woman cannot or are convinced they should not have

children... the family is being destroyed... I believe having a family is the most important thing we can do

as humans can do raising a child for women is also the most important task they can do. I just subscribed

to your substack. Keep up the good work!!! We must stand on the truth of God's word to have any peace

through this time.
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Susan Writes Susan’s Substack Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi Naomi, thank you so much for your bravery to say the truth, your truth. I respect you so very much. I

have noticed many changes in people at first I noticed them in the younger generation they seem, not fully

human... they seem not to have as much empathy but I honestly cannot recall if I noticed before or after

the shots.. I still notice it too. I am going to go to the Airport and going to start looking at the interaction

with parents and children. I unfortunately never had any children a deep regret of mine now that I am older.

I am completely passionate about children today. I completely passionate about humanity and God today

too. I believe this whole agenda is evil and driven by Satan. In the Bible it states that in the end times as we

move into tribulation period deception will increase and many will not have eyes to see or ears to hear. The

people I see that are able to see the truth believe in God and even more in Jesus Christ. This is from

someone who has been Gay my whole life. Today I believe and rely on God and know that he will win in the

end... but it is going to be very dark until then. I am trying to be the light in such a dark world... I agree with

your perception. God Bless you Naomi
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 10 Author

you too my friend.
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Lloyd Good Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My brother's wife got one Pfizer two weeks before she learned she was pregnant with identical twin girls.

She had had two prefect pregnancies previously. The twins were very premature and are still small but

developing. One is 6% downs.... no longer identical, so the change must have occurred after the zygotes

divided. She continues to "inoculate" her children. I am the lone member of my entire family including

cousins......but I was damaged by childhood injections: eczema, acne, herpes, shingles, and TMJ from

diminished nasal passages causing open mouth sleeping and narrow upper pallet development. One of

my daughters took three Pfizers. One I am not sure but she was becoming a P.A at the time and was

germaphobic....so probably. I pleaded with all of them...but I am the crazy conspiracy theorist uncle....
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 10 Author

so sorry
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Lloyd Good Sep 8 · edited Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Aloha Naomi, Your presentation to Hillsdale College on Pfizer's attack on reproduction remains one of the

most important of this time. Dr. Peter McCullough has recently released a historical synapsis which

concludes with linking autism and transgenderism. Dr. McCullough has a protocol to help dissolve spike

proteins with Nattokinase, Bromelain and Curcumin. Pierre Kory advocates ivermectin. At Hillsdale you

stated that sadly there is not yet any way of getting the lipid nano particles out of testes and ovaries. Is

this still the case? Thank you for all that you do. You have been a treasured ally through these

heartbreaking trials.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 10 Author

As far as I know this is still true sadly. But nattokinase seems per Dr McCullough to hold promise re

the spike...
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JerryK Sep 9

My niece was thought to be autistic, always a troubled girl, then she went trans.
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Lloyd Good Sep 10

I wonder now, when I meet sufferers of gender dysphoria, if they have been tested for

deficiencies in the hormones that match their birth bodies. It seems to make more sense if

horrific sterilizing surgeries and a shortened lifetime of addiction to pharmaceutical hormones

can be avoided. Dr. McCullough wisely states, "the best cure for gender dysphoria is puberty".

Gender dysphoria in many cases is a symptom of the chemical poisoning of our water and food

by Industrial Agriculture which seems to always be conjoined with Big Pharma: Bayer/Monsanto,

Novartis/Syngenta etcetera. Atrazine and Glyphosate are proven to cause sterility and gender

dysphoria and these insane entities have saturated our world with these poisons. And now there

is a direct correlation with the vaccination jubilee enjoyed by Big Pharma since 1986. Our

children are being poisoned and sterilized. This would logically lead to a lack of attraction to the

opposite sex. Sexual attraction exists so that reproduction occurs. Gender reassignment is

sterilization.
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JerryK Sep 11

All good points but I think some, if not most of the child trans thing, is a social contagion

encouraged by positive media portrayal of LBGTQ lifestyles and the schools (California?)

presenting gender as some kind of a choice you have to make. Like will you join the soccer

team or baseball? Sure 8-year old kids can do this.

As for the toxic soup environment we now live in - frankenfood, water, EMF, plastics in the

food chain - have you noticed how many young men are going bald? I do not recall men in

their 20s going bald in my earlier life except one or two.
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Martha Carlin Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I had a similar discussion with my husband after my recent trip that involved going through two airports. I

was in O'Hare for several hours. Walking around I tried to engage other humans in that moment of

connections were eyes meet and you sure a smile. I found only a few faces that returned my gaze - they

are were babies. I have hope for the babies.
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JD Sep 8 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Is it just me, or when I go to like comments, it repeatedly “unlikes” what I’m reacting to! I agree with Amy,

there is too much going on from above to turn a blind eye to SRM technology.
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FillyGee Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

People are divided and making friends means opening yourself up to the unknown - is this person of your

political persuasion or not? Can I be free or must I be guarded? No one is looking to make a friend even

though we have epidemic loneliness. We are all emotionally bottomed out, lacking the wherewithal to

desire, achieve or maintain intimacy. So yes, what you describe is accurate. We are the victims of fifth

generation warfare. If you are perceptive and intuitive your extrasensory organs are alerted to the societal

disconnection. God help us all.
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RegretLeft Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My quick data point (re: "less flirtation"): NE affluent community; time for football; I walk laps at the high

school field. Football team (boys) and cheer leading team (girls) practice in close proximity - boys mostly

on field but 10-15 always clustered around the sideline bench; 12-15 girls practice on the track almost

directly behind the bench (15 yards distance). I have observed closely: boys and girls are totally oblivious

of each other - totally!- they simply do not look at each other; individuals or in groups; they do not cluster

together and refer to each other (remember?). I find it absolutely spooky. In my time, coaches would have

never even considered scheduling boys and girls practices in that proximity - it would have been

extremely, mutually disruptive. "Something is wrong with humans."

I am so happy we did not lose you Naomi! (You barely skipped a beat here and I had already forgotten we
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I am so happy we did not lose you Naomi! (You barely skipped a beat here and I had already forgotten we

were close to doing so).
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 9

"I am so happy we did not lose you "... This is a long slow painful war of attrition. Human spirit vs

unlimited fiat currency (and the legions dependent on it). Support the truth tellers financially, or else

truth will become an increasingly scarce commodity.
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Edward Bernaysauce Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Much of what you described comports with my experience of the last 3 years.
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Francesca Peretti Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This article was outstanding… no… more than outstanding! I am historically familiar with the info and her

questions of today… but have, sadly, ceased to wonder!

I and my husband are subscribers to Wolf’s works and again, blessed, that we can access such endeavors

and, perhaps recreate what was our previous activism! Thank you!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 8 Author

Thank you so much!
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Mattypan Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Is it just me noticing what I consider ‘vaccine mouth’? It seems so many vaxxed have a crooked mouth, a

lot like palsy. Every second person it seems (at least down here in Australia).

And the kids, what a nightmare disaster this is.

‘act of love’ to get the poison…..lol, thanks PFrancis. ‘we’ll never beat it until until everyone is

vaccinated’…..lol.

Naomi, you rock. Thanks for what you do. Cannot afford to pay as yet….but you’re in my prayers
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Theo Farmer Writes Orthomolecular Restorative Farm… Sep 8

Forest Maready does a great job of explaining this in his book: Crooked.

https://www.amazon.com/Crooked-Man-Made-Explained-incredible-microbes-

ebook/dp/B079J3QTGX
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Mattypan Sep 10 · edited Sep 10

my goodness, thank you Theo. I was not aware of that book. It details precisely what I have been

observing. The only thing is, like everything the Covid ‘vaccines’ touch, these facial distortion

effects have accelerated and been turbo-charged.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

That matters so much! Thank you.
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Bernd Michalski Writes We the populists Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There is a word in western language that might be … albeit somewhat loosely … connected to, a rough

equivalent of, the far-eastern concepts / terms you've elaborated upon.

It is the » SOUL «.

Breathed into every human being by the good Lord, to animate them.

And our society is made into a strangely soulless system by the usual suspects, on purpose.

.

I know, that's not really a perfect theory, but maybe a starting point for further thought.
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Phoebe Wise Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We wonder. We have questions. But there is no good research, so how can we know? We have to resort to

annecdotes, and comparing stories.

All I know is that one of my daughters was pressured into getting the vax late in her pregnancy. Her

daughter was born healthy, but was late to walk. And unlike her mother was also late to talk. She is two

now and is walking and talking, thank God. She seems to be catching up and is a sweet, delightful child.

Her mom is super-connected with her and is a tremendously caring mom. I can’t see any difference in her

personality post-vax, nor in my son, who was also vaccinated. My third child never received the vax. They

all three seem just the same sweet young adults that they always were. So maybe we dodged a bullet.

What o fear is health effects down the road.

At least the two who were vaccinated have seen the light and will never again (I hope) submit to the lies.

As for the deadness of many people in our culture, I think you have to look at all the pre-pandemic causes.

Lack of love. So many children in our country have been abused and/or neglected. How can they love

others when they have never been loved?

Hormonal birth control, in itself, is very bad for women physically. Everyone ignores this. But its societal

harms are incomparably greater: it separates sex from marriage, driving up rates of co-habitation and

divorce. And the breakdown in families drives all the other social ills.

And there is the loss of faith. Without the hope found in religious communities the government becomes

the all-in-all. People lose the ability to think for themselves. That has led to tyranny, propaganda,

censorship.

Maybe the sickness we are seeing in these zombified people is the effect of the woke mind virus. Much

deadlier than COVID.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

our supposed social institutions are now (have been for quite a while) cruel and callous. I help run a

treatment support group for moms of kids (& young adults) with autism and a mom broke down in

tears at last night's meeting. her 14 yr old is becoming out of control with puberty, to the point of

potentially injuring someone (don't worry, we will get him back on track but...) she told us that a

social worker told her to drop him off and an ER and just leave him there!! Whaaaat? yeah, the person

tasked with helping her thru a difficult time, told her to abandon her disabled son. horrifying.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

Unbelievable
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Gigi32 Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I worked several days at our State Fair a couple of weeks ago for an organization I volunteer for advocating

for term limits for Congress. The one thing that I noticed of the hundreds of people that passed by our

booth. When did it become a thing to push your pet in a posh stroller and walk your toddler on a leash? It

wasn't just a couple of people either. It was dozens and dozens of people. Even people without children

were pushing their pets (dogs and cats) in strollers. And this wasn't your uppity country club crowd either.

They were the working class, rural, younger crowd. I just don't get it. I'm a dog lover, have been all my life.

We used to take our dog on vacations. But push them around in a stroller and put a leash on my child? The

world has gone mad.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

the 'leashes' for kids were a 'thing' for a while in the autism community, for very young kids who were

at risk of fleeing. I didn't know it was still a thing.

the pet strollers, yeah I've been seeing that too. its nuts. is not the point to let the dog WALK? you

know, to exercise them?
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Gigi32 Sep 7

It isn't even so much the leashes I have a problem with. I had a 2 1/2 year old when I had twins.

When my twins got to be about 2 we went to the zoo one day. I had leashes for both of them

someone had given me and I decided that day was probably the day to use them. Especially my

son who had a mind of his own and would dart off . You wouldn't believe the nasty looks and

comments I got and this was back in the 80's. You have to put their safety over everything else

and I understand that. But the pet strollers are a bit much. I think you should be able to go

somewhere with your children for a few hours and focus on them and leave the pet at home.
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Mike Sep 7

It is amazing how much better than you some people know your children, isnt it?

Were it not for the leash, maybe some parents couldn't safely get their children out and

doing things like visiting the zoo.

Then you'd be called some other name for keeping them home so much. Sure, we need to

look out for each other, but sometimes with a closed mouth.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

exactly right. even with special needs kids, other people think they have the right to

judge.
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Mike Sep 7

And, somehow, they just know more about your children than you do. So that

right to judge becomes obligation to judge so as to help the less knowledgable.

Such virtue they demonstrate.

I just wonder how perfect their own lives are that they have all that time to

magnanimously give us the benefit of their wisdom. But, well, I'm kind of a knob,

what do I know? (-;

Be well!
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Bonney Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This saddens my heart deeply...and I do see it in the general public. I work with clients to support them to

transform anxiety, depression, PTSD and trauma. My methods are varied from diet, to CBT, to energy

medicine, to shamanic practices and spirituality. As we went deeper into the v@xed reality, I noticed

something very different in my clients, many of them V@xed. I noticed them healing more rapidly, growing

and expanding, they were not getting sick, like many others, they were embracing life in new and

challenging ways, they were becoming more sentient and skilfull with themselves, others and the world.

And I was surprised, confused and bewildered by this...it was not what I expected. I shared this with a

trusted friend of mine, an incredible woman and spiritual healer.

She responded simply: "Anything is possible with God".

Holding a field of energy infused with Love, Light, Wisdom, Compassion, Truth and Power allows anything

to be possible...with God. Perhaps that is what some of us are being asked to do...hold the energy field of

Love and then wait and see. For my own health and well-being I choose to be in this frame of mind as

much as I can (and sometimes it is difficult to sustain)...and I pray that some will choose Love. And I

understand that some may be lost and surrender it all to the mystery.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

always great to hear some positivity.
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Dr Dan Writes Sincerely, Dr. Dan Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ever since we read your post "Soup," my wife and I have been enjoying reading each other some of your

other posts before going to sleep. They were so pleasant to read out loud. Good dream material, we

thought.

Then comes this latest post. Luckily I read it myself when it came out during the day. It was so meaningful

and disturbing that i had to share it with my wife before bedtime.

As a pediatrician, I've recently been alarmed about some of the same observations you eloquently

described. It reminds me of the mother who was busily playing "Words with friends" while I was examining

her baby. When I questioned why she wasn't interested in watching my exam of her child, she said, "Go

ahead and finish checking him out. Let me know if anything's wrong."

I'll never forget my facial expression of utter disappointment in her lack of connection to the baby. That

was one of many such observations I had over the last 10-15 years.

Sad state, isn't it?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

Shocking
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Dr Dan Writes Sincerely, Dr. Dan Sep 7

I have a lot of stories from my life as a pediatrician. I created a blog called, "Sincerely, Dr. Dan"

(sincerelyDrDan.com). Could you please take a look at it? I am in the process of converting it to

Substack.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

damn, like you were the mechanic working on her car. wtf?
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Pearl Green Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It was noted by sociologists that pre-WWII Germany had become an apathetic society in which no one

showed any facial expression. It appears that much of Humanity is now on the Autism Spectrum (a range

of 300+ disorders). We hear rumors that the whackzine has also altered personalities in negative ways,

similar to TBI Traumatic Brain Injury.
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Sharon Wood Sep 6

The stress alone in recent years surely caused some form emotional-mental distress. I have come to

conclude it was and is all by design!! The wide scale cruelty, globally, is mind boggling.
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Ana Cerrato Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

CRASH THEIR PARTY--UN week

The group of people behind this event are the "elite" who have been pushing for adoption of the

"Pandemic Treaty." They are having a public event on Monday, September 18, 2023 and YOU are invited!

JAMES ROGUSKI

If you know anyone who lives in the New York City area, or would be willing and able to travel to NYC on

the evening of September 18, 2023, please share this information with them ASAP.

RSVP: "Preventing the next pandemic are we ready to take Responsibility-

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/preventing-the-next-pandemic-are-we-ready-to-take-responsibility-

tickets-700668497337

(Technically, you will not be “crashing” the party - everyone IS invited!)
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Ellen Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I just read something horrifying, that reminded me of your piece about how mRNA shots seem to target

what it means to be human. Reading this reminds me of it - Puberty blockers, of course, can lead to all

sorts of health problems that children have no ability to consent to. But this was new info, for me, about

how they turn off hypothalamus, which is the "system that allows you to stand in awe of the beauty of a

sunset, or to hear the sounds of orchestral music and to stop whatever you’re doing and want to listen".

(Interview w anonymous Dr in major children's hospital in blue city) -

"One of the things I’ve been thinking about is what puberty blockers do to children. This medication is

called a “gonadotropin releasing hormone agonist” and it comes in the form of monthly injections or an

implant. And because it simulates the activity of this hormone, it shuts down the activity of the

hypothalamus. The hypothalamus is this almond-sized structure in your brain, it’s one of the most primal

structures we have, and it controls all the other hormonal structures in your body—your sexual

development, your emotions, your fight-or-flight response, everything. But it shouldn’t be described in

such cold physiological terms because your hypothalamus is not just a hormone factory. It’s this system

that allows you to stand in awe of the beauty of a sunset, or to hear the sounds of orchestral music and to

stop whatever you’re doing and want to listen. And I always think that if someone were to ask me, Where

is it that you would look for the divine spark in each individual? I would say that it would be somewhere

“beneath the inner chamber,” which is the Greek derivation of the term hypothalamus. To shut down that

system is to shut down what makes us human."

https://www.city-journal.org/article/transgender-ideology-and-the-corruption-of-medicine

And now, with psychedelic medicine, which I mostly support if pharma / greed doesn't corrupt it, seems

as if they will be trying to sell sensing the magnificence of being back to us.
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Michael Bunte Sep 12

The mystic philosopher and educator Rudolf Steiner stated (ca 1917) “I have told you that the spirits

of darkness are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom they will be dwelling, to find a vaccine

that will drive all inclination toward spirituality out of people’s souls when they are still very young,

and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. " A fuller fleshing-out of this idea

comes from this page: https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/spiritual-psychic/in-1917-rudolf-

steiner-foresaw-a-vaccine-that-would-drive-all-inclination-toward-spirituality-out-of-people-s-

souls/
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Does it matter? Sep 7

Yes... you are spot on here Ellen. I wonder then also in fetuses of vaxxed parents that the gene

deletions going on ( namely the P 136 gene and others) also may affect the hypothalamus. In effect,

is this taking away humanity’s “humanity?” That visceral gut feeling .... goosebumps when hearing

music, elation when observing beauty, the warm fuzzy feeling of love and being in love.... and turning

the vaxxed into cold/apathetic “zombies” for lack of a better word.

Oh man.... one can’t help but think of Invasion of the Body Snatchers.

These shots are indeed a bioweapon. As Yuval Harari stated, “humans are now hackable animals.”

So, has humanity indeed been hacked?

The hurdle will be to convince those who still believe in the shots to try to detox it out so we can stop

this - the most heinous thing ever done to humanity to date.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

This is extremely important
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Dc Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What if it is guilt. The kind of guilt a murderer would (hopefully) have. A feeling like you’ve done something

terrible to yourself and cannot undo it. Maybe what we’re seeing is a form of “living-suicide”. Maybe what

they need is forgiveness. Maybe what they need is precisely the site of humans acting humanely. Great

piece Dr Wolf!
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Isma'il Writes Isma'il’s Substack Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Peace Friends,

Here's a view from a non Western sympathetic observer, that agrees that these injections have possibly

changed something quite fundamental.

Public displays of sentiment are not "normal" in the way that it was standard in pre 2020

Western/Westernised modern culture. The underlying bonding processes certainly were, but their

overflowing past the private sphere and sacred communal space was not.

Is it possible that there was a wisdom in this that post-Christian neocolonial modernity forgot, in it's

pursuit of that which seems good but is actually pyrrically unsustainable when taken as the principle

instead of the effect?

There is something for those of upright intentions to fight or struggle against here, that is for certain. It

may go a lot deeper than we ever expected though.

Salaam.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

interesting. I will think on that.
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Isma'il Writes Isma'il’s Substack Sep 7

Peace,

A key term for what I am proposing here: Domicide, and it's pursuit for self and it's colonial

infliction on others as some kind of wrong principled good intention, spreading corruption

wherever it goes.

Salaam/The peace and simplicity of wholeness, upon you and yours.
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George Watts Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You my people! 

😊

I'd give you all big hugs....but you just I&0's on my little screen. 

😯

We need a symbol, like the little fish that some religious folk stick on their cars. Just a simple symbol that

let's me know that if I see one of you in RL, it's OK to smile, hug and talk about how much despair we feel

for the loss of humanity. 

💟
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

That is a beautiful idea. what could it be?
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George Watts Sep 7

A question for the more creative among us 

🙂
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Mary Sep 10

a lotus of some kind?
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George Watts Sep 10

Love it. Blue lotus of absolute reality? A victory of spirit over the senses.

Great idea Mary!
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Does it matter? Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Anyone else notice this specific sweet slightly off smell coming from the vaxxed???
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

I also experience this as chemical, metallic, sometimes elements of a burning odor, and at times

off/sweet. More metallic the closer to the vaccination time. I experimented with staying in physical

contact with a vaccinated loved one and I realized that the warm field one is still there if weaker, but

now that field also contains a kind of frazzled or ragged electric-charge quality that is hard to be

around and kind of repellent, makes you want to move away. Others?
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 15 mins ago

My cue is almost entirely centered around the skin quality. There is talk of "calcified placentas."

Well, what does that look like in your face? I am seeing a more crusty, plastic, deadened quality

to the vaxxed's skin. The deep, milky, shine and sheen is progressively being lost. The

suppleness is turning coarse. I am wondering what happens to these people in 2-5 years? Will

their lives be shortened?
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Does it matter? Sep 7

Yes chemical, metallic and sweet too (for me) like a heady perfume combo that smells slightly

rancid and off. And it makes sense there’s an electrical/metallic charge... the clots that are

caused by the shots are accumulating/concentrating the heavy metals in their bodies along with

the graphene and the nanotechnology. Sadly, those shot up multiple times think the shots “help

them against covid” so, when you start talking about heavy metal or parasite detox or trying to

detox the spikes out of their system, they look at you like, “Huh? It’s GOOD that I now have the

spike proteins... those are the very things that fight covid, so why would I want to detox from the

shots????” Sigh...

To add to this... I get side effects when around the vaxxed. My lymph glands enlarge on my

throat and neck, I get headaches and nausea.. and if exposure continues past three hours, then I

get a slight cough, sore throat, and if really bad, I get a temperature of anything from 99.2-99.7.

I spray colloidal silver in my mouth and nose and take pine needle oil or tea. But I usually need at

least one full day after of not being exposed to vaxxed people to recover.

And all this happens when I don’t shake hands or hug... and try to keep a minimum 5ft distance.

It’s the breathing and the spikes/nanotechnology in the air that the rest of us are breathing in.

Worse still, I was just diagnosed with breast cancer. I’m in LA surrounded by entertainment

people btw. All being anything from 2-5x jabbed.

Lots and lots of turbo cancers going on ... and my (very glued up and red pilled ) Cryoablation

doctor literally said this morning that my cancer could “more than likely be due to their

shedding.”

So, there’s all that.

I would like nothing better to go back to normal, but my immune system is now messed up

(obviously) and my exposure to them, their shedding, smells etc. is NOT helping.
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Hence the extreme importance of detox protection in the forms of pine needle oils on the

holistic side, and Fenbendazole/ivermectin for parasites AND synthetic parasites in the shots

and fulvic acid/zeolite - heavy metal detox on the other.

Also... supplements and clean foods. All extremely important.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Pearl Green Sep 6

More like a nauseating chemical odor for me.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Doc Ellis Writes Dance of the Furies Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

funny thing about the comments that I read so far: nothing from pediatric nurses, pediatricians, or from

progeny care-takers, just from folks observing from outside such care contexts.

what am I missing?

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 7

there's a comment from a ped on here somewhere. spoke of an encounter with a mom who played

on her phone during infant's well visit

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ellen Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think you’re missing one of those big, fat checks they received for pushing this bioweapon on

innocent and trusting patients. I’m guessing many, many in the medical industrial complex are

shaking in their boots as the truth is becoming harder and harder to ignore.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Doc Ellis Writes Dance of the Furies Sep 6

shaking in their shoes...they don't wear boots. I get that you may be correct, otherwise.

thank you for the pointer, Ellen

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Luvvvy Sep 6

Hi Deborah, I cannot find the video that I saw, no surprise it’s down from YT. There are links to the Greek

monk telling the testimonies of other monks - but not the exact one that i saw.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Hippocrates News Sep 6

Aquarium: We had an identical experience in our nearby pitch-black ("for the sake of the bats") bicycle /

walking 500m converted old railway tunnel. Gold Coast, Australia.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Helene Hoffman Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is true that the chi, or energy of a person/people you are engaging with or viewing is important.

However, what Naomi Wolf fails to address, which is crucial, is the CHI OF THE VIEWER. The viewer's chi

has a tremendous influence on what the viewer sees and feels. In turn, the Beliefs of the viewer is a main

proponent of their Chi.

For example, I know women who have negative beliefs about 'all men'. The two of us will meet a man

together, and, afterwards they will immediately me something negative about the man, like: "he had

creepy eyes; I could Never trust him", etc.

Is it surprising that this woman has NO male friends, or attracts to her only men who hurt her, as she is

living according to her beliefs?

Naomi, and others here: Please examine your own beliefs. This is crucial. If you believe 100% of those who

have been vaccinated exude 'poor/negative' energy, guess how you will find them to be? Exactly the way

you describe them. And, IMO, this is an immensely sad, negative way to live. It will also negatively affect

your health, and Zap Joy out of your own life. You can't control whether someone has been vaccinated,

but you can examine your own beliefs.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Mary Sep 10

its ok to perceive this off reality.. the issue is not whether one perceives it its whether one can see it

and the encompass that perception into something "higher".. its in the fluidity

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

I hear you but this is the last thing I want to see.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Truth Writes I Told You So Sep 6

Jewess Wolf,

Please don't be so modest. Your full title should include all honorifics. Allow me to assist;

Jewess Naomi Wolf, Untermensch

-- or for your CV ---

Frau Doktor Jewess Naomi Wolf, Untermensch

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

RegretLeft Sep 7

ugh! - but you missed an opportunity - shouldn't it be "Sarah" ? with Naomi disallowed.

Are you sufficiently well read to get the allusion? Or just a complete idiot?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Cheryl Sep 6

Dude!

What is wrong with you?

What does being Jewish have to do with anything?

She is providing much-needed info that can benefit all of us -- Gentiles included.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

JD Sep 8

Naomi comes from a lineage that was the FIRST to know the One True God. The lineage to

which God revealed His plan to save Humanity.

Naomi has a prophetic voice & THEY will try to intimidate any who cross the line to Protect

Human Life. Jesus, also of Jewish lineage would say,”Be NOT Afraid!” Called a favorite

monastery recently & you & your family are being prayed for.

🙏

Pls. Be very careful w Reiki. I know 2 people seriously afflicted by exposure to Reiki. One was the

son of a practitioner. Another was the practitioner himself.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Truth Writes I Told You So Sep 6 · edited Sep 6

It was the title and subject of one of her recent posts.

https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/this-jewess-says-rfk-jr-is-right

"This Jewess Says RFK Jr. is Right"

Her post title. Her self-label.

The term in English is derogatory - as are its equivalents in European languages.

Maybe it's like black people calling other black people the N-word? Except it isn't.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Mary Sep 10

no , Naomi Wolf was just making the pt that as a jew , she is not at offended by those

calling out the money bankstir fake jews

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Truth Writes I Told You So Sep 10 · edited Sep 10

She embraces the title. I merely oblige.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Pearl Green Sep 6

Oh my gosh you're nasty.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Max Steele Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I'm encouraged by your listening to energy workers. Here's a podcast further providing an explanation of

the vaccines from a spiritual perspective, anthroposophical medicine. Also a link to a book about it

https://veilofreality.com/2023/05/15/covid-vaccines-from-a-spiritual-perspective-thomas-mayer-tcm-

108-part-1/

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Mr. Lucky Sep 6

Life on this planet is carbon based. The Controllers are destroying carbon in every way imaginable. The

plan is to replace carbon based humans with creatures that are more silicone based and wired to the

cloud. That is what the Vaxx/bio weapon is doing. This will explain the weakening of the energy field and

the lessening of bonds between humans. As an aside, I have been a licensed Acupuncturist for over 35

years, and in my practice, I have seen it all. Please understand that everything is energy and vibration, and

that is why their plan is so insidious, It changes humans at the deepest level.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

dar Sep 6 · edited Sep 6

FYI, here's an essay by Dr Paul Levy, ''a pioneer in the field of spiritual emergence and a Tibetan Buddhist

practitioner for nearly 40 years, founder of the Awaken in the Dream Community in Portland, Oregon, and

the author of several books, including Dispelling Wetiko and Wetiko. '

https://www.awakeninthedream.com/articles/invasion-of-the-body-snatchers-comes-to-life

"Invasion of the Body Snatchers" Comes to Life — Awaken in the Dream

Paul Levy

Though I am no historian, I feel confident in saying that we are living through the strangest time in all of

human history...

Excerpt from "Invasion of the Body Snatchers Comes to Life"

Our species is not only asleep, but it’s as if there’s something within us that is invested in keeping us in the

dark. As Jung points out, under the circumstances it is imperative that we gain insight into “the spirit that

is against us.”[2] This spirit that seems to be obstructing our light is what the Native Americans call

“wetiko,”[3] which can be conceived of as being a mind-virus. Shedding light on the covert operations of

this virus of the mind serves us beyond measure.

What is happening in our world is so sci-fi,

as if we are living in a dystopian Philip K. Dick novel. It is as if the movie “Invasion of the Body Snatchers”

has come to life in our world. So many people, even close friends and family members, have fallen prey to

the never-ending stream of lies, disinformation and propaganda that is fed to us on a daily basis through

the media. Once someone has become influenced and has sufficiently been “taken in” by the mind-

controlling propaganda, it is as if their minds become “taken over”—possessed—by something, such that,

unbeknownst to themselves, they then become an outpost, a link in a dark chain, to further propagate the

spell that they themselves have fallen under. Due to its mind-altering function, propaganda itself is a form

of black magic. When someone has sufficiently imbibed the propaganda and become entranced by the

internal logic and seeming coherence of a false narrative, they typically are of the opinion that they are in

no way under the propaganda, which is nothing other than the propaganda itself speaking through them.

Convinced they are in possession of the truth, they have then become an organ of and mouthpiece for the

propaganda to spread, all the while thinking that people who haven’t fallen under the spell of the

propaganda are the ones who are propagandized. It is as if something has possessed them[...]

amazon.com/Undreaming-Wetiko-Breaking-Nightmare-Mind-Virus/dp/1644115662

Undreaming Wetiko: Breaking the Spell of the Nightmare Mind-Virus (Sacred Planet) May 23, 2023

“Undreaming Wetiko is infused with Paul’s insights and personal experiences spanning over decades,

weaving together quantum physics, Jungian shadow work, shamanism, trauma work, and drawing from

various spiritual and esoteric traditions. Paul gives us a comprehensive understanding of why the world is

the way it is, while he also brilliantly shows us the way out and what needs to be done before we destroy

ourselves.” ― Bernhard Guenther, psychospiritual coach, writer, and cohost of The Cosmic Matrix

Podcast

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl Sep 6

I like how you mention Philip K. Dick.

One reason I've always been leery of big government propaganda is because I haunted the

SF/Fantasy/Horror section of the library from about age 12. A great many dystopian stories either

begin or end with tyrannical governments.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 7

oh heck yeah. plot of so, so many novel. I almost can't read them now, when I used to love them.

too close to reality. I read to escape reality.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Christy Stadelmaier Writes Christy’s Substack Sep 6 · edited Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was beginning to think I was alone in noticing emotionless babies, but as Naomi was early in on all this

madness, I appreciate her voicing her observation on this. Anecdotally I can verify her observation. Will

this be the last summer I see toddlers at the beach running and throwing themselves into the sand at the

water’s edge with great glee?

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Sep 6

I'm sure you had an instant bond.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Mally Sep 6

oh god!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sheila Dean Writes Liberty in Many Directions Sep 6

I’m delighted to see you take a bold step. If a scientist developed a patent for lipid nanoparticles for use in

modern medicine, why shouldn’t we examine the impacts of this medicine? Someone paid for the

research. If it was even partially funded with US federal grants, subsidized with taxes, we reserve the right

of both inquiry and dissent on any public use of resources with adverse illness or effects.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mister Nobody Sep 6

What 2023 feels like spiritually: https://youtu.be/8vvJi7AX054?t=1806

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

BChristine Writes BChristine’s Substack Sep 6

Yes ... endless terminal for sure. Journeying through the end of mankind as we knew it. Sad.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Gordon Shumway Writes Gordon’s Substack Sep 6

Creepy as hell.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

BChristine Writes BChristine’s Substack Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I've noticed personality changes in those around me who have taken the jab(s) ... at work, family, etc. Less

compassion, de-focused, abruptness, dismissive, memory issues, distant, and the list goes on.

I realize there are other factors involved like our broken food system, technology, natural aging, to name a

few. However the change over the past couple years has been much more noticeable and intense.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 6

Maybe some chronic stress & PTSD issues.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Ann Mangold Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

BUMPER STICKER

How about you design and sell on Dailyclout.io a bumper sticker that says -Learn the Facts about Covid

vaccines- go to Dailyclout.io

This simple item would get the word out where the internet does not reach and it will generate revenue for

your work!

Hope you will try this!

Thank you Naomi! Love and greatly appreciate your work!

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 6 Author

That is great idea thank you

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 6

Things have changed, people seem distant (ones who took several shots). Some informed folks cut ties

with covid cult members also with churches and community civic groups and interact only with

likeminded. Now is the time to separate ourselves and stick with likeminded. Not worth our time or energy

to waste, as times get worse for economy and increasing crime, as civilization collapses. Home church or

small fellowship groups is best. As crime increases people will stay home more and have different

priorities. There is no political solution and hasn't been in decades as corruption in government is the

norm. A civilization dies from apathy toward the values that created it.

LIKED (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

JoaQuina74 Sep 6

Well said. This is the age of solo Christiany. For those with eyes to see, this IS the time to put on

WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD every day. Times are getting tough and there's no other way to make it

through. God bless!!!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Kiran Sep 6

COVID vaccines from an spiritual perspective , book from Thomas Mayer,here are the answers to

everything you expose in your article.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

ForkInSocket Writes ForkInSocket’s Newsletter Sep 6

I wonder how much of this effect is the psychological impact of constant stress and preoccupation with

whatever disasters are unfolding at any given time. While I have not to my knowledge ingested any LNPs, I

have found that I have a constant background level of preoccupation with all the messed up stuff going on

minute by minute. The realization that the rulers of society have decided to dispense with 90% of the

people on earth (certainly including myself), does not sit well with me and makes me feel unmoored from

reality and nervous about the future. Maybe as much as 50% of my mental capacity is tied up in just trying

to understand what is going on, and this leaves a lot less capacity for "real life", relationships, and so on. I

try hard not to be constantly preoccupied, but virtually everyone else is similarly preoccupied - albeit

about different things.

The fact that nobody can even agree on what the issues are, drives us to isolate ourselves in our

customized information streams, which makes everything worse.

I'm torn about this because I could just ignore it all and let the chips fall where they may, but I find it

difficult to ignore this proliferation of existential concerns, and I don't think ignoring it is going to make it

go away. When the pandemic emergency returns (in a few months, some say) everything is going to come

right back to a life or death struggle once again. I remember what that was like and it was pretty

unpleasant. Maybe this time will be different, but I'm doubtful. I just want to find something constructive to

do, and I am having a hard time figuring that out.

They have so much power already, due to their layers of minions and useful idiots, and so few people are

able to look this problem in the eye - even the people who have been outspoken often can't go the full

distance. Most of us who have grown up in what was a peaceful and apparently benign society (at least

from our perspective) have trouble countenancing true evil, we don't have a reference point for it.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

"Most of us who have grown up in what was a peaceful and apparently benign society (at least from

our perspective) have trouble countenancing true evil, we don't have a reference point for it."

Yes! this Is why I try to romance the feral abused and ignored to step up. They don't flinch or blink in

the face of Evil.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

ForkInSocket Writes ForkInSocket’s Newsletter Sep 6 · edited Sep 6

That's a good idea.

There are so many fronts in this war.. https://markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/all-the-

materials-that-didnt-burn
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Cheryl Sep 6

Thanks for the link.

I've been following the Lahaina fire, & noting all the comments from people who survived

the Paradise fire in CA. Very odd stuff.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Mike Sep 6

Surely, doctor, you have made allowance for your newfound understanding of the world, such as the

destruction you predicted Trump supporters to engage in on Jan 6, 2021 but actually resulting from agent

ptovocateurs, to be certain that confirmation bias does not explain the "new" failures between those

whom you observe to be actually new and not previously overlooked. 

You are new to reality, doctor. 

Welcome!

Know this, this was foretold:  II Timothy 3:2-3     NIV/KJV

2 People will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their

parents, ungrateful, unholy, [here it comes.. ] 3  Without natural affection...

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 6 · edited Sep 6

Naomi is a likable useful idiot.

Much like others who are slowly being red pilled. Public figures that are honest intellectually(Not

hypocrites) come around slowly. They must be able to show how they came to their new found place.

Not only do they not want to look like hypocrites, what they fear the most is looking dumb. NW still as

a long lonely road, until she gets to the fork in the road. There she will decide, should I keep my old

friends or accept my new friends. If she chooses the later she will be accompanied by few.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

What are you talking about? She's already given everything up.

What have you given up? I think you've always been a cynic.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 6

I think my comment is clear.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Mike Sep 6

With the work Dr. Wolf is now doing, I think she only needs to acknowlege (then

recant) her part in setting the table for the events of Jan 6, 2021 to be called a Trump

insurrection by her (ex)fellow-travelers.

This explains: https://republicbroadcasting.org/news/naomi-wolf-must-repent-her-

fomenting-of-january-6th-false-flag/
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 6

She has a lifetime of recanting needed before she can take the right road.

But in the meantime we can applaud her efforts, getting to the truth.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Me Again Margaret Sep 6

No one has a lifetime of recanting. Truth lovers wake up every morning

knowing more truth more clearly. Truth makes free ~ not condemnation

requiring a lifetime of recanting. Everything is alright. We all are on the same

journey of knowing truth. I believe one day we will arrive ~ waking up one

fine morning knowing truth face to face. We will see God. We will become

our highest selves.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 7

She has many truths of her past she must face.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Ripple Sep 8

For one thing the use of the title "Dr." by Ph.D.'s has always

rubbed me the wrong way. It just seems like a form of ego display.

And we all know of one very prominent woman and no friend of

most here who does the same.

As one of the leading public figures of modern feminism she

helped drive the trends that have led to so much societal damage.

For one thing, beauty is not a myth.
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Mike Sep 6

I am hopeful that Dr. Wolf will continue doing good work, but you should the

hear the nonsense that her friend Julianna Forlano (from video at above
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hear the nonsense that her friend Julianna Forlano (from video at above

link) is saying these days. Sheeesh, completely unable to see/acknowledge

the truth.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Amos Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I remember one nice day in 2021, I saw a group of kids hanging out in an obscured area behind a Dollar

Store. Maybe 8 of them, around middle school age, joking and generally being immature and obnoxious as

kids that age are. I was so moved, I teared up. How long it had been since I had witnessed that kind of

bonding, interaction, hell, just fun? In 2019 I would have just taken that for granted and walked on by. A

little glimmer of hope for humanity there by the Dollar Store loading dock. The spark of the divine can't be

extinguished everywhere and all times.

LIKED (9) REPLY SHARE

Shelagh Young Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My current life setting is rural, but the symptoms observed in this essay are evident in up-close-and-

personal relationships and events. Something is missing. Going through the motions, which is how people

in the country traditionally have to relate in public in order to bear being so close for generations of

irritating incidents, is writ so large now it's overly theatrical. It feels fake. Badly done. Almost

uncomfortable. Dr Toby Rogers' post awhile back about mimetic cultures fit perfectly.

Something is definitely missing, and I've dabbled enough in some woo theories to consider that the

function of the pineal gland is an antenna/resonator to and with energy frequencies (of all kinds. Some say

The Divine.) to physically sense the day & night and produce melatonin. And the thymus gland, so close

to the heart, is its brain, relaying such messages.

As LNPs are accumulated in all organs, these two, if disabled by injection combined with wifi in all public

places and general trauma, which hasn't really stopped, we're witnessing a slow shattering.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Oaf Writes Oaf’s Substack Sep 6

Cholesterol and salt are the two compounds facilitating the most of human brain function--the two

things FEDGOV has been telling people were bad, bad, bad. FEDGOV is nobody's friend.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

intentional living Sep 6 · edited Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This state of affairs has been really bothering me, thanks for addressing it.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Oaf Writes Oaf’s Substack Sep 6 · edited Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are correct in your assessment Dr. Wolf. The music has stopped. Darkness is falling all over the world.

Satan is in the wings directing his minions, awaiting his big moment---when he is allowed to take the

stage in Old Jerusalem and deceive the whole world with his lies and his adolescent power. God's

apostate son is being consumed in a dark, cold fire of unimaginable lust whose shadows now flicker in our

world (Ezekiel 28:13-19).

If I may, allow me to suggest memorizing the first 10 verses of Psalm 91 until they become a part of your

daily consciousness. In the dead of night or the heat of the day those words offer genuinely wonderful

reassurance by the strength of their deep supernatural conviction. Psalm Ninety One was quoted at

length to Christ-man Jesus during his wilderness confrontation with Satan. The authorship of Psalm 91 is

uncertain. I like to think it was written by Melchizedek for Abraham's benefit (and ours).

Supernatural means 'more natural' MizNaomi. The evil leaders who lead the evil ones among us are

working furiously to tamp down or destroy the positive spiritual character of humanity. To do so they feed

lusts of terror and death and depraved luxury. When Satan deceived and debauched Eve & Adam and

took their dominion from them, the clock started ticking. Now, time is running out. Don't be alarmed.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 6

Agree, and we no longer participate in the farce of voting, as those in office eventually become

corrupted (congress, even state and local politicians.) We are retirees and have seen the gradual

decline decade by decade. Prepare and connecting w/ likeminded for bartering and protection in

community, and hoping for the best. More crime increasing.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Tim Webb Writes Tim’s Substack Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I'm inclined to believe that the vast majority of people have always been nonentities.

This is the fate that awaits most, after the brief spell of normality experienced in childhood has departed.

Movies like "Metropolis" have captured this well; the long lines of the zombified going to work, returning

to sleep, and going to work again.

The world has been organized as a tax farm, and as with the corporate ethic, joy has no place in it, as joy

cannot be monetized.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Gumnut123 Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

1. you become emotionally childish

2. you are easily led

3. you become zombie-like

4. your judgement is affected

A 58 year old Doctor who like I, had unknowingly succumbed to being a Fauci Lab rat in Australia in the

late 1980s - BEFORE The Spike, He knew I had an important business conversation to deal with and the

above were his insights into my changed personality/behaviours, NEVer jabbed as I knew what had

happened to me and family was going to happen to the world at large- just not the sudden deaths nor the

children and babies.

I have had all and more of the never ending illnesses (excellent health before) that people are now calling

the LONG Covid. I took full responsibility in 2016 for my health and this included brain treatments, am now

back to my old self in every respect. can be done.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mister Nobody Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think there is a sexual exuberance about the summer months that operates on the subtle levels, at least

under normal circumstances. Back in 2020, that exuberance was still there though it was muted by the

fact that everyone had to mask up to shop in stores and everything not essential was closed down. But

starting in Summer 2021, it seems as though it has been fading away to the extent that it's more or less

completely absent this year. What has replaced it, in my estimation, is this gray, cynical, weary alienation in

which people just "go through the motions" without any real *joie* *de* *vivre*.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

duckman Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks, i checked your own substack and you are paid subcribers only comment, which is cool, but i dont

do subscribtion

none the less and quickly as duck breakfast rapidly approaches followed by day 2 of cider apple harvest,

busy time of year

i have researched what crowley, steiner, fortune, golden dawn etc were up to, they had "improved"

victorian seance methodology to make contact with what plagues us now, obviously wealth, "power" and

sexual abandonment were high on the list...

there are some documented accounts of a specific 5d entity that "came through" as a result of their

"work", this was discussed on radio 4 at length one evening pre "all the shit", the contributors name i

failed to record, what i do remember is that she took the mic and spoke in "literary terms" of "fiction" and

gave a graphic detailed account much to the presenters annoyance, this came at the right time for me in

light of other studies into freemasonry, nde, reincarnation +

it is of note that the jehovah witness org (of which i am ambivolent) teach that "satan" came to earth

around that time

if you can find them there are a set of written dialogue with a fellow researcher in an alternate dimension

contacted via an early version "collider" being used in Africa, the dialogue could be fiction, but certain

content re specifically the "moon", the use of language not "imagery" (hyroglyph etc), particularly strike

home, what is also interesting is the near comlete erasure of these "conspiracy theorist" texts, it was

presented as c.h.a.n.i relating to "channeled something, something.

a yonug lady used to post much under the title "walk in light" via wordpress, she too has

erradicated/erased and something "nice" and reiki :0/ fills the search voids she once filled, i have many of

her articles saved, she diseminated scripture into real world understandable formats and was years ahead

of the crowd re c.e.r.n/gottenherd etc

Nick Anthony Fiorenza was another who went under the road roller of c19, "offed" in early 2020 in north

italy the worlds premier (imho) sidereal (astronomical) astrologer had cracked the outer planet cycles

which gave us "mayer anschell and his fiat system" and were to give humanity a much needed up-lift in

jan 2020... which was....anticipated, his incredible work 2020 the great re-set (termed as such before

klaus), 2020-2030 the great transformation has been wiped, clean, out of existence, yes indeed i have it

i would state shmuel asher`s "soul revolution" as a must read and if i can find it a wonderful book re the

coexistence of humanity with "gods and demons" in the natural world explaining place names, reverence

of springs etc, i need to dig that one out, theroux i think

for now, there are two things that make what we oppose weaker, ridicule and knowledge of them

a time rapidly approaches when they will throw their lot into the fire to attempt to daunt humanity with

their great "powers" some of us are ready, many not, here is place you may find of interest, much research

into 3rd temple, re heiffer, return of the capstone, his most recent post is noteworthy:

https://hiddeninthecrag.org/2022/11/28/the-yanukas-spirit/

apples call, later perhaps
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 6 Author

I fid not realize that about my settings. I’ll revisit
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duckman Sep 6

Hi, my comment was a reply to "its the truth" a couple of paragrpahs down, her substack is

subscriber, yours thank fully is not

It seems your article has touched a raw nerve with many?

The social/consciousness fall from grace (what little we had) of humanity courtesy of the jibby

jabby seems well under way...

From quite early on (thankfully) the obviousness of a new, rushed to market "product" rolled out

under a hoax was deeply suspicious

keep on doing what you are doing x
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Awkward Git Writes Awkward Git’s Newsletter Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think it's because they have lost that little thing inside oneself that makes us human.

God gene wasn't ti called years ago and scientists were boasting they could vaccinate it from a person,

remember watching the video of the presentation.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 6

Apathy rules the masses, those who got the covid shots and took even more later. Now another

booster is coming out soon, wonder how many sheeple will line up for it in local pharmacies and

clinics. Warning about flu and Shingrix shots: they now have mRNA. These people taking these shots

are lacking critical thinking ability, cannot see the damage ahead with health issues or worse.
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Cheryl Sep 6

There was a pregnant lady next to me in Walgreens the other day, waiting for either a flu shot or

a Covid shot. I was appalled. Back when I had my babies 30ish years ago, I didn't get any shots;

I didn't take any drugs at all. All I took was folic acid & prenatal vitamins.
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Nicola Sep 14

Me too, I was getting headaches during my second pregnancy and called my doctor to ask

her if it was ok to drink a cup of coffee.
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Its The Truth Writes Truth Is Sep 5 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As vaxxed humans transform into genetic hybrids with a meat suite we will see yet even more bizarre

observations than these. Humans will become vessels for dark entities we cannot see but energetically

they exist and portals are being opened by CERN to allow them access to our realm. If there is an empty

"house" walking the streets these beings will have access to fresh human bodies that are energetically

compatible for them to overtake the body. In short people will be possessed and the level of violent crime,

disrespect and nonchalantness will grow more wearisome to the natural humans that remain.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 6

The disgust with increasing crime incl child abuse/trafficking and gruesome murder news stories (NY

Post, Daily mail and local newspapers) parent killing thier kids or sons killing fathers, etc. Random

shootings in crowds, best to avoid crowds, it's not worth the fun, concerts, etc Much demonic

activity word wide ongoing.
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duckman Sep 5

i caught the article above on seemorerocks page

i was prompted to write something at its source, re the "disembodied disneyworld" that is being

foisted upon us

it is humbling to know i am not alone in what i have researched

the intention is to make this realm a playpark for the disembodied to come, inhabit and "express"

their desires through once human avatars

the majority of jabbed humans i deal with are now un-moved, un-empathic, drones that accept the

rapidly accelerating demise of goodness as "natural"

c.e.r.n was but one of the portals,

our lives as complete humans are growing more exposed to the degradation daily, which in turn

makes us stronger

i am supremely lucky to have built a near autonomous, rural existence which nourishes me and those

close to me continually, i was driven to create this nearly 40 years ago, i now know why

to any of you still "living" in the cities, it is time to get out,
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Its The Truth Writes Truth Is Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

Yes I agree CERN is only one mechanism, and I perceive that its operation on the quantum level

has effects that permeate past its physical location and into the entire ecosystem that houses

this realm. Nonetheless, other mechanisms do exist that don't require CERN mechanics as our

realm is quantum in essence from our very being. This means that even certain behaviors acted

out by humans (or ex humans) can facilitate the transition of disembodied energies into our

dimension. Cities are and will continue to become the very worst place to be caught in the midst

of it all, but as my husband says "most humans are MPCs anyway" there are only a few key

characters just as there will only be a few real humans left before long.
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Christine Writes Stepping Off the Edge of the Wo… Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I fell across this today and I think it says it all. It is an anthem for our times, and it is worth noting that the

lyrics were written in 1964. This deadening of the human spirit has been going on for a long time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4
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Sandra Salstrom Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wonderful information but the context makes me cry. Not being entranced by your baby? Will children be

addicted to their own depression? Parents not vigilant over their children?
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AK Sep 5 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So, everything you are describing, Naomi, indicates a breakdown of familial relationships. I am sure you

know what Marx and his philosophical parasites of the like of Marcuse and Angela Davis felt about the

family in Western capitalist society - it was apropos to the ruling class that should be abolished.

From *The Nation:*

Arguably the most infamous demand of The Communist Manifesto is the “abolition of the family.” The

family, Marx and Engels noted, was where patriarchy and capitalism worked in tandem to produce willing,

alienated workers, where women became little more than “instruments of production” for the men who

lorded over them. Radical queer politics in the 1960s and ’70s added to their critique of the bourgeois

family when activists challenged the heteronormativity of familial relations. That demand, however, has

since almost completely vanished from the leftist imaginary.

Sophie Lewis, a feminist theorist and geographer, takes up this forgotten struggle in her work. Her new

book, Full Surrogacy Now: Feminism Against Family (Verso, 2019) specifically links family abolition to a

radical reconceptualization of pregnancy itself. The act of carrying a child to term, she insists, is work—

labor that has long been exploited and overlooked by the academy—and so is mothering.
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chris Writes chris’s Substack Sep 5 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi , i watched you speaking to a Christian pastor a few months ago and saw the tears in your eyes as

you discussed your spiritual state.

John 14:6 Jesus said ” I am THE way, the Truth, the Life.

No-one comes to the Father, except, through Me.”

What do you have to lose Naomi to take a look?

Jeshua was of Jewish lineage. He came to save the Jews first, and then the gentiles.

Paul’s mission was mostly for the gentiles.

I felt LED to share this website with you months ago after I watched the tears well up in your eyes, and as I

was about to send you an email my iPad shut down…and then life got in the way.

I feel compelled to honor the prompting I believe came from Jehovah to share this link with you to watch

the compelling journey to messiah these Jews experienced.

They are very moving, insightful and may speak to you since you are searching for truth.

I am praying for you for many things Naomi. You are a courageous and admirable woman.

💓

https://www.oneforisrael.org/jewish-testimonies-i-met-messiah/jonathan-bernis-jewish-voice-testimony/

https://www.oneforisrael.org/top-testimonies/dr-dauermann-found-jesus-door-real-jewish-life/

https://www.oneforisrael.org/israeli-testimonies/
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Annie Ocean Writes Annie’s Newsletter Sep 5 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As I sat at the airport, in the outside car-line for passengers waiting for their luggage, I noticed a couple

with a small girl, 4 maybe. Though she was very animated and such an angel, she could not get her

parents attention. I sat hoping she was not going to run out in front of the cars albeit slow moving. The

parents were involved with their cigarettes and phones and looking for their ride. They also had a baby in a

car carrier. These car-seats, came on the scene decades ago and have absolutely changed how often

babies are held, which could be never because they now have their mobile chairs with handles. I was a

receptionist in our women's health and birthing center. I never saw a baby not in a car carrier. These have

dramatically changed the mother/baby bond. At the births the child- mother gazing brought down the

mother's milk, helped babies latch-on and bring on contractions for the placenta to descend..and

changed both, mom and baby bio-chemically. The bio-weapon covid now has humanity afraid to touch,

and so we are programmed to keep our distance... Thank you Naomi, I too have lost my community, where

once I had great cred, much peace to you.
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Cheryl Sep 6

I hate to see babies being carted all over the place in those seats. Though I understand the

convenience when traveling, babies need to be held. We are mammals. When my babies were little, I

carried them as much as I could. There were baby slings, a baby wrap, etc. No idea what's available

now, but mammals really do need that contact. They loved watching what I was doing in the kitchen,

folding laundry, etc. I talked & sung to them and it was wonderful!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

So sorry. And beautifully described.
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JerryK Sep 5

Then there are the smash-and-grab equity shopping raids in California:)
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Mike Sep 6

Quite possibly the old adage, "There is no honor among thieves" needs addendum: Honorless

government taught the unregenerated heart that crime pays. While there may be no honor among

them, there is much animation.
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Rebecca S. Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"If you accept that this might be possible, you must accept that it may be possible to damage or disrupt

“prana” or “chi” using physical or psychological means." By technological / medical / electronic means,

even.

I think the addiction to phones and tablets is creating part of this disconnect problem. I went to music

school. I played chamber music and classical guitar. After graduating, stuck with student loans, I went into

IT. I noticed what I now call "brain damage" happening to me after about a year. I could not connect with

people as well. I did not feel the passion for playing music that I felt intensely before going into IT.

We need to look at the impact of leaving children from a young age in day care also.
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JulieW Sep 6

My personal jihad is against institutionalized daycare, and your emphasis reinforces Naomi’s and

others’ points about the dis-integration of the family unit. It was not that long ago that women longed

to be mothers, men to be providers, and in our mortal weaknesses we found support and community,

mostly through religion. (One of the greatest criticisms I ever hear from fellow worshipers is how the

church has become just a social club, and while there could be made an argument in that direction, I

prefer to think just what a great thing a social connection has meant, evidenced by the life long

friends I’ve made in the mainline churches I’ve attended all my life.) The ‘elites’ have formed a clique,

the rules for which are such strict conformity that an oath must be sworn to: support the killing of

babies in utero without any repercussion; shame and shun white people and their children, who will

now only exist as subhumans; cast all of the achievements of Western Civilization onto a pyrrhic fire,

erase said history from our schools and basically go against every tenet of the Judeo-Christian

values upon which our country was founded. We have become a beaten down people who see no

leaders worthy of our trust and the heroes who do arise are beaten, arrested, their homes raided by

thugs. Our children are being brainwashed relentlessly in the public schools and the sacrifices it

takes for one parent to stay at home and assume homeschooling duties are no longer supported by

the society at large. We have lost our way. I think the loss of the ‘great generation’ has left such a

huge vacuum; I am in my late 60’s and I will never be treated with the same care and respect with

which I treated my elders. But, I hold onto hope and my faith in God is stronger than ever. Read the

Psalms.
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JerryK Sep 6

When was the last time you saw men stand when a matron entered the room? Take her coat?

Pull up a chair for her? Feminism (that I mostly agree with) killed the enculturated respect men

once had for women.
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Amos Sep 6

I agree about institutional daycare! There's a huge push from government actors to get

newborns into daycare and women back to work. Even if the state has to pay a daycare worker

$25 / hour so the mom can go work for $10 / hour, they will do it. I see more and more women

opting to stay home, get by on less money, but there's a huge force going against them.
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Nicola Sep 14

That was Hillary Clinton
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Kathy M. Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi for being our eyes in these matters. I just wish you ended off on a different note. If you

consider humans to be "made in the image and likeness of God" then nothing is wrong with us. We might

be struggling with failing bodies and failing life experiences and failing technologies to improve our

education. Struggling? Yes. Broken? No. Here's a recent quote from Dr. Ana Mihalcea in an interview with

the Breggins: "We are divine spiritual beings and we have the power to create phenomenal and genius

ideas. We can literally be inspired divinely with extraordinary knowledge, and we are connected to the all

in all, and they [the en-slavers] want to sever that to make us these automatons." (automaton: a moving

mechanical device made in imitation of a human being.)

Thank you so much Naomi for telling us what you see. I see some of it and it cuts deep.
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Cynthia Ford Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I've been thinking about just this very thing, how the telluric fields of the earth and our energy fields are

being interfered with by technologies of many kinds. It is thought by quantum biologists, whose research

just suddenly halted after identifying photosynthesis, enzymatic reactions, bird migration and possibly

olfaction as quantum. Olfaction is 40 million years old. The scientists naturally have to salute reductionist

materialism by calling everything beyond those things 'woo' or airy fairy as science requires total

fundamentalism. Jordan Peterson was talking to Matt Ridley (whose work I like) and brought up religion,

whereupon Mr. Ridley obviously and clearly went full rigor mortis in his body language as even talking

about that was so beyond the pale for Darwinians that he might get excommunicated for woo. What I

wonder, though, is what else is quantum? And why is no one investigating it? The late Bernard

D'Espagnet, in Scientific American in 1979 (before it became a captured camp follower of corporations),

found that thought between people who were close to one another traveled faster than the speed of light,

violating Einsteinian Separability. Quantum entanglement. Quantum entanglement is thought to be a field

and not two particles, so it is not that the particles are behaving similarly at great distances in space and

time, but that they are part of a field. (LOL someone could explain this better than I can) What is
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happening to that field? Bob Dylan's "A Hard Rain's Gonna Fall" has a line about seeing a highway of

diamonds with nobody on it. My sense is that all faiths and traditions and spiritualities have to find a way

to pull in the opposite direction of what is centripetally vacuuming us towards the event horizon of the

black hole that is composed of the contagious energies of sadism, pedophilia, power psychosis, mass

formation, cult consciousness, despair, materialism, greed, nihilism and mechanism. We must find a way

to be the initial condition that spins the fractal in a different direction, and that begins by naming truthfully

and completely what is actually going on. I tell my friend all the time that there is a tsunami of repressed

fear and stress and rage and despair and grief, unvoiced, silenced, and shut down, that comes at us all all

the time. We can turn that back, part the sea, if aligned with the highest spiritual truths, and goodness,

truth and beauty. And, luckily, those aspects of being are invisible to the predatory suction people and

energies. And this begins in people like you being willing to say what you are seeing and experiencing, so

thank you!
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Sheila Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The cellphone has done much damage to humans long before 2021. Being forced to quarantine made the

situation much worse and much more noticeable. It had made people selfish, dulled senses, decreased

joy, disconnected people from nature and loved ones. Parents ignore their kids and don’t even realize it.

And the children get their excitement and attention from hideous people on TikTok and Facebook, etc.
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Amos Sep 6

I agree. I think cell phones have done most of the damage.
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Trish Chedgzoy Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Absolutely spot on as usual, I think most people are expressionless zombies now, no brain cells to be

found.
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JerryK Sep 5

A lot of people are on psychotropic drugs, too. Especially kids, the Ritalin Generation.
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Mike Sep 6

You are dead right. Short article nails it:

https://etherzone.com/magic-modern-wonder-drugs-sorts-of-sorcery/
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 5

And no light behind their dead eyes either for many of them.
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JerryK Sep 6

Look at the mass shooters, all young. Zombies. The young El Paso shooter has been in jail here

for the 2019 killing of 22 and he still looks like a zombie! His State trial begins soon and it will be

curtains for him. Texas will execute a mass-murderer; the Feds did not.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 6

Very true
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WouldHeBearIt Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, what you wrote strongly reminds me of the New Testament Scripture, 2Timothy 3; 1-5

"This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.

For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to

parents, unthankful, unholy,

without natural affection,

trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors, heady, high-

minded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; having a form of godliness, but denying the power

thereof: from such turn away."

~2Timothy; 1-5
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Deborah R Evans Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I sent you an email from Dr. Peter Breggin, and in their podcast all is discussed about every point that you

made. It saddens me how much this is affecting so many.
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Margie Ohrenberger Writes Margie’s Substack Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Absolutely right on target. My pet peeve is parents on their phones around children. Moms pushing

strollers while on the phone. My oldest is 41 and when she was born , stroller walks were all about looking

at things we saw and naming them, there’s a doggie, there’s a birdie, there’s a fire truck.....I see zero of this

anymore.
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Nicola Sep 14

That was me at the grocery store. Naming all the produce
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Cheryl Sep 6

Exactly!

They're missing out on so much! I used to exclaim over the pretty flowers, point out the birds in a bird

bath, the cat eyeing us warily from beneath the car. . .
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Aussiegrandma Sep 5

Me too Margie. I see these totally self absorbed women pushing their little ones in the strollers and

prams and their heads stuck in their phones. I like to walk my dog around our estate and I leave my

phone at home. These poor little kids are missing out on the delights of exploring the world around

them and having the beauty of life pointed out to them by their caring mothers.
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Charty Durrant Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you so much for writing such a thoughtful and absolutely neccessary think piece on this. I recently

had the misfortune to fly back to the UK - im now living in Spain in middle age i walked out of my home

country due to this very thing. The Airports were creepy - tho there were exceptions small bubbles of

intimacy. I do think this was happening already culturally to a lesser degree - i had 2 daughters in the early

90s then the 'trend' was 'home birth sleeping with your babies in the bed and keeping them close - as

you say being fixed and radar/smell super-natural connection. When i had a late baby in my 40s the

'trend' was a sick one a book called 'The Contented little baby' where New mums were taught to put

babies in blacked-out rooms leaving them to cry and break their spirits. I noticed that my now young adult

kid is very different from many of her peers. And now with the Jab - that vacant far away distant thing - i

do not belive there has ever been a generation GAP as big as the one we have now.

Intimacy - IN-TO-ME-SEE touch, any kind of voluptuousness sensuality and closeness frivolity or

naturalness is being bred out - and 'Karen Culture' teaches Moms to hate dirt fear germs, Bleach

everything and not trust their own innate gut intuition and God-given gifts.

It is natural to mourn for we have lost so much so fast. For those of us still able to feel to love to be human

it feels like being in side some kind of zombie zoo.

There is NO QUESTION the globalists are targeting women's nature and babies and our humanness -

alongside all the things that make humans great like Art culture and good literature.

This is an ongoing subject and needs many eyes many minds and many thoughts. Thank you as ever for

being the 'brave one' in starting a BRAVE conversation.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

the whole germaphobe thing makes me crazy! putting the hand san shit all over the kids everyday is

NUTS! growing up in the 60's, we used to get dirty playing outside. my sister and I, two little girls and

we had a blast getting dirty! you don't hardly see that anymore. I know someone who's daughter

would start screaming if her hands got the tiniest bit dirty or insist on having new clothes put on her

if she got so much as a spot. that's on the MOM; kids will not act like that unless taught to.

the whole germaphobe thing is so counterintuitive. we live in a world where life is literally dependent

on microbes. if the natural world was a constant threat to health in that way, we would not have

survived as a species.
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Truthseeker Sep 5

During covid

I watched a mother… come out of the mall with her two young children… and spray them down

with a can of LYSOL … before they got into their car.

A percent of people have lost their minds… and covid accelerated that, in some people.
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Cheryl Sep 6

I simply stopped & stared at a woman pumping gas next to me one day, who was wearing a

face protector over a mask & kind of thick blue gloves on her hands.

After she pumped gas, she sprayed her gloves down & drove away, masked, gloved -- and

all alone in her car.

And they say we're the crazy ones. . .
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

oh. my. god. that shit is SO toxic. dumb woman is lucky she didn't literally blind them with it

too. If you're that crazy and stupid, stay the F home. better yet, don't breed. (I know I'm

being mean but DAMN)
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

Very true indeed. It was slow and subtle like boiling a frog, but when you finally see it for what it really

is, it smacks you right between the eyes.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

You raise a really important point. I did not know about "the contented baby" and leaving babies to

cry in dark rooms in the 1990s. We had a version of this called "Ferberizing" in the 1990s in which

we were told to leave our babies all alone to cry themselves to sleep. It's the worst thing I ever did in

my life and I will always regret it. Could these books have aimed at traumatizing generations of

children? Cause that was the effect...
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Nicola Sep 14

I thought you put them down in 5 minute increments. After 5 you came in and sooth. Then leave

after they were calm. If they cried again wait 10. It made sense at the time
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Does it matter? Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this Naomi. Besides the behavioral changes in people you brought up smell. Not many

speak of this but I’ve noticed a VERY distinctive smell from the vaxxed. And, the more vaxxed they are the

stronger the smell. It’s like a sickly sweet perfume mixed with human smell that just smells “off” somehow.

Recently had an old friend come visit... 4x vaxxed (I know, they are asleep) and the pong coming from

their room practically knocked me over. I must be really attuned to it: put the vaxxed in an enclosed area

for a few hours... and that oh so familiar smell is there.

My hope is for those unvaxxed and the vax regretters is that they take heavy metal and parasite detox

very seriously. Parasite detox especially is not a quick process... it takes 3-4 months. But for all of us (even

the unvaxxed) we’ve been tainted with the spikes and nanotechnology just by sharing a planet with the

vaxxed. We’ve ALL been exposed... and that exposure is not stopping. We need to be on parasite cleanses

from here on out actually.
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2FollowHim Writes 2FollowHim related topics Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, that really touched my heart, and was so real, so true, and how many people are willing to SAY it?

Remember those signs? If you SEE SOMETHING? In THOSE cases, I don't always advise it? at all, but

as a general truth, you've done it. You've SEEN it, and now you're SAYING it. Bravo.

I too have witnessed a DECLINE, and 'social distancing' has been hugely successful. We've distanced

now.

And I'm not sure it can be broached, are you?

Excellent points re energy. Where did it GO? Did it DIE?

As a 'senior, senior, getting up there, I have many 'foci' that are important, and I hope all younger people

will take their lives VERY seriously. You'll NEVER, I'll NEVER, have another 'today'. It'll be GONE, and

negative things will always be pushing, pushing. At LEAST, we, I, must 'push back', and even that

is not enough to 'go forward'.

So, what happened from then what you saw, I saw, is, I think less energy, less ...concern?..would you say?

for the essentials of keeping our health.

For myself, connecting to the Eternal Present, the name of Yehoshua, the Lord is the SOURCE that

makes up for my own failures and prompts me to 'turn things around'.

I think you've only touched on this. I'm thinking about the 'jabbed' that regret this, and how

somehow they can get help, can get more committed to getting out of their trap.

Maybe writing about something like that, what reaches people. I read that music is

very powerful and has been known for a long time, but not followed all that miuch.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

Indeed, what is the healing, what are the solutions? We are groping in the dark.
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Torsten Koch Writes Torsten’s Substack Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is frightening, horrible and … very unfortunately true! As an EAV-Practionner I can confirm quite some

of the observations you made.
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THESTANDUPTHINKER.SUBSTACK Writes THE STANDUP THINKER Substack Sep 5

“[ . . . ] a vaccine, which we now know is a murder weapon [ . . . ]” — General Michael Flynn

https://rumble.com/v32tj76-general-flynn-the-vaccine-the-murder-weapon..html
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MG Piland III Sep 5

The jabs are bio weapons in essence but the essence of the global disconnection is the mass exposure to

the digital screen and our air filled with digital frequencies that disconnect us with life so ……….do you

know people willing and able to be off the Godless screen for at least a day a week 

🤷🤷🤷

 otherwise we

are choosing to commit blasphemy 

🙏

 truthful actions will set us free from this digital slavery we are in 

🙏

🙏🙏💁
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Charty Durrant Sep 5

spot on. Digital harm trending. Everyone an addict now.

Its so creepy as you rarely see anyone actually talking any more. i saw a group of teenagers last week

on a park bench instead of playing or chatting they were sat in a row all on there phones. its creepy.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 6

I live in a retirement community, very little communicating, or talking. Some avoid others by

going to mailbox after dark. Way less communicating since lockdowns were lifted.
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Rebecca S. Sep 7

People have been deliberately divided and made afraid of each other. They are being

manipulated into not relying on their own thoughts, intuition and instincts to get to know

each other.
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Linda Sep 5

https://www.bitchute.com/video/R1gs4WLUR9XJ/
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Tom Sep 5

Mask wearing, in all cultures throughout history, has been done to represent the dead. Think halloween as

just one obvious example. So it is quite appropriate that vaccine takers would subconsciously still don

masks of the dead; even though logic would be that their jabs are protecting them.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

my parents went to their pediatrist today to get toenails cut & feet checked (they're 85 & 91; dad had

some recent issues). office had a sign 'masks optional' (parents have long since stopped bothering

with that). doctor had a mask on but since my dad is very hard of hearing (& couldn't understand him

speaking), he asked if it was okay with them to take it off. mom said of course, 'we aren't playing that

anymore'. (yay, Mom!) So then the doc says: I hear the latest 'variant' is called "BS24/7". LMAO!

omg... mom couldn't wait to tell me. SOME doctors are finally 'getting' it!
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Cheryl Sep 6

Hilarious!

Good for your parents for seeing through all the crap.
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JerryK Sep 5

What I am noticing is people "losing it." Road rage, air passengers going berserk, random shootings...

Never seen so much. Could it be that the whole nightmare of the last three years has created a mass

trauma response?
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 5

Most likely yes.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

of course all the 'shootings' and crazy shit is being hyper sensationalized too (not that shit isn't

actually happening but...) in order to keep the fear porn going and also to get people to agree to

giving up the Second Amendment.
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JerryK Sep 5

It is happening locally, too. So no need for fear porn, it is in the community!
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Charty Durrant Sep 5

yes no question. Many psychologists now confirm it was what they call a 'Trauma-Installment-

programme', And many globally are reporting just as you say - more folk losing it - rage angry -

getting 'triggered'. Triggering others. The 5G also adds to this as it jazzes the brain and makes folk

really edgy, adding all the other issues - KABOOM.
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Nicholas Wind Sep 5

Great post.

I've noticed much of what you write about and more as I'm out most days now riding in the hot humid

Toronto weather before the 5-6 months of crazy southern Ontario weather hits.

Staying strong and healthy at 67 as an UNJABBED very AWAKE guy.

I connect with humans through distributing Druthers.net hard copy papers almost daily and notice much

of what you write about.

I notice humans have lost focus on the roads and interacting while shopping etc.

I see some strange "things."
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S. Ivory, PhD Sep 5

Same age. Same awake. Same strange observations ... why do so few notice?
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Nicholas Wind Sep 5

You tell me.

I don't have a PHD.

Not even close.

MIND RAPE for many years by TPTB.

It didn't work on us.
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S. Ivory, PhD Sep 5

Ah! The powers that be ... 

😃
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Nicholas Wind Sep 5

🙂
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S. Ivory, PhD Sep 5

What is TPTB? I did my PhD on medical whistleblowers, trying to figure out why some

people never see anything they don't want to see, some people see things they don't want

to see and pipe right up, and worst, those who see things but refuse to lift a finger or make

a peep. Morw or less like Dr. Wolfe, I lost 2 careers (two! Not jobs, whole careers!) because

I kept refusing to do unethical things and kept trying to get things fixed ...)
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Nicholas Wind Sep 5

The Powers That Be.

Amen to ya for being ethical.
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Rebecca S. Sep 5

This happened to me also.
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Karen Koshgarian Sep 5

As a long time visitor to the Monterey Bay Aquarium since the day it opened, I can tell you it’s always been

dark in the hallways of the glass exhibition tanks, and children have always run wildly through the

underwater museum. It was for that reason, of uncontrolled children, that I stoped going.
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chris Writes chris’s Substack Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

Dr Breggin said he’s observed that the vaxed are behaving much like the lobotomized patients he used to

see.

I personally have noticed people don’t “navigate” as well as before, with both driving their cars,

and walking within stores.

They are also not spatially aware - ie leaving carts in the middle of walkways, or just standing there with

cart in center isle while you try to get around them with difficulty. They still don’t respond, which is really

odd.

I’ve personally noticed less eye contact - which I also put down to 3 years of deliberate trauma ,

contributing to reduced coping skills and energy.
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Tamra Writes Tamra’s Substack Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

My husband and I have been noticing the same thing. It is a strange and upsetting shift in the culture to be

less connected to humans and more dependent on technology which is a poor substitute for socialization.

Human life is valuable, and we are made in the image of our Creator. Those of us that acknowledge that

truth, and know the difference between love and indifference, are the light in an ever darkening world. Be

the light! Love, speak the truth and do not give in to fear. Inspiration struck!

https://goodadvice4life.blogspot.com/2023/09/spooky-season-wont-disappear.html?spref=tw
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Paul Vonharnish Sep 5

Human and other sentient energy fields are being hijacked and blocked via electromagnetic broadcast

devices, period. Cellular communications, wi-fi broadcast, military radar and weather control systems

such as HAARP, now immerse and saturate body chi and block sensory communications with the

Universal forces that begat life on Earth. The sentient capacities of human beings are being suffocated via

artificial pulsed electromagnetic fields. This is not "new" information. Hint: The Universe does not turn on

and off billions of times a second...

Excerpted from: Effects of microwave radiation on brain energy metabolism and related mechanisms

Military Medical Research >>> December 2015 >>> DOI:10.1186/s40779-015-0033-6

“The damaging effects of MW radiation on the brain include brain dysfunction and brain structural

damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation caused human fatigue, headache,
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damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation caused human fatigue, headache,

excitement, dreams, memory loss and other symptoms of neurasthenia [20]. In addition, there were

impaired learning and memory abilities in rats after MW radiation, as determined by the Morris water maze

[5,6,21,22]. >>> Full text: >>>

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273515269_Effects_of_microwave_radiation_on_brain_energy

_metabolism_and_related_mechanisms
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chris Writes chris’s Substack Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

Yes! EMF’s and radiation from phones are a SERIOUS problem to good health .

We need to GROUND ourselves daily with a grounding mat, or go outside a stand without shoes on

grass in the garden.

I find a feel the most balanced and of “sound mind” when I am in a forest with oxygen filled trees and

low EMF’s.

We are being bombarded in Southern California with navy and military electrical forces.

Also if neighbors have WIFI extenders on , who knows how much your home is flooded with it.

I wish there was a JAMMING DEVICE one could erect around the perimeter of your home.

Obviously Musks satellite system is going to be a problem overhead, but at least we could block

some of the EMF “noise” in our 

🧠

 brains.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

can you recommend a grounding mat, Chris? tia
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chris Writes chris’s Substack Sep 5

I am busy researching this myself because we experience such brain fog and ear ringing in

our home in a military city …

AMazon has a few 4 star grounding mats. Read the reviews there or go to dedicated EMF

sites like https://emfacademy.com/ipads-emit-emf-radiation/

I’m going to be purchasing soon myself.
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Paul Vonharnish Sep 5

Hello chris: Pretty hard to ground "anything" within an average urban environment. Man is

pounding billions upon billions of watts of stray electrical fields into Earth's crust, 24/7. We are

maiming the electromagnetic properties of the entire planet, so we can order a pizza on our

cellular toys. Systems proposed by ignorant assholes like Elon Musk contribute to our mutual

mass suicide... ALL electromagnetic broadcast needs to be BANNED, period.
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David Scott Writes ScottSense Sep 5

Dr. Wolf: VA healthcare is a model for what is manifesting across the board. You may wish to search

"David Scott Strain" on YouTube, or "The VA's Inside War Against Our Nation's Veterans."

Polypharmasizing and associated pressure is horrific.
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TomL Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

I'd guess that Naomi Wolf's experience is somewhat limited to those "privileged" sectors of the world on

the East and West coasts. In the heartland among those who do not trust the government or its mandates

the elan vital, the life force and animal magnetism has been less affected but still impacted.

Let's not count God out of the equation. This psy-op happened through God's deliberate permissiveness

and will ("the curse causeless shall not come"). The Puritans believed in man's inherent depravity and I

don't believe they were far from the mark. Americans and many other peoples have their good and bad

characteristics. Greed and pragmatism control much of our business oriented society. God is not mocked,

and curses come for good reason but with a rainbow silver lining usually. The baby boom generation feeds

very heavy on planet earth with false entitlement mentalities. Maybe the assault on our collective

complacency and false expectations had a long lead up with lots of warnings.
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Liz P. Sep 5

God had nothing to do with covid or the plandemic or the jab.
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Liz P. Sep 5

Everything God created is good (See Genesis) therefore man is created good. God doesn't create

anything less than good. Nobody was created bad. The change in man's nature occured through

man giving into the temptation to disobey God. Ever since the fall in the garden, through rebellion

against God's instructions not to eat from the tree ("original sin") man has inherited an inclination to

give into the temptation to sin. However, baptism restores a soul to the holiness that humanity had

before the fall and cancels out original sin. This is why infants are baptized. This is one of the

theological differences between Catholics and some Protestants.
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TomL Sep 6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_depravity

The nature of our environments, political, social, health--especially the sick care system,

economic, etc. are fallen, desperate and wicked. And those with the most money and power are

inherently bad people and they control other people's economics within their power.
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Tami Bone Sep 5

Maybe Naomi's "privileged" sector of the world is more heavily vaxxed. Maybe they are more far left.

Maybe they are fellow humans. Maybe they and their children deserve our compassion and prayers.

Maybe it's cruel to throw a whole generation under the bus. Maybe no generation is an island unto

itself.
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Charty Durrant Sep 5

Spot on well said. We need COMPASSION for all concerned. This thing is so sick and the

innocent had NO IDEA what they were walking into. And this is only the beginning, We must

have compassion for each other vaxed or not vaxed.
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Cheryl Sep 6

Absolutely!

Remember all the propaganda about the scary virus that was going to fill up all the

hospitals?

I totally understand why people got the jab: many of them had to get it in order to continue

their education, or keep their job. They were also told to get it in order to protect their

relatives.
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Tami Bone Sep 5

You're so right. We've been dealing with something enormous and blindsiding. I don't think

the world has ever experienced a psychological warfare so big. I think those who belittled

others for their vax choices were propelled by the need to fit in with a certain crowd, and

that the denigration gave them a sense of purpose when they felt scared and a loss of

control over the situation. I can understand that, although I don't think it's good or the right

thing to do to others. But I realize that I often need to turn myself back to compassion,

otherwise I'll lose all sight of anything good in myself and in others.
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TomL Sep 5

It actually has hit everywhere, so my broad brush comment is inaccurate. The "pandemic" was

some type of freak out by the overlords to attack the population increases.
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Tami Bone Sep 5

I also agree that it's looking like the entire pandemic was planned to control humans and

global resources.
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Liz P. Sep 5

And to force widespread mail-in ballots to steal the election so they could put a

globalist puppet back in power like they had with Obama-Biden. The NWO globalists

have more than one plan ready to implement whenever they need it. They also have

the fake alien invasion they could pull any time to serve their purposes. I think they're

priming people for it now by seeding the media with various UFO stories and

governmental "disclosures" about UFOs. They probably have another bioweapon

they can use whenever they need to.
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Cheryl Sep 6

Or. . . they will stage an "alien invasion" using downed alien spacecraft they have

repaired or rebuilt. That's why the military is suddenly releasing all these UFO

videos.
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Margaret Sep 6

I have a friend with early dementia and she confessed that she watches all

the alien TV shows. I explained that the physics of space travel by other

sentient beings is impossible given the enormous distances to possible

planets of distant stars. She said, "But they show the materials they've

found." She votes.
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Tami Bone Sep 6

Unfortunately from what I've read, George W. Bush, too. The patterns of behavior

and seeding of the media is so easy to see now, or at least for some . . . an

incredibly concerning time we're in. Still, I keep hanging on to "we're here for a

reason." I hope and pray.
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TomL Sep 6

Clearly there is corruption in the voting systems from when they started to push

electronic voting machines, but Trump lost, he and his people are truly depraved

lacking in morality and sanity. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4btqj2Ghk04
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Cheryl Sep 6

Maher has a raging case of TDS.
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Tami Bone Sep 5

I agree that the pandemic and all that that entails hit everywhere, although some areas are

more prone to fear, compliance and vaccination. It seems the higher the education, the

more the compliance. Pockets of what might seem to be "privilege" are everywhere. I live in

rural Texas, but in an area that is somewhat privileged due to many factors. Still, many are

un-vaxxed and all seem unafraid and independent-minded, including the 70 to 80-

something boomer types, who are full of vitality and integral to my community. I consider

knowing them to be a privilege. To my mind, privilege comes in many forms.
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Margaret Sep 6

It helps to be braver if you are old and know that you have been blessed to live a long

and reasonably happy life.
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SQ Sep 5

I imagine that it's multifactorial as usual. Most of us awake ones were already a bit awake, knowing that of

course there was corruption in most places, has to be. But back in 2020, what really shattered me was not

only the depth of corruption, but more strikingly the malevolence I felt all around me like a physical and

mental assault.

The masks play a big part in the dimming of humanity. Hard to believe but many people wore masks for 2

years even outdoors. That does things physically and emotionally. I think a lot of these heavy maskers

have some type of semi-permanent brain and soul damage.

Most of these people also accepted the lockdowns which have been horrifically devastating, especially to

the children. They must realize they were complicit in this crime and that has be adding to the dullness we

see everywhere.

And then there are the shots themselves and the absolute vitriol that was spewed against those who

declined them. That must also plague the mind; " did I really say that?".

I also think people must be feeling a great deal of shame as they come to realize they were conned into

using their children as shields for the elderly, a sure sign of a lost and evil society.

I hope to recover my zest for life. I hope to find my fun again. I hope to stop crying. I hope.
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AnonRachel Sep 8

I appreciate that you acknowledge the whole picture-masks, lockdowns and the jabs. All of it

together. And yes, the shame. A powerful combination that's not good for humans.
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ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

"I hope to recover my zest for life. I hope to find my fun again. I hope to stop crying. I hope"

You will if you cry hard enough you get bored then giggle. I giggle through my tears every time i

venture out in todays san francisco, because this is the birthplace of the technocratic sociopathy

everywhere.

When i laughed and cried at the hospital with James yesterday the nurse was absolutely fascinated

that such an ambrosia of emotions was even possible. She said so, and i giggled so hard my laughter

ricocheted and confused and also angered others.
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SQ Sep 6

I'll have to try that. San Fran? Man oh man, are you in the thick of it! I hope all is well with James.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

yes, definitely multifactorial, as most things are. but this was/is a near perfect storm of steaming shit,

that's for sure!

as someone who was 'red pilled' to the vast, deep and wide corruption, over 16 yrs ago, I can

honestly say that even I did NOT see this coming (the covid debacle and subsequent psy-op). I

would NOT have predicted the near-mass acceptance of even the most ridiculous & harmful

measures, the political weaponization of health/wellness choices, the whole effing thing! nope, even

us in the hardcore autism community did NOT anticipate it at all.
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Salty Dog Sep 5

Yes. If you wanted to make and implement a plan that would lead to a high quantity of diagnosable

Affective disorders, what happened was that plan. Much of what Dr. Wolf describes could easily be

described as Affective disorders in action.

There is also the research by Dr. Sabine Hazan's team that is indicating that gut dysbiosis,

particularly in relation to a lack of Bifobacterium, may cause various disorders including Affective

through the gut brain axis. Interestingly, her research also shows that the C-vax kills all the

Bifobacterium and IVM helps grow the Bif.

Add all of it together and there are a lot of people in really bad places.
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AnonRachel Sep 8

Just a weird intuition. Were you, Salty Dog, on Match.com for dating. Do you remember reaching

out to a musician who went by the name Ritmica. (I think I was using that name then). I ask

because I kind of remember the "Salty Dog" name. We never met.
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Salty Dog Sep 9

Sorry but no. I've never even signed up with a dating service/site.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

love Dr Sabine's work; so important. Gut health is EVERYTHING!

we also can't underestimate the harm that all the supposed 'germ killing' measures also did to

the micro and macro microbe worlds. toxic hand san, spraying chemicals on grocery carts. my

bff was actually putting her groceries under infrared light for 12 hours! crazy, nutso germaphobe

nonsense.
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Janet Sep 5

I was already aware of the lying and corruption of the SickCare system. I just didn’t realize how

corrupt and evil it was. I sure know now.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

and the totally industry-captured supposed 'regulatory agencies'. all they really 'regulate' is the

pharma/medical cartel's bottom line. (it was harder for me to accept THAT, then it was for me to

accept my son's autism dx. it truly was a devastating realization. and it has only gotten WORSE

in the past 15+ years.

I am relived and grateful for each and every person who says they are now aware. thank you,

Janet.
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Janet Sep 6

I am retired so I didn’t have to have the courage all of you who had to battle for your jobs

and livelihoods. I remark to friends how evil that was and they just say nothing. These are

retired folk with adequate funds who basically lived the same life they always did during

that hellish time but closer to home. Very nice homes already paid for. I don’t think they

even cared as their old arses were being saved. I’m old. I saw the evil.
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Amy Sep 5

Regarding the masking outdoors: I live in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, where we have a sign that

says, "You're now breathing the purest air on Earth!" and I once drove by and there was a guy

wearing a mask standing in front of it.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

too bad you didn't get a picture of that, it would have been epic, lol.

my bff lives (sort of) near you. she bought into the whole 'mask' thing, even wanted to argue

with me when I said it was insane for people on bikes whizzing by on a trail, to have a mask on.

she and her husband live near the middle of the Manistee national forest and they wore masks

inside there own house, for a while there. if she left for any reason, he made her self-quarantine

for days, refusing to be in the same room. I know that she would go up to complete strangers

and bitch at them for not wearing one.
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Cheryl Sep 6

They wore masks INSIDE THEIR OWN HOUSE???!

Do you suppose they wore masks while. . . um, being intimate? There were some hilarious

videos out about that.

But we're the crazy ones. . .
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

yup, if she returned from being around other people (okay, namely ME, the dissident,)

she had to test daily, wear a mask and not be in the same room with him for 5 or 6

days. (she would text him when his dinner was on the table while she took hers to

another room). he is 10 yrs older than us (my friend and I are both 62, he's 72 and has

chronic Lyme. they married late in life and I'm pretty sure that 'intimacy' is not really a

'thing' for them; separate bed & bathrooms, etc) At one point, she was putting bags of

groceries under a UV light for 12 hours!

her husband became really paranoid AND my friend pretty much 'bought' the entire

narritive. (even though they both are quite anti-allopathic medicine. he got jabs, she

did not). SHE had covid very early on, before it was even called 'covid', catching it

from her sister. who then lost her years-long battle with lung cancer; covid might have

lessened her sister's life by a few months, tops. yet my friend was telling everyone

that her sister died from covid, until I called her out on it! the woman had lung cancer

for 7 years! she had an entire lung removed. covid was final straw, as it was for a LOT

of people, sadly.

yeah, me and my best friend of 50+ years have butted heads quite a bit over covid,

among other things. she is one of the people whom I refer to as being willfully

ignorant. I've pretty much given up trying to tell her anything.
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Sharon Wood Sep 5

Yea, a lady friend (used to be), we were walking buddies until when we were outside

getting ready to walk, and I didn’t have a mask on and she jumped away from me like I was

a leper. That was it for me. I hadn’t judged her a prior time when she wore her mask while

we walked although I thought it was sure nutty to wear it our in the beautiful outdoors. She

was sooooooo afraid of getting covid. Last we talked she was considering her 6th shot and

had developed stomach issues for which the Drs could find no cause or diagnosis. She

also had gotten covid months earlier for which she was hysterical about bc she said she

had tried so hard not to get it!!! Apparently the previous 5 shots hadn’t prevented it.
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SQ Sep 5

How brain dead does one have to be to do that? Mind blowing.
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Sharon Ledbetter Sep 5

This mutation of human connection began with the forced migration of birth from home to hospital birth,

where the practice of strangers in the form of medical professionals take the newborn immediately to care

for the child. This separating the family at birth continues in various forms today. The introduction of being

tracked by technology as normal begin in 1970 when as the womb children who are the adults of today

were tracked regularly by ultrasound. As a birth support practitioner for almost 40 years I could go on but I

won’t. Just start strengthening the idea of home birth with the wise use of modern medical interventions

in the rare health emergencies that do arise at times, and we will see a reversal in the disconnect our

current unfriendly to family social structure demands on parents.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

all great points, thanks Sharon
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POZIOMKA Sep 5

I HATE my cellphone, yet I carry it everywhere with me, even to the bathroom. I think its the fear that I can

miss a phone call... so sad ! I’m working on it now, to let go of that stupid anxiety, and leave this cursed

device behind more often. It is truly a terrible addiction. An emotional bondage, for sure.

I agree with all that is said; an additional layer on top of it is an unprecedented stress level people are

experiencing with current reality and post-COVID PTSD. It’s so hard to shake it off, and many haven’t yet.

That may also affect our aura and the strength of our energy fields.
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chris Writes chris’s Substack Sep 5

They’ve DESIGNED it to be addictive.

MANY people ARE addicted.

Take baby steps - start reducing screen time at a certain time each day for an hour, and extend that.

Listen to classical music instead during that time. You’ll find you feel much more at peace.
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POZIOMKA Sep 5

Thank you Chris- that a good suggestion. I’ll start today ! 

❤
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Margaret Sep 5

I have to say that I see mothers very engaged with their babies so I'm not certain if that is because of

where I live or with whom I associate. You travel and are out and about whereas I'm very old and have a

limited circle of activities and interactions.

Therefore, you are seeing a much wider range of people in a wider range of circumstances.

If what you are observing, especially in the lack of care of children in dangerous circumstances, is

widespread, then we humans are in serious trouble.
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Delina H Bishop MD Sep 5

One wonders what effect masking for two years (in NYC) had on these babies and parents and the degree

of its contribution towards their flat affect. Flirting with a mask can also be challenging I would imagine.

Masks would also promote re-breathing of exhaled vaccination products leading to further toxicity as well.

Facial expressions and body language hasn’t changed as drastically in NC and FL as far as I have

observed although driving skills have seemed to deteriorate horrifically, especially since mid 2022.
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Horace Beasley Sep 5

Me neither. 

👍
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Owen Sep 5

Thank you Naomi.
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GenXFTW Writes UnSilenced Sep 5

People really have changed. It's subtle, but I recognize it too. I was at a friend's birthday party last month

and one of the guests had a baby there. I didn't see the mom interacting with him at all and the baby - a

year old - had this grey cast to his skin and a vacant expression. I couldn't stop looking at him. I learned

later he has only just started pulling himself up. I know things like that have happened before the jabs, but

I've never noticed people being "off" at scale before.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

your typical 1 yr old in this country (US) would have recently received up to 8 vaccine doses at his

'well' visit. not counting anything covid, of course. it seems that parents no longer even KNOW what

a HEALTHY baby/child looks or acts like. (the CDC quietly lowered the physical development

milestones, 2 yrs ago. wonder why? hummmm... I heard it referred to as 'symptom laundering').
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Nicola Sep 14

Another thing I forgot about. The CDC is disgusting.
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GenXFTW Writes UnSilenced Sep 6

Makes sense. They need to cover for adverse reactions. The last three years have given me an

entirely different perspective on everything. I'm 46. In my late 20s, I started getting the flu shot

regularly - and I now have 8 autoimmune disorders. My cat developed a rare, incurable

neurological condition after her first rabies shot. Even thinking back to my childhood, my mom

told me that after my early vaccinations, she couldn't touch me/hug me. When I could talk, I told

her it hurt. I still don't like being touched unless I'm prepared for it mentally. As I've researched, it

just seems like more and more of these types of stories come out. I just want some

accountability.
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Tami Bone Sep 5

Dear Naomi, this part about going thru security at JFK "in a crowded, chaotic setting" and a mother who

did not "look back once at her seven-year-old, or her five-year-old, as the kids made their way through

security, barely overseen by a dad struggling with luggage, folded stroller, etc." This feels like a dagger to

my heart. I wouldn't do this with my child, a stranger's child, my elderly mother or my beloved pets. There

is something so deeply disturbing in all of this. Thank you for your courage and for your work. You are

always in my prayers.
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Notaturnip Sep 5

Once again, your hitting on a subject that the more I read about, the more your statements are becoming

clearer and clearer.

I am unvaccinated and proudly so.

But I also stay modest about it and don't talk to people about COVID or related subjects.

I always default to, "...its either an echo chamber or a shouting match..." there is no discussion.

Esoterically, there are many aspects to this discussion covered in texts dating back many thousands of

years.

These texts talk at length about 'chi", 'qi", "Zen", "prana" or even Auras are long known and recognized.

Today I think that the "elite" are well aware of these things and deliberately set the stage in the west to

both not teach it and to defame those who do learn it.

They understand the human connection are are deliberately destroying it for some evil and nefarious

purpose yet unseen or unrecognized by many. Our world is suffering like never before and the rise

recently of a push in the US to get more people "vaccinated" I think is failing. I also see a destructive force

at work like the biblical descriptions of Satan wanting to destroy God's creation, taking place.

Why so much to alter what is natural, unless the ones pushing it want it such.

The flow of energy has long been recognized by the sources you site and others as well.

It is long talked about in many forms in books seemingly unrelated to any subject of such like architecture,

art, history, philosophy et-al.

Why now?

Yes the Phizer and Maderna, J&J, Sputnik and other vaccines are here, and many were forced in ways

because the elite wanted it that way.Expand full comment
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Julie Culshaw Sep 5

I noticed that young couples no longer hold hands quite a while ago, possibly 15 years. I think it is the

quick "jump into bed" and casual sex that has made romance a thing of the past. Why hold hands when

you have sex whenever you want?
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ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

Yes, feminism went sideways and completely lost the plot. Women are taught to be sexually casual is

power. But its just a power trip as they dont even get the pleasure... id bet fewer women now know

their clitoris than in the 40s or 50s. Its all performative. Ego.

They cant relax and dont know how to elegantly handle male attention so they shur it down

whilecwearing yoga lants and only allowing the ogling they CRAVE via their own endless unsatisfying

insatiable selfies.

Its twisted. Young women demand male compliance, access to their phones, total subjugation... then

break up out of boredom then admit theyve got a tinder account without shame.

It was a gay bottom man at the gym who admitted BEING fucked is so holy hed get high from it. I

didnt know what inspired this man to blurt this out to ME as he was unlocking his bicycle near me,

but i suddenly realized i have NEVER EVER IN MY LIFE heard another woman, besides myself, think

this.

And i realized that's Hella twisted. Because receiving is vulnerable and surrendering, but that

surrendering is our strength.

Women are not happy. This feminism is not joyful in practice. It is a victimy power trip where we are

never wrong weak or vulnerable, we are bitches now. Give me moooore stuff more power and open

my door adore rape then safely cuddle me on command!

Whats in it for the man or mad rare butch now that we've colonized masculinity too?

Theres no play. No cary grant rosalind russell banter. Its all order up MY conversation... tell me more

about my eyes!

And I realized we Women must've always ruled from below... and we did. Now we're on top.

Out of balance we are.
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JerryK Sep 6

Agree. A wise Canadian woman told me 5 years ago that, "Men are easy; you just feed 'em and

f**k 'em and they'll eat out of your hand." I would call that a pre-feminist wisdom.
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Old School Counselor Sep 5

Yes it has been a growing trend that I have traced along with civilizational decline. A colleague of mine

asks people in his philosophy class if they could save only one from drowning a neighbor they did not

know or their dog, 90% say their dog. I think it is part of the One World philosophy but it unfortunately

infects our people too.
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Mona Mistric Writes The Story of the Fig Tree Sep 5

2 Corinthians 5:1

For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an

house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.
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Wes Alexander Writes Wes’s Substack Sep 5

Every living creature conducts and is surrounded by an energetic field. Our bodily functions are energetic.

Earth's magnetoshpere waxes and wanes based on energy received from the Sun, galaxy, and beyond.

Every human is likewise affected by this pulsing energy. Just like Earth is protected by its

magnetoshphere, each living creature is protected by its energetic field. Your mind, diet, location, every

damn thing you do affects how strong or weak your personal field is. Your brain is a mini HARRP device.

Your thoughts, your presence, your desires send energetic intentions into the universe.

We know Earth's magnetosphere is weakening. We know Earth's magnetic poles are shifting & moving.

We know this shift is speeding up. The ability to measure cosmic energy bombarding Earth is new to

human science (1912). We know cosmic particle bombardment have never been higher. We know Earth's

biosphere health is directly affected by space energy. Everything from heart attacks, migratory navigation,

and DNA mutations are affected. Is somebody trying to neuter our connection to the Devine?

Great observations & good stuff from Dr. Wolf.

Check out this URL - https://substack.com/inbox/post/136733377

Check out YouTube channel by Suspicious Observers for science related to space energy and its affect on

Earth's biosphere.
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Christine Sep 5

The hits just keep on coming. Now it’s the news that mRNA treatments in aerosol form are being

developed. (You can almost see the gleeful faces of the ghouls who are _very_ peeved at us refuseniks.) I

guess we should have expected that. Now we get to try to figure out what to do about it/them.
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Johnsta Writes Johnsta’s Substack Sep 5

Interesting essay and not beyond the realms of possibility esp if you wanted to reduce the human

population.

However I think low level depression could easily explain many of these observations - I recognise a lot of

these symptoms in myself though I’m unvaccinated - the constant deluge of fear based propaganda and

scandalous behaviour by governments and bureaucrats is very wearing over time.
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Peter d'Errico Writes Peter d'Errico Sep 5

Yes, absolutely:

"I think low level depression could easily explain many of these observations - I recognise a lot of

these symptoms in myself though I’m unvaccinated - the constant deluge of fear based propaganda

and scandalous behaviour by governments and bureaucrats is very wearing over time."
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Rebecca S. Sep 5

Was thinking this also. It is the behavior of depressed people.
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Henri Sep 5

...and the unvaccinated shall inherit the Earth.
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Nicola Sep 14

Is that a Rush song?
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claire allison Sep 5

Unfortunately if true many loved ones will not be with us.
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AllieWisc Sep 5

God can redeem and restore the body and mind and guide us to what we need to do as our part in that.

It’s not hopeless.
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AllieWisc Sep 5

If people took that vax early on and then Realize it was a mistake or even if they don’t realize it, I believe

that God is stronger than anything, and that relationship with him is the most important thing. All sorts of

people have done all sorts of things in life, and God still breaks through, through the blood of Jesus, he is

able to connect with us and save us and move through us. The Holy Spirit is way stronger than anything

physical.
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Christine Zecca Sep 5

Yes, I remember doing SandPlay with 6 yr olds and one of my best interventions was to ignore my ringing

phone, which I would forget to turn off. However, just not answering it had a huge effect on my young sand

players. I'd just say, "no I don't need to answer that, you're here." I would get a huge smile and then follow

what happened next, which would generally be quite revealing!
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William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf - Thank you for stating publicly what many of us have noticed, which is the zombification of

humans who participate in the magical medicine program. They are truly empty shells, altered somehow

so much of what made them human has been removed. Another facet of this you will notice is that none

of those harmed are angry about it. They accept it all as though somehow it was inevitable and there is

nothing that can be done. Family and friends who die suddenly and unexpectedly never raises any

questions, just a quiet resignation. All the starch has been taken out of them. They are somehow blinded

to the fact the person they shamed into taking “it” finally acquiesced and subsequently died just days

later was not a patient, but a victim. There is no recognition in them of the truth of their situation, literally

their crimes.
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Cheryl Sep 6

I saw a post by a lady on social media whose teenage son had developed myocarditis after she

forced him to get the jab.

Her response was, "At least he didn't get Covid."
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William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Sep 6

There is little hope for people like that. She traded a relatively mild flu for a life-altering condition.

If she’s ok with potentially permanently damaging her son, who are we to object?
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Ellen T Sep 6

As an unvaccinated person, I am not allowed to see or hold either my 6 month-old great

granddaughter, or my 1 month-old granddaughter. I do not know when or if their parents will let-up

on their germaphobia. It is heartbreaking not only for me, but for the babies. They will not be well

socialized, they will not be close to extended family, and they will not be exposed to germs they

should have been exposed to in order to build natural immunities.
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Nicola Sep 14

Terrible
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Cheryl Sep 6

That is really sad.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

I need to correct your assertion that 'none of those harmed are angry about it'. there are many, many

people who have been harmed, around the world, who are intensely angry about it and speaking out.

many groups have been formed to support these individuals and families, like REACT19 (helps fund

treatment and offer support). right now, CHD is sponsoring a bus tour for vaccine injured (its not their

first but this one is including covid jab injured and there are MANY
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Cheryl Sep 6

My son's previously liberal friend (30ish) got the jab in order to protect his grandma, then

developed chest pains every time he rode his bike.

Now he's angry about it, and, has been thoroughly red-pilled on everything from the election

steal to the proxy war in Ukraine.
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Warrior Mom Sep 7

wow, that's quite the red pill. lots of people injured by the jab won't admit they are. I can't

get my own sister to even admit that Hollywood entertainment has an element of social

engineering. (she one of those hysterical Trump haters who was literally giddy over the

indictment stuff.)
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madhatton Sep 5

some are angry some are not ..some dead too . Statement true dat .
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William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Sep 5

Among those I know personally there is one immediate death, one four days later, four

turbocancers that killed in weeks, and three new cases of myeloma that sprung up weeks after.

Some of these people confided to me they were positive the magic medicine was the primary

cause. I have not heard any anger from any of those involved. None. At all. There is only a

depressed acceptance of their fate.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

wow. oh dear. so sorry. none are moving the the stages of grief, because anger is the very,

first one.
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Amy Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf and other commenters: A note of thanks - last night was the first time in a long time that I slept,

untroubled by nightmares or waking in the middle of the night with unformed anxiety. I believe I was so

relieved to know that there are other people who are sensing this change of energy in other people.

You've all articulated this so well, and it made me feel like I was NOT going crazy and I am not alone. I'm

unvaxxed, unboosted, and have never had a Covid test.

I've always been hyper-sensitive to the energy of others (I think this is from growing up in an abusive

household where I had to be very alert to changes in energy to protect myself) and it is tremendously

reassuring to know that others are experiencing this as well. I'm finding it very hard to protect my own

energy and to remain positive in my own little sphere of influence (my family, my small town).

God bless you and keep you safe and strong, Dr. Wolf (and all other souls here).
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ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

The abused are the best warriors when we realize how much we know and can handle. Choke back

down the ptsd bile and follow your original old intuition. We were bred for now times.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

Thank you, you too. Glad to be of help.
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LC Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Micro-clotting, proven to be a result of some forms of the jab (I don't feel everyone got the same thing),

will inhibit Qi-flow because Qi rides the blood.

Have a feel into a vial the next time you have to get a blood draw if you want to know how healthy you are

in that moment.

I can attest to people feeling "different" and have used all the descriptors you did in the first part of your

article. I feel a strong personal opposition to those who are somehow affected by the shots. I cannot

confirm who is and who isn't, but people's energetic fields began manifesting a different type of "toxicity"

when this stuff rolled out. Again, I cannot confirm all of them got it, but I have sat in rooms with people

whom I know all got it because they talked about it, and it felt very "off" to me and not something I wanted

to interact with. This feeling came from the autonomic response of my own field which is ultimately where

ones "immunity" begins, or is a vital component of ones immunity if one rather look in a non-linear

fashion.

In addition, people smell funny, yes, and a lot of the time earlier on, my nose would burn when around a lot

of people who were "off-gassing". I have heard others describe a plastic shower curtain smell.

Another component of the isolation is that people's fields are not getting stimulated on a regular level. It is

the stimulation of life that evolves ones mind and overall "presentation". If you have ever known a savvy

and manipulative person, they are very good at spotting the naive and injured among us, because they

can "sense" it in many ways, or they can spot the subtle body cues which is an expression of the

energetics. When people were told to stay 6 feet apart, I said "they are trying to make people feel alone

even in a crowded space". I do feel some policy makers are aware of these things and the rest just follow

because they are useful idiots.

The education systems that discourage young person interaction are all creating robots - or extensions of

the technology that has been foisted on them at such young ages that they have no choice but to

integrate it into their lives. It is almost beyond "addiction", it is a fundamental way of life for them.
Expand full comment
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Christine Zecca Sep 5

I have practiced Tai Chi daily for 50 years, but it's been my QiGong practice that keeps my

Parkinson's at bay, a truly awesome practice. Besides it always makes me smile...and I know it helps

me detox (which is impeded in me) and is just what it is in my case. Now I'm imagining the "Qi riding

my blood." I'm going to use that visual.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

So interesting. Can you please share more on how qi "rides in the blood"?
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LC Sep 5

I'll start with a simpler, more tangible, answer and build out to a more wholistic one.

One of the forms of "qi" in the body is "ying qi". This descriptor is used to describe the qi

component of the body that results through the assimilation of nutrients and nourishment from

food. It is said that the blood becomes the conduit in carrying these nutrients around the body.

Of course, "how" and "how well" someone assimilates these nutrients is a longer and deeper

discussion.

Now... what is considered "food"? Of course, the kind one eats and drinks, but part of this is also

the air one breathes - its quality, but also the capacity an individual has for drawing in and

absorbing ambient qi. Some will say this is a function of "electrons" that the body is able to strip

off oxygen molecules.

Beyond that... the "food" someone takes in with their senses is important as well. People are

fully capable of developing "filters" in and of their mind which alters the the qi they bring into

their bodies. This is kind of the "think yourself well, think yourself sick" idea. Some of these

filters are perceivable consciously, but many more are sub and unconscious. They can be seen

as "good" or "bad", but I tend to look at them as simply modulating aspects of experience.

We could continue this discussion to point out more forms of "food" within the daily life

experience, but the point is that the body is constantly working to assimilate its immediate

surroundings as well as what is presented to it non-locally (i.e. through the internet, and other

forms of communication over distance)

Now... take all that awareness from this thought experiment and re-link it back into the blood. In

one sense, your blood is a constant expression of the "essence" of "who" (and "what") you are,

updating constantly and perpetually in real-time. It is a physical conduit of communication

throughout your entire vessel, capable of being altered with all forms of "food" from physical to

the most ephemeral.

In a purely physical sense, the "vitality" of ones blood can be linked to its capacity for capturing

and utilizing oxygen, but in a more wholistic sense, what is that "vitality promoting" aspect of

the blood actually communicating to the rest of the body? This can be linked to the "messages"

conveyed and enabled by various forms of nourishment, in tandem with neuro chemicals,

hormones, etc...

Qi is a "great communicator", much like the blood. In many ways, the blood needs "qi" as well as

the "qi" (relative to the body) needs blood.

It is a rich and deep question. In fact, one could base their entire personal practice on the

experiencing and study of it. :-)

Hope that helped a little...
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Dr Tara Slatton Writes Dr Tara’s Newsletter Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think most of what’s described here is screen technology related and not jab related and respectfully I

just don’t think Dr Wolf noticed before. The percentage of people who reported no sexual activity with a

partner ages 18-49 increased significantly from 2009-2018, well before the pandemic. Only Fans

launched in 2016 (Pornhub launched in 2007). I imagine that Pornhub, Only Fans, and the #MeToo

movement scaring a generation of young men is much “to blame”.

My mom complained about parents not paying attention to their kids when I was in high school (she was a

teacher so unsupervised and/or out of control kids always gets her spidey senses tingling), that was

2005. I remember noticing the same thing on a university trip to Disneyland (circa 2008 or so) as well as a

long bus trip in 2012 and practically every time I’ve been in an airport for as long as I can remember. It’s

gotten worse with time but almost without exception when I look at the parent in question they are on
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their phones.

The jabs are certainly dangerous but I think most of what Dr. Wolf is noticing about human interactions is

due to screens and the internet and not the jabs. I think she only started to notice in 2021 because that’s

when she started looking at/for these things. I’m sure the jabs aren’t helping, but I think the primary driver

of all this is screen time.
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ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

yes, tech killed all life in san francisco starting in early 2000s. Each disruptive tech biz was like

flushing the toilet over and over making old fashioned gentrification cute in comparison. We artists

thought the new tech folks soulless monsters. Now artists gone. Evicted suicided irrelevant. I'm last

Mohican. Catching hell on the low daily but must do my job ridiculing them within an inch of their

lives so i may learn their specfic soft spots and soon share.

Because im really starting to get to them.

I keep going when my digital clocks start showing me repeated numbers. Thats my sign. My thumbs

up to grit my teeth through the pain.

(Why the formerly abused who can withstand the blows are up!)
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

agree with the 'screen related' assertion, for sure. I'm appalled by the parents staring at screens and

then if their small children get fussy, they give THEM screens! I truly believe its a big 'dumbing down',

in general as well, like lacking in common sense.

there's a very young couple with an infant, renting next door to me. I have yet to see either one of

them without a screen in their face. even though they do pay attention to the baby, they do stupid

shit, like dad mowing the lawn literally 2 feet away from baby in stroller or mom cooking on a table-

top charcoal grill with baby in highchair next to it. makes you wonder if they had ANY decent

modelling of parenting. (oh and the dad is smoking pot at all hours of the day/night, blowing it out

their front door, which blows straight into MY house. my 85 yr old mom jokes that we are getting high

for free.)
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Christine Zecca Sep 5

Back in the early 70s I noticed breast feeding moms reading books, and not gazing into the eyes of

the new being they have just brought forth. It felt weird to observe. Something was definitely missing

even back then.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

Also true.
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Martin Clarke Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"Glad" you are documenting this....an awful number of people are losing their humanity. I pray there will be

a future where this can be reflected upon.
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Meemanator Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don't disagree with your concerns but I've lived long enough to have experienced/observed what I call

the circle of life. Civilizations rise and fall. Things change even as they come back around. I don't know

why exactly. It feels bigger, as though what we are noticing is effect not cause.

I was born in 1947. Growing up in the 50s in one of those sprawling suburbs of Houston, Texas that

sprang up post ww2 was a free for all for kids. We had free rein. Our mothers never knew where we were

or what we were doing most of the day. When I was five, I took off on my trike and peddled up the

sidewalk of a main thoroughfare, crossed at the light of a major intersection and spent a penny for gum at

the convenience store and went back home the same way. I walked to school or rode my bike, even in

elementary. On Saturday mornings, at age 9 I walked a mile to the Garden Oaks Theater to spend my

weekly allowance of a quarter to sit and watch cartoons. a western serial, and a feature film.

My brother, 7 years my senior, just wrote his memoire of his first 18 years and his story is even more

astounding. He traveled all over southern Texas performing at age 13 and our parents had no idea where

he was nor had any concern.

We were not neglected, we knew we were loved. Our dad worked six days a week but still took us to

Galveston to play in the waves on Sundays. We went to church, we ate dinner together as a family every

night.

What happened? I don't know because by the time I was raising my kids in the 70s, though my kids could

play outside front and back, I knew where they were at all times. We had a secret code in case a stranger

wanted them to get into his car - no code, RUN!

And then they grew up and had kids and times changed again. Helicopter parenting arrived. Children

could only be together in school or during arranged play dates.

I will say this, I get that things are weird and dangerous now and have been for a couple of decades.

Pedophilia and missing kids is a real and present danger. But, I also know that, within our tribe, kids are

loved and nurtured and given that my oldest granddaughter is expecting my first great grand, I can't

predict how things will go, but at least in our ranks this child will be raised up well. We are not anomalous I

am glad to report. Historically speaking, some humans are born to stand out from the madding crowd.

These are those who resist the dark forces that seek to destroy God's creation.

I've said this a lot lately but I can't say it enough - God always keeps a remnant because He loves to do

the most with the least. Be a remnant.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

I have similar memories of growing up in the 60's. my family has been in the same house

(urban/industrial southeast side of Chicago, Indiana side) since 1956. my kids are the 4th generation

to live here. young kids just don't seem to engage in unconstructed play outdoors like they used to.

unless they are taken to a park or in local sports, they are in their own yard, mostly. my youngest only

played with neighborhood kids for short periods of time; the other kids always moved away quickly.

I've watched my neighborhood ebb and flow over the years, from years with many kids, to years with

few kids. I've watch it become a LOT more diverse with very little negatives. the trend had been for

the old-timers to pass away and their kids (who have long since migrated to more desirable suburbs)

sell the property to owners who rent & and the renters come and go, sometimes several within a

single year. but we still have a solid community vibe with tons of fests and activities and the property

values are pretty high.
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Meemanator Sep 5

I believe in infinite possibilities and I do know that while humans are the biggest problem with

humanity, those who simply dig in like in your neighborhood, can survive inevitable change.

I have actually thought about this quite a lot, and I see a sort of evolution of parenting that has

both up and down sides. Growing up in the 40s, 50s and 60s kids were not sheltered and they

had enormous freedom to explore and push the envelope, to explore and invent. No bike

helmets, lots of skinned knees. Lots of outside time, not stuck in front of a TV or a digital devise.

Then, the kids who were hovered over in the 80s and 90s, became the ME ME LOOK AT ME

generation. Parents had eyes on their progeny 24/7 so they grew up expecting to be seen. I

frankly do not recall my parents attending anything I did in school, not even in high school when

I was in a play and I thought nothing of it. I didn't need or expect their approval for everything I

did. But the 90s kids and up not only expect it, they are devastated if they aren't seen and

praised and applauded. Everyone gets a trophy which was the root cause of mediocracy

overcoming meritocracy.

The pendulum swings to extremes from left to right, back and forth. There is never a good

balance.

I have two memories of old sayings - 1. life used to be different. I died once when I was five and

my mom told me to walk it off. 2. I love balance in life - I always see it as I swing by.
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ata777 Sep 5

What happened? Media both general and social, Third World "don't assimilate, celebrate your

differences" immigration, cell phones and teachers' unions. That's what happened.
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Susie Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow, another excellent article! I think another big problem is that people are more addicted to their cell

phones than they are to their babies/children. You see it everywhere - mothers on their cell phones,

ignoring their children. Kids are used to it and sit there blankly. It’s so sad and pathetic the lack of

interaction today. Seriously, can anyone go without their cell phone for a day, let alone 5 minutes?
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Heather Creamer Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

If you want to know why the jabbed have changed, just look up the symptoms of brain injury. We know,

from autopsies, that both spike protein and micro clots can be found in the brains of the "vaccinated."
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thomas hoejmark jensen Writes thomas’s Substack Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dear Naomi. A lot is happening in the world. A lot. Africa, where I live, is on the move. The BRICS+ is on the

move. A new world on the horizon. But Europe and America, the western collective, as Lavrov calls it,

maybe he says the Collective west -- yes, it is endlessly boring. The upcoming elections absurd theatre.

But look up and out dear Naomi. Forget the upcoming election or go into alternative party or organization

of the people. Nothing normal is of interest. As I see it. But under all circunstances, the empire is soon

over. The world is already turning away. In this the greatest part of the world, the new order of things will

be created. Viva the peoples. Down with the mafia. Smiles and smiles to Naomi and your good intentions.

The world will not be saved by intellectuals and political correntes. But by the people and for the people.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

That is wonderful but given the role of the CCP in BRICS, will the end of the influence of the West be

completely great for the rest of the world?
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thomas hoejmark jensen Writes thomas’s Substack Sep 5

Dear Naomi. Well ... who knows for whom the future will be great. But CCP is after all directiva

hundreds of millions out of poverty, and it is directiva interactivos with other countries, 140

countries, within the belt and road iniciative. Good initiative. Here in Mozambique I use one such

infrastructure project here, a road and a bridge, with chinese financing, repayment from the

payers of users of the road. No economic strangulation as from IMF or World Bank. And in all the

140 initiatives there is a simple negotiation: china can offer and the country needs what. No

imperial catch. So for me fine with CCP. Infinitely better than the american empire and its shock

doctrene and its endless wars. BRICS+ will be ---as I see it -- a great turn-around of the world.

A precondition for dealing with the climate. Old Europe and old America must doe out untill the

people wake up. Some countries in Africa are now saying no thank to the french empirial

influentes. How nice. Congratulations Africa. There are many more positive springtime

sensations. But they are not in mainstream media of nothingness. We should take care of not

letting ourselves be formed in soul and body by the media-nonsense, by the media woke cancel

insanity. Maybe even not trying to correct them in the details. Only in a greater rejection. Viva

the future. Viva Naomi.
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Cafe Comments by Lauri Harris Writes Cafe’s Substack Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Look for the sparks of life, vitality, energy. Be the radiant one who beams smiles and good cheer to all you

meet. Greet others with kindness and affection via a handshake or hug. Even before the tyranny of Covid

mandates and division people searching for belonging and connection were there. There are just more

who are disconnected. Become the transforming force in your community. Start potluck’s at your house or

the local park or even vacant lot down the street. Create celebrations and reasons to work hard and enjoy

life together. Energy and self worth come from hard work and becoming competent. Competence comes

with practice and increased skills. Practice and give others the opportunity to practice social skills. Smile,

chat happily, point out their grand qualities. Bring the good, the wholesome, the wonderful back into your

communities.

As Zig Ziglar once said, “You are designed for accomplishment, engineered for success, and endowed

with the seeds of greatness.”

The focus on rekindling the human spirit has to start somewhere. Let it begin with you!
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Margaret Sep 5

I have begun to realize more and more that the only person you can change is yourself, but we can all

affect the social climate in which we live and move. Just as you say, be the light bringer, the giver. It is

a way of showing gratitude to God for all the blessings we each have been bestowed and a remedy

for our sins.
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Cheryl Sep 6

Yogananda says, "Change yourself, & you will have changed the world."
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Not to dispel this interesting hypothesis but I can think of at least five other causes for the interpersonal

anastesia: 1. pornography, cannabis, (use of both is exploding), social media, video games, pet idolotry.

The last problem is the most interesting to me because I appear to be the only person that notices. People

are giving all of their passion to their dogs! I find it disturbing.
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TBB Sep 5

I think for some people, pets can help with the void left from poor parenting. They can help transition

those people into adulthood and (hopefully) healthy relationships. Dogs in particular can open doors

to meeting new people. Pets can also provide love and emotional support while couples go through

fertility challenges, which is all too prevalent given the toxicity in the environment. So yes, I agree that

it is disturbing to see what the prior generation's mental health issues (particularly self absorption)

have left for many young people to deal with. It's also sad that they can be judged as a group

because they aren't fitting a mold of getting married and having children in their early 20s. Maybe

they missed out on a loving family and are trying to deal with it. Perhaps they don't want to saddle

their own children with the sort of issues their parents saddled them with in order to gain acceptance

from strangers. Maybe they want to be ready to parent in a healthy way and having pets not only

helps the animals' lives, but their own. Are they allowed to gain health and happiness in their own

way or must it conform? Is an animal lover really more disturbing than those who want to be praised

for having the title of Mom without actually parenting? IMO we are seeing generations of trauma. It's

just getting more difficult to pretend all is well.

Also I commend Naomi for her bravery. It is refreshing to read the words of someone who is

observing, thinking, and trying to bring light back into this world.
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Margaret Sep 5

Amen, amen, amen! NextDoor, the "neighborhood chat site," has people claiming that "My baby has

died!" At first, I was shocked when reading the posts, then realized it was their dogs. Good grief,

people, have some perspective! Also the greatest number of responses are to posts about pet

deaths, pet illnesses, lost pets.

I see too many young couples walking two dogs, no young children. Wait till all these people get

really old or disabled. There will be few people who will care about what is happening to them day-

to-day.
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Old School Counselor Sep 5

Right. I met a new neighbor today who told me her cat had the same name as me. His middle

name. Middle name?
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

yes, oh thank you for stating the 'pet idolatry' thing! I NOTICE! its almost to the point of pathological.

okay, I have a friend for whom it IS pathological (12 cats and 5 dogs. and no, she is not on a big

property, she's in a house on the southside of Chicago. she has FIVE litter boxes. the stench is

horrific! SHE herself smells bad. all. the. time. they spend hundreds of dollars A WEEK on their pets

yet she dresses like a bag lady, literally.)

I have recently seen people 'walking' their dogs in little pet 'strollers'! whaaaaat is up with THAT?! is

not the point of walking a dog, for them to WALK?

people are allowed to bring their dogs to the local casino boat if they have some kind of certificate

that they need a 'companion comfort animal'. wtf are you doing gambling if you are so fragile that

you need a 'comfort animal'?

believe me, I understand the place that pets have in the lives of people, especially elderly folks who

live alone but heck yeah I notice how over-the-top it is getting.
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

I saw a youngish woman (maybe late 20’s) at the airport with her “support” dog, a nervous

whippet-type dog who looked like it needed it’s own emotional support animal. 

🙄

. Watched the

woman walk over and sit down next to me, with the shivering dog in her lap, while Mom got their

boarding passes. They were on my flight and the young woman was pre-boarded, in a

wheelchair. She seemed perfectly capable of walking and the poor dog was a nervous wreck,

kept barking during our flight. Made me think of an article I read awhile back about a trend of

“spoonies”, people who are basically latching onto illness diagnoses as a way of escaping from

actual responsibility for their lives and from adulthood.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

in my community, we sometimes refer to the people (typically women, sad to say) 'latching

onto their dx' as 'owning' their dx. they are so wrapped up in it, it is part of their personality.

they use the dx to describe themselves, usually before their names even. "I'm an RA

suffering young mother..."
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in 2007. Thankfully it has been in remission for

the last couple of years and I hope and pray it stays that way. I’m just me, I get

challenged by MS but I refuse to let it be my life. Admittedly there are many out there

who genuinely suffer but far too many others, I think, use a diagnosis as an excuse or

to seek pity/attention. No thanks!
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

seems so weird that someone who says they 'needed' a support animal has one of those

high-strung types. you would think it would be some nice, mellow lab-mix or something.

but regarding the 'ill' woman: you never really know just by appearances.

(as an aside: so glad I don't fly. I get mad at barking dogs I hear while in my back yard. on a

plane... I would lose my mind.)
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

On this same flight was a couple with a toddler who fussed and cried the whole time

(probably what set the dog off, who knows). The parents had her facing away from

them the whole time, just kept shoving things (toys, a cellphone) in front of her rather

than holding her close and making eye contact. It was just sad.
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Old School Counselor Sep 5

I have been asked to write a scam letter for an ES animal. I declined.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

I honestly don't understand how it is even a 'thing'. sounds like a load of bull to me.
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Margaret Sep 5

I am so glad that more people than my husband and I are thinking this is another symbol of the

sickness of our society.
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Old School Counselor Sep 5

I feel affirmed by your comments.

I wrote about doggie obsession in my first book 10 years ago. A Rabbi colleague

characterized it as idolatry and that hit home with me. I do see it as a sign of devolution.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

or also a sign that some people's lives are so lacking in human warmth, that they pour

it into animals. my friend who is a 'pet hoarder' (which I think is a psychologically

accurate term for her) has admitted that she is obsessed with them because its the

only 'unconditional love' she has in her life. and clearly there's no 'number' of animals

that will fill that void for her. (she also feeds and gathers feral cats in her yard!) and

when one of the 'official' 17 animals in the house dies, she replaces it immediately,

with another of the same breed/color or whatever.
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Christine Sep 5

Yes, my husband and I have noticed this as well…I’d wondered if it was my imagination or my own

preferences (we’re longtime “cat people” 

😁

) but on our street, it seems that almost every household

has at least one dog. When we were in southwest England in 2018 during summer tourist season, we

were astounded by the number of people with dogs — more dogs than children by far.
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 6

Yes, they are everywhere and they assume everyone wants to pet their dogs or allow their dogs

free roam. Many owners are responsible. Many are not. There is a doggie-owner groupthink

which advances a One World mentality.
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Linda Sep 5

Caring for pets is a connection with nature in the technological concrete jungle in which we live. It is

also solace in a sea of sociopathy.
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Margaret Sep 5

There are an amazing number of wonderful people to get to know and to spend time with all

around us. Just reading the responses here makes me want to know you all. I wonder if the

sociopathy is in the pet obsessed.
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Linda Sep 5

There is nothing wrong with loving animals. There is something wrong with not loving

them.
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Meemanator Sep 5

Yes! I have noticed that those who seem to be obsessed with their pets are generally unable to have

meaningful human relationships.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

my friend with the pet hoarding 'issue', was sexually molested by her own father. she suffers

greatly from a deep lack of self-esteem. she's in a 30+ yr marriage with a man that treats her

like a child, while SHE is solely responsible for HIS (not hers) mentally ill adult daughter. she's

also a very heavy drinker. so yeah, its a definite psychopathology in her case. its really sad.
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TBB Sep 5

Unable is a strong word. How do you know what people are capable of doing when you are

judging based on just a passing snapshot of their lives?
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Meemanator Sep 5

So sorry, let me rephrase and clarify this - it has been my experience observing people I

know, especially close relatives, who are obsessed with their pets and treat them as

humans, referring to them as fur babies, most usually also struggle to have good

relationships with other humans. Among these I can say the majority are generally

introverts and have had trauma of some kind in their youth. This is not about those who

love animals. This is substitutionary affection.
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TBB Sep 6

Thank you for clarifying. I believe Naomi's post was about people not providing love to

their children. Are you saying that people who do provide love to animals are

equivalent? To me it seems like they are addressing the trauma or the fact they were

never raised to understand how to have a healthy human relationship but still want to

love and care for another being. Do you think it would have been better for them to

have had a child because other people think that is important? What happens to that

child? Do they become another "pet obsessed" person to whisper about? I think what

could happen to that child could be much worse (drugs, abuse, mental health issues,

etc.). At least the "pet obsessed" aren't trying to perpetuate what was inflicted upon

them. I am sure they would like to be "normal" and not looked down upon by those

who haven't walked a mile in their shoes. A human responsibility and a pet

responsibility are two majorly different things. What is the harm in taking the latter

seriously and providing a pet love and attention? Look at all of the people Naomi is

concerned about. Seems their parents didn't take their human responsibility seriously

enough, and perhaps that extends to the generations before them as well. People

don't just wake up one day and decide to be mentally ill, and they don't just become
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don't just wake up one day and decide to be mentally ill, and they don't just become

cured by having a child and the appearance that they have it all together.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Meemanator Sep 6

To be clear, I'm not judging, I stated an observation that I have experienced first

hand. I have no problem with people who are obsessed with their animals, not

just love and care for, but elevate them into a a status that is higher than humans.

My experience is that this kind of obsession often demands that I also support

their obsession and what is the matter with me if I don't. And I can't. Nor am I

interested in continuing this exchange because it is going nowhere. So, I give you

the last word. :-)
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TBB Sep 6

Fair enough, demanding the support of others is crossing a boundary. It

would have helped us both if that was stated up front. I have no interest in

arguing, just in better understanding, because the opinion as stated seemed

like it was reaching quite a bit vs Naomi's article!
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Meemanator Sep 6

My first comment was a response to someone else within this thread.

The bigger picture here, in regards to Naomi's original post, is about

the threads of the fabric of our society being slowly pulled out so that

one day it will simply disintegrate. There is no one single cause though.

It is much bigger than one thing. I have no doubt the vaccine is a huge

factor but we were already headed toward the decimation of the

nuclear family long before that came along. Again, based on my

personal experience, I see the rise of obsession with pets, considering

them as replacements for human relationships, is a result of this slow

decay. It isn't the cause though.

Have you ever been in a Petsmart store? Shelves and shelves of

accessories, toys, clothing, and specialty items all designed and

manufactured to cater to pets. And human children are sex trafficked

and allowed to watch pornographic drag queen shows. This seems like

civilization falling apart to me. Not to mention Naomi's observations

that children seem to be annoying, burdensome afterthoughts to many

people now to me is the effect of many causes, like the rise of

narcissism. Who knows maybe the vaccine was the final thread pulled.

If we survive this maybe someone will recognize this and record it for

historical reference.
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TBB Sep 6

Thank you for elaborating. I agree with your bigger picture

analysis. I do think from a healthcare perspective that this goes

back 100+ years to the Rockefellers. The industrial revolution also

ushered in the rise of cities and the breakdown of the extended

family unit. It changed the focus of schooling to create workers

who could follow instruction rather than critical thinkers who

could challenge leadership. PetSmart is just a side effect of the

materialism that is pushed on our society. It happens in all facets.

The Internet and other forms of technology have just allowed this

to progress at warp speed and enabled shadow people to take

more control. Those that took the shots are the product of that

lack of critical thought/wisdom (replaced with illogical emotion),

the virtue signaling that goes hand in hand with the narcissism

you mention, and the overhaul of "medicine" to create a client

base for recurring profits (i.e. make them sick and keep them that

way). Sprinkled on top of all of this I believe is a spiritual war, and

perhaps that is what has been underlying it all. Even if we did

record this, people wouldn't open their eyes, look in the mirror,

and actually recognize themselves making the same mistakes.

Did you ever notice the lengths people go to in order to justify all

kinds of nefarious behavior? That is where the breakdown of the

extended family influence and replacement of the

government/corporate influence has really been effective for the

dark side of this. Like you, I am horrified at how children are

abused and their spirits broken. And while the shot may be

literally killing the souls of those who took it, I believe in

redemption for those who pray for it and sadly don't think the

majority recognize their own souls anyway even before the jab,

while they were caught up in materialism.
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Meemanator Sep 6

We most certainly are at war with dark principalities. The

question I have is this the final era? Seems like all the stops

have been pulled. My personal opinion is that there is only

one way for us to get a stay and that will require Divine

intervention. I fear for that to occur we would have to

recognize the truth of this and get humble. Humility seems to

be a lost skill set. In spite of the doom and gloom in this I am

convinced that those who understand what is happening

were born for this era and that prayer is the greatest skill set.

http://mikeboldea.blogspot.com/2023/09/the-

spectrum.html
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 5

YES!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

So interesting, so true. "Pet idolatry."
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BerniBlanche Sep 4 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hello Dr. Naomi Wolff, this a bit of a long comment.

I fully agree with your article – people who have had the Covid shots have changed. I know that I have

changed not only physically, but also mentally and socially. My hubby and myself were always sceptical of

the injections, but at the beginning of the Scamdemic, the scaremongering was overwhelming and on the

urgent recommendation from our daughter’s doctor, we all took these dubious shots. … We have a Down

Syndrome daughter of 43 – who is LOVE personified, so we get all the love and hugs from our little Gift

from Heaven and our relationship with our darling child is something that is very special.

I am 75 and both my hubby and I feel that these injections have taken 10 or more years off our lives. We

both are now shadows of our former selves. We were sportively engaged and full of elan before Covid.

Since the booster, I have had nothing but health issues – to my mind – because the Covid vaxes have

weakened our immune system. My tinnitus has gotten so much worse, I had 2 urinary tract infections

needing antibiotics. I have had Diverticulitis also needing antibiotics and my sugar diabetes has also

gotten worse with my sugar levels no longer stable. My eyesight has worsened and I am constantly tired. I

get up in the morning, take all my medicines and after I have something to eat, I must lie down again as I

feel exhausted. I seldom can bring myself to go on my walks, which I used to do regularly before Covid. I

feel I have aged over 10 years, as I was very active, fit and very energetic, having many hobbies and doing

a lot of creative work, besides trying to write a book on this insane world. My daughter’s health has also

changed. After the booster she got her period again although she is in the menopause. Since the booster,

she has now bladder problems and also after the booster, suddenly got the shingles, like so many other

women I know.

I feel that I have changed mentally as well – I am now highly strung and get irritated and frustrated quickly

and many times feel completely out of my depth. I am taking organic “calming tablets” when I feel nervous

and ratty. I used to have an excellent memory, but now I am struggling with names of articles or names of

people – it is almost as though my mind is having a black out and this is new to me.

Socially, I also seem to want to avoid crowds, although I have always been a very sociable person, love

having people around me, chatting and having fun and we loved inviting and entertaining – now I feel

happier when I alone or with the three of us as a family. But maybe this is because I see so many people

who have become “sheeple” – with no clue of what is going on around them, each sitting in their own

“comfy one-dimensional bubble” – with their “ignorance is bliss” stance, leaving me shunning those who

have detached themselves from reality.
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Mary Sep 5

please find Dr. Christiane Northrup (& there are others) to find inspriation to heal from these shots.

idk if this is going to come through, but i copy & pasted it from email i got from her yesterday. so

many remedies. do not feel hopeless .

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/FMfcgzGtwzjcGnHZSsrQSJkfrGgvKGbX
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Janet Sep 5

I’m so sorry. The pressure put on us was evil and unbelievably intense. You did it he best you could.

🙏🙏

 for you.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 5

Ma'am, I think you will really appreciate this article. It is from a jabbed woman in Australia who is also

very self-aware as you are. Thank you so much for your testimony - very powerful, very important.

https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/to-my-unjabbed-heroes

A post-WW2 German reader responded to her letter and I made it into a different post. It was

controversial, but I am in the business of all the feelings and getting to the truth so that people can

heal. There is also a very large faultline in Australia - the unjabbed are extremely angry at the jabbed,

and this was explored in the follow-up article. I strongly believe that we need to talk about ALL the

things before we can come together and direct our energy upwards (so to speak) towards the

correct perpetrators. https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/australias-fault-lines-will-we-ever
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

So sorry for what you are experiencing. This is a very moving account as it is rare that someone has

the courage and awareness to describe the changes as an eyewitness.
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James Greene Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I would simply advert to the Bob Dylan standard, in Jimi's hands, in which he exclaims before the spooky

laboratory gear riffing, 'I can't get no relief!'
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Kimberly Graciano Writes Kimberly’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I remember watching a YouTube video where a scientist was explaining to Congress a new proposed

vaccine to be first tested out ion the Afghani people, and called it “Funvaxx” showed an angiogram I think,

showing which areas of the brain would be lit, or turn off, based on what was in that vaxx. What did they

mean by “Fun” (to give them more “fun?” NO...Fun...dementalism. So it was created to make an area of the

brain that controlled FAITH, and all the beauty within that, it took all that away! So, I think this has to do

with that. I think the 5 G Towers are a big part of this! My pets have been acting a little weird too, which are

chipped...They keep changing where they sleep, spend time, etc.

So, there’s that too...

Thanks for bringing all this up, because hardly anyone is bringing it up! My kids hardly call now, after the

vaxx rollout!

I hope you are feeling 100% better these days! 

👍😁👋🙏
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

So sorry your kids hardly call. I hope that changes. True for so many families.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

If you could find that video it would be really useful.
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heidi Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

perhaps you've seen this, i found it quite insightful since the goal of the left is chaos, destruction,

depopulation, & DEMORALIZATION. Enjoy:

First Rule of Fight Club: Do Not Fall for the Demoralization Program

Resistance is Everything ~

https://elizabethnickson.substack.com/p/first-rule-of-fight-club-do-not-fall?

publication_id=30495&post_id=136651624&isFreemail=true
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Compelling.

I never wore a mask. When everyone was masked, I saw two small children clinging to each other in terror

in a car park. I went over to them and bent down and said hello. The smaller one (maybe about 3 years

old), walked over to me with his arms outstretched for a hug. I stretched out my arms to give him a hug.

His masked mother quickly walked over and snatched him away, looking at me in fear and rage. She said

one word:

"Dirty."
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Neek Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Don't think the unvaccinated are energetically the same either... we went through a collective trauma.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

so true.
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Diana Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Your article helped me to define some of the feelings I have experienced during the past 3+ years, Naomi.

I do Massage and teach seated Qigong classes in a small long term care facility. Everyone there was

vaccinated except me and the owner/director. She believes in holistic therapies yet still has to operate

under State rules. Also fear motivated employees, residents and their families, as well as her husband to

push and receive the shots. As an independent contractor I was able to slip by; not sure how she was able

to maneuver outside of the mandates. Anyway, my point is that we have had so many deaths since the

shots began, as well as more strokes. It has felt like people are giving up more easily than they would have

otherwise. The director and I both became quite ill and feel certain it was the result of shedding

surrounding us in close quarters. Perhaps it was also the disruption of the Energy Field that is established

in a small caring facility. I firmly believe and feel it myself when surrounded by masked people on all sides.

My teaching is focusing on techniques I believe help quiet the Heart and not focus on feelings of Fear, but,

of course, during the lockdowns I could not teach for quite a while. I pray we may escape the same kind of

madness this fall and winter. Our residents are already so frail and they need to have time visiting with

family and friends. Not allowing that was a great crime.
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Paul F. Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow, what a thought-provoking article! I happen to hang around a lot of unvaxxed people, and my church

is rife with babies and toddlers, whose parents are almost obviously unvaxxed.

But all of my adult children are vaxxed, and our relationship has not been the same since the start of

covid. This article is giving me an additional dimension to think about.
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Formerly_Known_As_Someone Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I did notice in NYC that there’s little physical affection between couples anymore. I pointed this out to a

friend and she said, “you’re right!” I think we have all shamed by Covid distancing. The only times I saw

public affection was among young lesbian couples.
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 5

We have also turned heterosexual male advances into a crime.
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ERIKA Writes RECORD SCRATCH RADIO Sep 6

Male DESIRE is a crime.
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Midwives tell me that babies born to jabbed mothers are small in size, often have renal and cardiac

defects, are flaccid and unable to fully engage or follow people with their eyes. They also say the jabbed

mothers appear unconcerned, and often just ignore their new borns.

The few unjabbed mothers in contrast, have large, noisy, healthy babies who are noisy, fully engaged with

their mothers and active. It's a total contrast.

Have a look at this great interview with an ex Israeli spy https://rumble.com/v38ovm0-jonathan-pollard-

israeli-spy-turned-freedom-activist-on-balaclava-rising.html. His father was involved in the bioweapons

program, and told him that the oldest profession is not prostitution, it's poisoning people.

There is no doubt in my mind that the deaths and injuries to the 5 eyes countries caused by the covid

'vaccine' are all deliberate and part of a China/WEF/Soros take over.

It's up to us all to come together, pull out of the corrupt one world government death cult and build a new

world.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

Please have the midwives who might talk to me, contact me -- -- naomi@dailyclout.io
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Wikihospitals Writes Wikihospitals’s Newsletter Sep 5

I'll get in touch with my friend and ask her to contact you. She's desperate for someone to listen

to what is going on.

Australia is supposed to publish yearly reports on live births and any complications. The report

is due every December. Apparently the Australian government withheld the 2022 report with no

explanation.

My friend has spoken (in private) to an Australian obstetrician working in the north of Melbourne

who says that many babies are dying at 35 weeks. The cause is a shrunken and tightly coiled

umbilical cord as well as a small and friable placenta. It is believed that the babies are dying

from lack of blood supply. If they make it to full term they often have cardiac and renal

malformations, as well as this abnormal 'floppy baby' syndrome.

Dr Luke McLindon was a well known obstetrician who was sacked for speaking out about the

massive spike in deaths and disabilities in the maternity wards on Queensland. He now sells car

port roller doors. My friend is in touch with him.

The Doctor who founded the health charity I'm a director on (https://wowintl.org/) is being

swamped with phone calls from desperate parents who's babies were born with leukaemia or

other malformations.

Honestly, I'm in total shock at what is going on in Australia. It's like a zombie land.

1/3 of the nurses in Australia have resigned, been sacked or not renewed their registration. The

government is flying in Chinese nurses every week, but they can't fill the gaps. Hospitals are

apparently running on student nurses upgraded to take patient caseloads. They can't run post

grad nursing courses because no one in interested in applying. Nurses have been told they will

be wearing N90 masks for the rest of their professional career. I'm hearing 15 percent of

Doctors have resigned but I'm sure many more have just not renewed their registration.

My observations and the feedback I'm getting, is that those who remain in hospitals are

'robotic', 'inappropriate' and that patient care is non existant. I'm also hearing of Doctors and

nurses developing strokes, myocarditis, cancers and Guillain–Barré and also memory lapses

and reduced eye to hand coordination.

I've been told that 40 percent of nurses working in one intensive care unit (that I used to work

in) are now sick with 'long covid'. Basically the entire health system is imploding.

Here are a few articles on Luke McLindon.

https://mole.substack.com/p/vax_danger-2022-07-26-special-killjab

https://waikanaewatch.org/2022/07/25/doctor-who-monitored-miscarriages-in-women-pre-

and-post-cv-substance-jab-and-found-they-increased-gets-sacked/

Thank you for all your wonderful work. You are a bright light in all this darkness.

♥
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

here in the states, a Dr Jim Thorpe is reporting much the same thing about babies of

vaxxed mothers. he has been doing many interviews, reports and publishing papers. of

course he was sacked from his career as one of the top neonatal, fetal/maternal medicine

specialists in the country and he is speaking out, big time.
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Larry Inn Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We are Spiritual beings experiencing Physical life on Earth.

Chief Seattle: " All lives are connected. Whatever befalls the Earth befalls the Children of Mother Earth."

“Each Soul must meet the morning sun, the new, sweet Earth, and the Great Silence alone!

(Charles Alexander Eastman (Ohiyesa) Santee Sioux.
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Dee Jacobson Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

◄ Joshua 24:15 ▶

King James Bible

And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods

which your fathers served that were on the other side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose

land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the LORD.
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Aussiegrandma Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf, totally agreed and what you’re saying has also struck me when I’m out and about. Others

unjabbed have also mentioned to this to me that their family members who have been jabbed are

somehow different. I find I can’t speak straightforwardly to some people as they seem to be kinda

switched off to some degree. And the children?! Oy vey! Children are treated differently from how things

used to be. The whole idea of “helicopter parenting” has been at times misappropriated and unfortunately

it’s crept into certain parent’s minds that being “too fussy” over your kids is now considered bad

parenting. Sadly, at the same time the children have suffered from this attitude and have been somewhat

neglected in the manner of that which you write. Questions for sure! All this has not gone unobserved by

me (a mother of 3, a stepmother of 3, a grandmother of 5) including tiny babies with not enough warm

clothing on and the bare feet…in Winter…those bare feet! Why hasn’t someone told these parents that

little babies lose so much of their body heat through their feet and heads. I get so annoyed when I see the

children looking so unwell as they walk through the dirty floored malls (restrooms included) in bare feet

while their parents are rugged up in Ugg boots or woolen socks and Doc. Martins. As to the “lacking in

natural affection” it reminds me of this chapter in the Bible:

2 Timothy Chapter 1.

1. But know this: that in the last days, grievous times will come.

2. For men will be lovers of self, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,

unthankful, unholy,

3. without natural affection, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, fierce, not lovers of good,

4. traitors, headstrong, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,

5. holding a form of godliness, but having denied its power. Turn away from these, also.

I think we’ve arrived at this point, early days yet (prophetically there is so much to happen yet before the

actual “last days” so don’t sell your possessions just yet, lol), but it appears to me on so many levels that

it’s already in motion.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

I wonder what "holding a form of godliness, but having denied its power" means.
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Aussiegrandma Sep 5

I agree with the other commenters below that the Christian church is full to the brim with the

darnel or bastard wheat choking the life out of the real believers (Messiah warned of this in one

of his parables about the resown field) and manipulating their ways into dominant positions as

elders as described below and having their own “unique form of godliness”. It exists in other

religions as well.

But I believe that this isn’t the only avenue to explore here.

There’s also a very powerful “religion” going around now that calls itself “woke”. The progenitors

of this religion are extremely self righteous, pointing out your “sins” for all the world to see and

slamming and shaming you for not keeping the doctrine and henceforth being excommunicated

with all the typical fanfare. They behave like religious inquisitors, destroying anyone who doesn’t

walk their walk and talk their talk and keep their “holy traditions”.

Are people afraid of these modern day “inquisitors”? You bet! But telling the truth in the face of

persecution is a much better form of godliness than the slandering (Bible says that’s akin to

murder) that masquerades as righteous judgment. They heap a form of power onto themselves,

but deny the power of the Almighty God and His Messiah who is coming to judge “those who

destroy the Earth” (Revelation) and poor hapless humanity along with it with their cult of

pharmakeia (the sorcerers of Revelation in its modern context…he who has an ear…).

The whole climate cult is not about preserving the Earth and its people, it’s about making

money, “a” (not “the” in Hebrew) root of all evil. Let’s not forget that villainess heart of man taken
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to its extreme by the rising worldwide totalitarianism (“The heart of man is deceitful above all

things and wicked to the point of desperation. Who can know it?” Jeremiah 17:9).

I’m sure if you think about it, that “form of godliness” is across our culture in many aspects of

religious belief, but Rav Shaul (Apostle Paul) was being very specific in this case. I think you

know what I mean there - the times dictated a special meaning to those who followed Rav Shaul

and who had left behind their false teachers of their day, Gentile or Jew. But as it’s written for the

end times, we can make of that statement what you will and I think you all get my drift on that

one.

Shalom everyone, we need it!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Liz P. Sep 5

It means going through the motions of being a believer, attending church, identifying as a

Christian and having all the accouterments, etc., but lacking actual faith in God. Power comes

from surrendering to God's power - living the faith by surrendering to the Divine Will. So many

people now who are believers are in fact very self-reliant, or reliant on the things and powers of

the world, even though they believe the teachings of the faith and have a religious practice.

Worst implication of this are CINOs and virtue signallers.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 5

The real worst cases of this are people like Biden, Pelosi, Fauci, and others, and the current

Pope, who most people realize is an infiltrator. This verse may be about these infiltrators.
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Janet Sep 5

My brother in law had a Bible wide open on a stand when you came into his house. He was a

church elder and his business stationary had a Bible quote on the bottom. All the while he was

sneaking into the houses of friends and stealing money and collectibles. He stole the diamond

ring of a grieving widow friend when he visited to “comfort” her. That explains it to me. The thing

is his friends mainly knew it and kept quiet. It kept up until he tripped an alarm one day and was

caught in the act. Then, God became real to him. Maybe.
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Judith L. Osterman Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I haven't noticed anything outstandingly different, but I'm in what passes for the country where there are

few other than orthodox Jews walking on the road shoulders and sidewalks. People in their cars have

stopped wearing masks, so that's a good thing. They are littering slightly more than before. I rarely see any

babies or toddlers, but they neglected them in the past so they're probably still failing to connect with

them.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Reasonable Horses Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

“The force field, if you will . . . had somehow faded or weakened or diluted.” The vax has physically

crippled us. The psychological damage of having willingly submitted to masks, mandates, and needles

has humiliated us. We must never again submit to the humiliation of our spirits. Our sovereignty is worth

whatever it may cost.
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Laozu Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Chi, or prana, so far as I know, was first studied extensively in the West by the chemist Karl von

Reichenbach in the first half of the nineteenth century. He was seemingly unaware of the lore of the far

East at the time, and called it "od".

He divided it into two polarities: one which he called "positive od", which seemed to emanate from the

moon (and the planets), and the other "negitive od", which came from the sun. Both types run through the

human body, the positive od being dominant in most people on the left side and negative od dominant on

the right.

When two like types of od come in contact, they generally produce a stressful feeling and when two unlike

types come in contact, a calming feeling. Thus a pleasurable feeling occurs when a couple walks hand in

hand: the right hand of one being in contact with the left hand of the other.
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Mark O'S Writes Vital Sep 5

That may account for the pleasant feeling of a cat on your lap. A dowser told me that cats have the

opposite energetic polarity (Od?) to humans and they balance each other out

Also, not forgetting Samuel Hanemann, the orginator of homeopathy (which is a western medicine)

describing Chi/Prana as "The Vital Force"
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

Oh! Beautiful!
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Laozu Sep 5

The effect is twice (or more than twice) as strong when a couple meets and clasps hands, right

to left and left to right (not crossed).

And if you wish to amplify the effect again more than twice, sit facing the other person with

whom you are holding hands -- and put your feet on his (or hers), again left on right and right on

left.
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Sep 4 · edited Sep 5 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have no doubt that these injections have caused a change in peoples affect. Having some knowledge of

the dangerous and careless manner these injections were forced into the publics arm I’m not at all

surprised of these additional adverse events, and I’m sure the pushers of these drugs knew about these

medical issues also. What I feel inside of me, and I’m unvaxed, is what psychological damage has been

done to people by forcefully pushing these dangerous injections, many times against the persons will?

Could some of these physical health changes in one’s own body be the result of one’s losing their bodily

freedom? Maybe this is an extreme analogy but do rape victims have similar physical health changes? My

last thoughts and question's are, do people that live in totalitarian countries have these lacks of public

displays of affection be it their partner or child? Could our drastic lose of freedom and our system of

government transforming to a totalitarian communism be the reason for these changes. If you are

struggling to survive, like many Americans today are under this regime, is there a lose of creativity or

sexual desire? Are peoples creativity different that live in a true free republic? J.Goodrich
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Mark O'S Writes Vital Sep 5

Anecdotally we see the very public "died suddenly" events are often for people who were

enthusiastic proponents of the vx. I wonder is there also a different effect for those who

enthusiastically sought out the vx? Did that accellerate the changes?
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Janet Sep 5

I refused because by then I knew they were dangerous and I refused to live the rest of my life lying

awake waiting for something bad to happen. I mentally prepared myself with God’s help to receive

the blowback and resist. The only way I can understand it is my strength came from somewhere else.
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Liz P. Sep 5

I quickly got another job with an employer who realized they had no authority to actually

"mandate" the jab because I listened to the promptings of the Holy Spirit.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

I agree with everything you raise here. And yes, I think the analogy to rape victims is very apt.
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Reasonable Horses Sep 4

Great questions.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 5 Author

indeed
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Sean Arthur Joyce Writes Sean’s Newsletter Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The impacts of the RNA shots on sexuality and fertility certainly fit with the eugenics agenda to reduce

the global population, or at very least prevent them from reproducing. Pure evil.
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Brandon is not your bro Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Can’t agree more Naomi, and how many parents are addicted to their cellphones , as the child cries out for

attention.
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Jessica Rose Writes Unacceptable Jessica Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Much to say... great essay again. I think the former issue (the lights going out in the eyes - the spirit

diminished) is physiological - think heavy metals (really). Considering we don't know what the frig is in

these shots yet or if the LNPs are diffusing into the brain, it's hard to say how they are affecting our brains

(and the brain/heart connection - whatever that is!) but I agree with you that they are. I will be talking on

this on Thursday and can send you my slide deck when it is done if you like.

You also reminded me of something. Moms tell stories of their babies getting poisoned in specific ways -

likely due to excipients in vaccines - and succumbing to autism. They describe their babies as having 'lost

their smiles' or 'having a light go out'. Much of your account of the light going out in the moms reminded

me of these descriptions from the moms of their babies 'losing their smiles' following specific

vaccinations at ages where they were clearly too young to be injected. Either that or combinations of

injections and various excipients did a destructive number on them. Something for us all to think about.

I think the latter (no touching - engagement - fear of each other) is the external torment and propaganda

having successfully worked.

The thing I found most fascinating were your words on the smell of other babies from moms. Fascinating

subject matter. I have been asked 1,000 times about shedding of the injection contents, etc. and from the

start my brain took me straight to pheromones. My brain was saying something like: 'If chemical signals

can be detected between us to warn us or prompt us to engage, then maybe somehow it's linked to the

shots - somehow'. And I say to my brain: 'Very scientific, brain. Thanks a lot.'

Nonetheless, this thought has never left me. Chemical cross-talk between us, and energy fields - and

what happens to them when we interact in close proximity and/or through the eyes - are things we NEED

to study. We likely already have - it's just that the legacy population doesn't get to know the results.

Isn't it amazing how all of us can agree that we tend toward specific people and away from others 'for no

tangible reason'? Isn't it interesting how this is likely provably the direct effects of pheromones, smell,

facial expressions and, perhaps less provable, biofields? We all know they exist. Yet, when you try to talk

about these things being perturbed by an outside parameter like radio wave frequencies or excipients

from vaccines, people think you be cra-cra.

The stuff that is seemingly the most interesting to people, always seems to be the stuff that you get a

back hand from the man for, if you ask questions about it. Interesting that. It's fun to test subject matters

out, isn't it? ;)

Just some thoughts. Thanks for those. Jess
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Ernest D. Lieberman Writes The Menelaus Gambit Sep 5

"Heavy metals" Yes Indeed!

Dr. Ana Mihalcea MD PhD closely examines her patients' blood and reports finding high amounts of

heavy metals in their blood.

More recently she has been reporting on finding bright dots that behave like heavy-metal-laden

quantum dots. These assemble in "bubbles" in blood, out of which grow polymeric fibers.

Worse, the blood turns to "sludge," unable to carry oxygen. Rouleaux and microclotting also result.

Dr. Mihalcea has also reported the work of Clifford Carnicom finding that the iron in red blood cells

has been transformed from Fe2+ (which you know can carry oxygen) to Fe3+ (which cannot carry

oxygen). Moreover, she has found reports on creating batteries via nanoparticles assembling fibers

that use Fe2+, leaving Fe3+ in their wake.

Still worse, she and Dr. David Nixon have currently been showing darkfield microscopy photos of

such quantum dots (or the like) in many medical and dental injections, including, of course, in C19

injections.

Fortunately, Dr. Mihalcea has reported that IV EDTA + high-dose vitamin C (+ nutritional

supplementation) clears her patients' blood.

So it’s not the spike protein doing this damage; rather, such success points strongly to heavy-metal-

laden, quantum-dot nanoparticles being critical agents in damaging blood (though not the only

nanoparticles involved).

What to do? Publicize damaged blood. Regard such examples, at the least, as warnings from

“canaries in the coal mine;” or, as worse than that--for Dr. Mihalcea reports finding such damage in

all her patients. Win strong public support to ban LNP mRNA C19 jabs and other medical and dental

injections that contain these destructive nanoparticles.

For a deep, collected view of their and others’ work as of August 5, 2023, see my Open Letter to

Health Freedom Advocates. https://ernestdlieberman.substack.com/p/health-alarm-an-open-letter-

to-health
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 5

This is also why good psychotherapy works, by the way. It has virtually nothing to do with the content

of the sessions, except as to build expectancy and credibility for the therapist.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Author

Beautifully put. And fascinating observations. I would love to see your slide deck and also hear more

about your thoughts on heavy metals. Re shedding -- we have a report on that from the Pfizer docs -

- something I want to explore/you might explore is the relationship of lymph nodes to scent - lnps of

course accumulate in the lymph nodes and some of these areas (armpits, groin) are involved in

sexual signaling via scent. Thats why women who are attracted to someone fuss with their hair -- it's

actually instinctive as it releases scent. Do lnps in the lymphatic system change human scent

generally? Do heavy metals in our systems alter our scent? Do heavy metals enter breast milk? So

much to examine.
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Janet Sep 5

When everyone was walking around newly vaxxed the summer and fall of 2021 into 2022, I was

around lots of people. My life was full and connected. (I am unvaccinated) my new functional

medicine doc had run heavy metal tests on me so I had 3 rounds of detox for high lead and

arsenic levels. Now I wonder if those detoxes prevented any shedding harm then. With new

worthless boosters coming out, I may ask the question if they have been boostered. And act

accordingly.
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Jan Abrams Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

With such evil being exposed-this comforts me. I hope it will comfort some of you too.

Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty: . . . Both

riches and honour come of thee, and thou reignest over all; and in thine hand is power and might; and in

thine hand it is to make great, and to give strength unto all.

King James Version of the Bible I Chronicles 29:11, 1
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Horace Beasley Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are right Naomi. Human beings have definitely become disconnected; both physically and

emotionally. It is eerily reminiscent of the late 70s version of Invasion of the Body Snatchers, which starred

Donald Southerland.

I have no doubt the MRNA shots have a part in all of this, but humans were also isolated from one another

by masking. This, in my opinion was one of the most inhumane public policies ever enacted against

human beings.

Keep speaking the Truth Naomi; those responsible for these crimes against humanity must be held

accountable!

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Deborah Writes The Mexico Letters Sep 4

I loved that movie as a kid. Never did I think I’d live it.
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The Watchman Writes The Watchman's Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very good read, Naomi, linking tomorrow @https://nothingnewunderthesun2016.com/
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Jan Abrams Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

IMPORTANT: For anyone wanting to learn just how long the bio-weapon development has been going on

watch a 20 minute YouTube video of Dr David Martin speaking before the European Union parliament. You

can share this with anyone and everyone. Eyes will be opened. Even those who don't want to believer

such evil is in our midst. Expose it all to the daylight and the darkness cannot succeed!

Also, today on EpochTv (short program) called Facts Matter, there's an episode entitled: mRNA Vapor.

It seems researchers at Yale have created a new airborne method of delivery for mRNA vaccines through

breathing in nasally the vaccine as a vapor. Done so far with success with mice. Then, the host shares an

academic paper published in January 2019 appearing in the National Library of Medicine entitled:

"Compulsory moral bioenhancement should be covert." The point made is that since there are people

who do not agree to the communal mandated of vaccines, then it is a "moral" imperative to make it

compulsory. And if it is indeed morally compulsory, then "its administration ought to be covert rather than

overt" without the people knowing about it. The paper then goes on to conclude and I quote: "In

particular, a covert compulsory program promotes values such as liberty, utility, equality, and autonomy

better than an overt program does." This is straight out the the Commie play book and we must STOP

IT!!!!

Share this EpochTv episode widely!

And pray for an end to this tyranny.

Love and prayers for you Naomi, and all the followers on this site, and for all of dear humanity!
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Maura Tierney Sep 4

You have been given a great share of God's love.

Thanks for your kindness and wisdom.
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Gumnut123 Sep 4

"Air borne" was already happening - well before the 2020 event. Just ask those that have already

suffered (& still do) long before the spike was added. And no masks etc., but their personalities

changed to the opposite .....................
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Glenview Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You're a treasure, Dr. Wolf.

Whenever I read your material, I have the sense that you are better balanced between reason and feeling

than most of us are, and certainly more balanced than our society has become.

IMBALANCE in the influence of the two hemispheres of the brain is almost certainly an issue here -- and

perhaps in some of the symptoms you are reporting on -- so in case you've not encountered Iain

McGilchrist's writings already, I encourage you (and anyone else interested in the topic) to check them

out. He's a psychiatrist, neuroscience researcher, philosopher and literary scholar who has gathered an

enormous collection of data on the way the two hemispheres see the world -- each hemisphere is

involved in almost everything we do but they approach and view things very differently. He believes

modern society is dangerously over-represented by left-hemisphere, rational, non-emphathic

characteristics.

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Iain+McGilchrist&ref=nb_sb_noss

A few quotations from his books:

. . . the right hemisphere is more in touch with reality, and the left hemisphere more concerned with the

internal consistency of whatever virtual model of the world it happens to be working with at the time. ~

*The Matter With Things*, Iain McGilchrist, p. 104

In the absence of the left hemisphere, things come alive. ~

*Ibid*, p. 160

If I am right that we are currently in thrall to the left hemisphere's view, one of the consequences would

be, precisely, an inability to see the whole rather than a heap of disparate elements, together with a

relative inability to understand what is happening, rather than simply document it, and attempt, as best

one can, to find a series of ad hoc solutions.
Expand full comment
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Joel Bruce Wallach Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Naomi. You've articulated the ineffable subtleties of body-soul harmony, or in this case,

disharmony.

When I first noticed clients in 2021 presenting body-soul disconnections, I would mention it to them. In

some cases, they remarked that they had recently (after their vax) felt disconnected from their soul, and

from the Divine. I would share awareness techniques with them and they would feel the fog lifting.

Of greater concern was when I would mention the observed disconnection, and clients would remark that

they felt "fine". I would guide them through some energy shifting exercises, and then they would proclaim

that they suddenly felt much brighter and more connected. But why did they not recognize that they had

lost a vital connection?

The unsavory answer was found when I communicated with the souls of the people who were

unknowingly disconnected from their body. The souls would express that "I don't need to return to the

body because I'm 'taken care of' now." In other words, the artificial hive mind, or the metaverse, or

whatever you call it, had told them that everything was better in the artificial universe. Eventually, after

doing some self-directed energy clearing techniques, the soul would return, and the people did feel better.

Nonetheless, this exploration has been an unnerving feeling of having dropped into a terrifying science

fiction novel.

As to why people are so open, even on subconscious levels, to an artificial universe that will "take care of

them" it's because, I believe, our subconscious disempowered aspects are easily manipulated. Who

wouldn't want to be "taken care of" with no responsibilities? Of course, there is always a heavy price for

such "care", such as loss of Self, Soul, and God.

The basic techniques for clearing the energetic side-effects of the vax are described in this article. Note

that the article was written before the newer information about LNP, focusing instead on the spike

proteins. Still, you can utilize the techniques, with some creativity, to also apply to the LNP. https://cosmic-

living.com/article/how-to-balance-your-energy-after-receiving-this-experimental-substance/

It seems that the vax is part of a program to take people from their souls, and collect everyone in an

artificial reality. Dire though this sounds, there is hope. Many holistic doctors have provided excellent

information about supplements, and combined with subtle energy techniques, I believe recovery is

possible for those who, for whatever reason, found themselves receiving the vax.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Can I please contact you about your methods? Please? Naomi@dailyclout.io. Please please email

me, thank you for considering.
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Tracy Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I agree that people have drastically changed and not for the better. What my husband and I have

observed is the total self-absorption that has grown in the past few years. It's as if they are the only ones

in the world or their lives are just too important. People walking across streets without looking, in parking

lots where they won't wait for you to back out before speeding by, blocking aisles in grocery stores. It's

everywhere. Like no one else exists. Also, let's not forget the deadening of ones personality when

constantly high on one drug or another. Why the big push on legalizing marijuana. It's what THEY want.

Vacant, dead inside humans easily controlled.
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Meemanator Sep 5

I'm thinking social media is a major contributor to this. People hiding behind their screens has

created a virtual world where reall people do not matter.
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Tracy Sep 5

One of many issues contributing.
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Sep 5

Right on. I read this week that cannabis use is WAY up. I forget the numbers. Up here in Maine we

have multiple pot shops in every town. When I walk by the shops I see all sorts of normal looking

people coming out. What does THC do? Many of the symptoms Naomi and others are describing

here. While high many people also overfocus because their distorted reality-basis has them

overvaluing the stimulus. That would explain mom's zeriong in on Tik Tok while Clowy is running

barefoot through the airport. Yet nobody talks about pot. Perhaps it is because so many in the

creative class are using it?
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Tracy Sep 5

Agreed. Years ago my husband had a friend who was addicted to pot and smoked every day

and many times a day. Deadest eyes we've ever seen. Slow moving, no ambition. The powers

that be strive for this scenario and they are succeeding.
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Beth Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes. Something is missing. I have observed it with my colleagues who are mostly 2x vaxed and boosted. It

is a subtle change hard to describe, but you have put your finger on it. It is about energy--a loss of it. A

lack of emotion--a numbness. Also, their cognitive abilities seem dulled. Memory is dulled. Recall is slow
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to nonexistent. What's interesting about that is that it causes them no concern--oh well, I don't remember

that. In the past, they would have been alarmed that they didn't recall it. In my observations of this closed

sample, they are not the same people--they are a shadow of their former selves.
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Formerly_Known_As_Someone Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

I’ve noticed how Progressives (I’m in a creative field) say the same things the minute you see or meet

them. without being prompted. The msm outlets simultaneously push the same mind-control

mantras. They’re so eager for belonging. If you don’t respond with the same mantra, they get

confused.
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Robyn S Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well you'll be pleased to know that hubby & I are still very much in love, drape our legs and arms over

eachother whilst watching movies, kiss & cuddle eachother randomly, but often, through the day and lock

eyes a lot. We even do the PDA thing! Who cares if anyone's watching! If we want a kiss or cuddle when

we're out and about, we do it :-) Always have.

We do kiss and cuddle our children and try to make eye contact. However, life gets so busy sometimes

that I do NOT look into their eyes as much as I should, which is remiss of me. I'll make a note to change

that ASAP! We always hold their hands in crowds, though, and always know where they are. And the only

time I walk ahead of them is when they're being difficult and lagging behind deliberately! They then catch

up in no time ;-)

But yes, I know what you mean about something being very wrong. People just try to avoid other people

now, even ones they know! It's so weird.

When we're at parks, we're the parents running around WITH the kids. Most of the other parents are

sitting on the bench playing on their phones - so we take it upon ourselves to incorporate the other kids in

the playgrounds into our games, and they are always SO happy that an adult is making eye contact with

them, talking with them or even chasing them!

But we *have* been told by our kids on the odd occasion that we're "always on the computer!" which I

shall refute! They just want our complete and undivided attention the whole time they're around us, and as

all parents know, you just can't give your kids 100% of your waking time. Other things need to get done

sometimes! :-D
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BabyDogOfJustice Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I feel like I'm in the ending scene of the 78 version of Invasion of the Body Snatchers
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SimulationCommander Writes Screaming into the Void Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"I won’t get into sexuality very much in this essay, but as I’ve written elsewhere, there is so much less

flirtation, seductive conversation, alluring dress, “mojo”, erotic energy, out in the street, than there used to

be, it is as if a diorama that used to be in living color, has switched to black and white."

---------

I think maybe part of this might be the crushing consequences for getting such an interaction wrong

these days.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Well said.
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Cy Lanced Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

While these are provocative questions, it may take decades for solid consensual answers to emerge. The

notion that the injections, in addition to causing serious harms to health and a rash of sudden deaths in

the otherwise healthy, could also be chipping away at the very spark of the human spirit - humanity itself,

is sobering. The prospect of the injections causing sudden death is in itself horrifying enough to cause

abject denial in significant percentages of the population. Add to that any number of current

theories....that covid was unleashed upon the world intentionally to reduce the numbers of humans on the

planet, that the covid injections contain self assembling nanoparticles that are designed to impose non-

human circuitry within our bodies as an attempt at trans-humanism which renders people subject to

transmitted controls which destroy the notion of bodily autonomy, that the true purpose of the injections

is to impose social digital systems which powerfully influence and control human behavior, that non-

elected NGOs seek to override and control the sovereignity of individual nations....to these worrisome

concerns add a new concern that our humanity, our spirit, our natural bonds created by the instinctual

powers of love and desire, have been blunted, cast aside and forgotten. It's a lot to wrap one's mind

around. I'm still processing being thrown out of my job two years ago and the animosity and derision I

faced for trying to help others understand the jabs were not working and were harmful. No resolutions

there, those in angry denial seem to remain so.

I'd like to believe that the malaise and apathy between people being observed, as well as the rise in hostile

social behavior, comes from a society weary of the stress thrust upon it by the evils of the entire covid

scheme. Those with the courage to read, study, and pay attention to concerned thought leaders are dulled

and in a long worn state of shock. They understand evil has been perpetrated, understand NOT to trust

entities we once believed god-like in their wisdom, they are not sure exactly how to fight back or even

what to fight other than to refuse to comply. But they sense a great power has been assembled against

them and not knowing what may come next and whether larger society will fall prey to being duped again

while scapegoating those with the deepest awareness, they live uneasily under a veil of dread and

uncertainty.Expand full comment
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Amy Sep 4

"Those with the courage to read, study, and pay attention to concerned thought leaders are dulled

and in a long worn state of shock. They understand evil has been perpetrated, understand NOT to

trust entities we once believed god-like in their wisdom, they are not sure exactly how to fight back

or even what to fight other than to refuse to comply. But they sense a great power has been

assembled against them and not knowing what may come next and whether larger society will fall

prey to being duped again while scapegoating those with the deepest awareness, they live uneasily

under a veil of dread and uncertainty."

So precisely articulated, thank you.

What an incredible community of readers you're assembled, Dr. Wolf.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Really eloquent
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Star Tissue Writes StarTissue’s Newsletter Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for your article Naomi. Your voice has been a light in this dark time. I normally read your work

and follow your appearances on podcasts, but I was surprised to learn about your near death experience.

Can you please say more? This certainly deserves an article to say the least.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

It's here on my sub stack -- "Not Dead Yet" -- TY.
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Sharon Beautiful Evening Writes Sharon’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Good evening, Dr. Naomi...to this conjecture of yours....

"Has there been a disruption in the energy fields of humans, so that touch of this kind is less fulfilling? Or

perhaps there has been a change in humans so that the need for it has been dialed down?"

My response is...."BOTH"...the mRNA bioweapon is indeed designed to "mess" with our humanity in so

many ways that are unimaginable to the SANE mind. Also...over the past 13+ years since the disruptive

technology known as the "smart"phone was introduced to the WORLD--I see very few people truly

interacting with one another--even at HOME. Instead of talking with one another and "eyeballing" each

other--they now and then "glance" at one another but are FIXATED on that "stupid"phone clutched in

their paws. It's been a gradual DEHUMANIZATION of the world - and it has been INTENTIONAL. I just

discovered, over the past 3 1/2 years, how all of this mass 5th gen warfare was evolving at the highest

levels of worldwide governments in order to "control" the ever-growing population. You have seen clips of

that dystopian film that came out recently starring John Cusack--it's one in which Cusack is the "Dr.

Imagineering" (my moniker for him) of the world economy, health "care", copulation (of which there was

very little) and eugenics (of which there was a great deal).

I don't know if we can save "humanity" or not - but I DO know Someone who CAN save us from

ourselves--and His name is Yeshua--son of Yahweh!!

Blessed be His name--the Name above ALL OTHERS!

Shalom to you and yours, Dr. Naomi!!
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Lisa@eatrealfood Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

On a plane trip I recently witnessed a mother cooing with her 6month old baby. It brought to my mind fond

memorizes and great joy to my heart.
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Peter Falkenberg Brown Writes Peter Falkenberg Brown Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, your analysis is so important, but so *horrifying* in its exposure of the Evil that Totalitarians Do.

To dull the sensitivity to spiritual and sacred love between humans by mass injecting them with an anti-

human bio-weapon does indeed qualify as a monstrous crime against humanity. I've said for a long time

that totalitarians all share the same two things (among others): they are *anti-love* and *anti-freedom.*

To create a mass vaccination campaign that "kills love" is heart-stoppingly evil.

When, oh when, will we place these people into Nuremberg 2.0 Trials?
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Christine Writes Stepping Off the Edge of the Wo… Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, something is very wrong with the human race. I think we are just at the early days of exploring this. I

saw it going wrong many years ago when I was still working and commuting by train. During the long

boring journey I used to play "spot the human", and studied everyone in the carriage for some kind of

"light" in their eyes and their faces. Most were "dead-pan". Most were not engaging with other human

beings. It is reasonable that they might shut themselves down in a train, but even those who were

engaging with others, were dead pan. Sometimes I found not one single human. And sometimes I found

one. Never more than one, in a full carriage.

What was I picking up on? At the time, and even now, I think it is the death of joy. No-one on a train going

to a dead-pan job, or going home to some form of loneliness, wants to be there. There is no joy in the

prospect of either work or home for so many people now. I just have to look at the death of joy in myself to

see that. Without a sense of joy, we do not engage. I have long since lost my joy in engaging with most of

the joyless human race. For many years, my sole source of joy was my dog, now long deceased and not

replaced because my living circumstances are barely suitable for me and are certainly not suitable for an

animal. I used to get some sense of joy from nature around me, and now, whenever I go out to "enjoy

nature" all I see is chemtrails.

Sense of smell is critical to the experience of joy. I lost my sense of smell a few years ago, but did not

notice it till post covid when it was listed as one of the side effects of covid. I realised that I had lost it

when I suddenly got a whiff of flowers, and realised how strange that was. I have been using exercises

that stimulate the vagus nerve and those exercises seem to have brought back my sense of smell, at least

sporadically. I cannot tell you how excited I am to smell, anything. I was listening to an Andrew Huberman

interview with an expert on smell, where they explained that the smell of a baby's neck will increase the

level of aggression in a woman, and decrease the level of aggression in a man. In other words we have

actual hormonal responses to smells we are not even conscious of. So if we lose the capacity to smell,

how much of our neural and hormonal systems are shut down? I am stimulating my own sense of smell

using essential oils. I am also making myself build up those yum cravings for food before I eat. That was
Expand full comment
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Kathleen Janoski Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

VA still offering covid shots to veterans - signs up all over the hospital.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

evil.
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David Scott Writes ScottSense Sep 5

Go to YouTube and search "David Scott Strain" - you'll learn a LOT about the VA in 27 short

minutes.
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Kathleen Janoski Sep 4

"giving veterans one more chance to die for their country"
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David Scott Writes ScottSense Sep 5

Brutal - and deadly accurate.
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David Writes Chaos Ordered Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Your hypothesis that the major change in the human experience in the last 3 years boils down to a

dichotomous choice between vaxxed or unvaxxed, and that this single chemical intervention is solely at

play in the changing of society, is emblematic of the failures of the health freedom movement to properly

evaluate what has taken place in the last 3 years.

On a personal note I went from vax fanatic to extremely vax suspicious. I know friends of friends in their

thirties who most probably died of vaccination. I have a friend in his thirties who was almost assuredly

killed in Portland’s first major “wave” at the hands of poorly informed hospital staff who put him on a

ventilator. Iatrogenic deaths have been caused by vaccines, poor treatment protocols (not using high

dose vitamin c, vitamin D, ivermectin, hyroxychloroquine, fomatadine, use of ventilators, focus on

transmission prevention over patient outcomes) and I would argue lockdowns.

That is where you and all your keyboard class journalists have it all wrong. And the reason why is you were

able to surf the pandemic from the safety of your home. For those of us too poor to survive 12 months

without income and still have a home the world is fundamentally different. The largest change in the last

3+ years by far has been the dissolution of our social fabric, not caused by a chemical intervention, but by

a sociological one.

Bars, dance halls, restaurants, churches, town squares, subways, buses, dentists, parks, beaches, trails,

skateparks and all other gathering places, even our own living rooms, were prohibited from human

interaction. This has never come close to happening at any time in human history. Even martial law in

Poland under Nazi occupation had more freedoms than those in much of the world experienced for 2-24

months.

The social fabric has a selection process all of its own, just as there are selection processes on organisms,

populations and lineages. The selection of our collective sociology has been shaped for as long as we

have been social (at least as long as we have been primates, (60mya) arguably since we have been

mammals (260+mya)). This sociological life force (similar to the prana you describe from AryuvedicExpand full comment
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Ernest D. Lieberman Writes The Menelaus Gambit Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

I think you are spot-on right to emphasize damage from social disruption, but evidence is plentiful

also that the C19 jabs are incredibly damaging. Both propositions are true, not just one or the other.

For info on great harm arising from nanoparticles, see my posts:

https://ernestdlieberman.substack.com/p/health-alarm-part-2-nanoparticles and

https://ernestdlieberman.substack.com/p/health-alarm-an-open-letter-to-health
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David Writes Chaos Ordered Sep 4

Agreed. And the only drug ever to go to testing with mRNA platform pre COVID was pulled from

the market because of safety signals from heart inflammation to autoimmune (I think a lot of

type 2 diabetes), just like the mRNA platform from before.
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Todd Hayen, PhD, RP Writes Shrew Views Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent. I am also very curious about the subtle psychological effects of this vaccine. I am a

psychotherapist, and have noticed a dullness in my clients. They too recognize it. I have especially noticed

a "new paradigm" for falling in love. I have written about this on my own substack...www.shrewviews.com

The love article is not published yet, but a preview can be found here...

https://www.shrewviews.com/p/09a7b1d6-8e5c-4328-b5ba-b11d8a263d3e
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Ernest D. Lieberman Writes The Menelaus Gambit Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Wow. How people relate matters so much!

Here's an alarming newly discovered dimension to LNP poisoning robbing people of Chi or Prana:

Medical and dental injections—and human blood—are being discovered loaded with bright dots that

behave like highly structured, heavy-metal-laden, quantum-dot nanoparticles, assembling in “bubbles”

that grow polymeric fibers, as reported AND SHOWN in darkfield microscopy in Substacks by Dr. Ana

Mihalcea MD PhD and Dr. David Nixon.

Worse, human blood—even in people who did not get C19 jabs—has been found being turned into

“sludge” that cannot carry oxygen, as the Fe2+ in red blood cells has been converted to Fe3+. (A fiber-

assembling nanobot process has been identified that does exactly that.) Rouleaux and microclotting also

result.

IV EDTA + high-dose vitamin C (+ nutritional supplementation) clears the blood, as reported by Dr.

Mihalcea, so it’s not the spike protein doing this damage; rather, such success points strongly to heavy-

metal-laden, quantum-dot nanoparticles being critical agents in damaging blood (though not the only

nanoparticles involved).

New discoveries of injectable products containing such toxic substances are being reported almost daily

by Dr. Mihalcea and occasionally by Dr. Nixon.

For a deep, collected view of their and others’ work as of August 5, 2023, see my Open Letter to Health

Freedom Advocates. https://ernestdlieberman.substack.com/p/health-alarm-an-open-letter-to-health

What to do? Publicize damaged blood. Regard such examples, at least, as warnings from “canaries in the

coal mine,” or, as worse than that: Dr. Mihalcea reports finding such damage in all her patients. Win strong

public support to ban LNP mRNA C19 jabs and other medical and dental injections that contain these

poisonous nanoparticles.

Good Health to You!
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Glen Martin Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, what I fail to understand is why after sending our tax money to China to develop the bioweapon,

the people responsible are not being treated as traitors.
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David Scott Writes ScottSense Sep 5

"None Dare Call it Treason; None Dare Call Them Traitors" - plainsenseandsanity.substack.com
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Kathleen Janoski Sep 4

The bioweapon was developed at UNC Chapel Hill working with the Bat Lady in Wuhan.

It was funded by the US government.
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Mary Hollowell Writes Mary’s Substack Sep 4

posted link to an article in Nature https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-

watch-global-alert-news-may-9-2020-248/#comment-1607247
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Yep...Baric.

Notice how Nature magazine tries to discount this paper in March 2020.

At the beginning of the pandemic, Nature magazine pushed the zoonotic origins and

discounted any theory of a man-made virus or a lab leak.

The paper with Baric and the Bat Lady is real...but the disclaimer from Nature magazine are

Fauci-induced lies.
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MichiGal007 Sep 4

Yes, with the DoD fundamentally in charge w Fauci at the helm.
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Donna Ruth Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Working hard to smile in stores and supermarkets.

Rarely returned.

😔
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I'm getting smiles, albeit tentative and haggard ones. On the other hand, my life follows predictable

patterns and many of the faces are familiar, but not all.
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Crista Huff Writes Spotlight with Crista Huff Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I saw that at an airport, too. The mom marching hurriedly with luggage & stroller; her 2- or 3-yr-old child

trailing far behind. The mother never looked back. This happened directly in front of the exit doors. It was

a human trafficker’s ideal scenario.
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David Scott Writes ScottSense Sep 5

I've seen this in crowded FF restaurants, also.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Joe Skwara Sep 4

Dr Wolf I have one for you. My question is simple. Why would anyone ever think of something as sick and

evil as this? https://twitter.com/notopcue/status/1633926438654025729?

s=46&t=uddLZHQsVVO1Bxear63rRA
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Ernest D. Lieberman Writes The Menelaus Gambit Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Look into the World Economic Forum's idea of the "fourth Industrial Revolution:" Transhumanism.

Klaus Schwab says "it will change you." Another "expert" worries about "useless people;" that is,

people who are not fit enough to be transformed by merging with machines into some (immortal?)

cyber-human being (or similar terminology).

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Glass Gun One Sep 4

Klaus Schwab is the moneyman....it is Yuval Noah Harari who is the brainiac maniac, who

disrespects God's biology and thinks we are all Tinker Toys he can rebuild while his perfidious

gang dances on tiptoes clapping lightly and leaking into their pants.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Joe Skwara Sep 4

This is why I say to anyone that will listen that any United States politician that is associated

with the World Economic Forum based on the information above, that you accurately

represented, should not be eligible to run for any office at any level in the United States of

America. I’m totally serious about that. How could you associate yourself with a group that has

leaders that think like this and why are we so tolerant of that?
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DSK Sep 4

Joe, there is a list of about 3000+ people world wide that are/were students of Klaus

Schwab, i.e., people that went to his school. They include Gates, Macron, Merkel, and loads

of others that might shock you if identified. They just need to be identified. But that is not

what we will see with the MSM. They should be treated like leapers. And of them should be

taken to Nuremberg 2 tribunal. Last I heard, genocide is still illegal.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Glass Gun One Sep 4

DSK three additions are;

Gavin (Son of William the Nazi lover) Newsom (Governor of CA)

Justin (Possible son of Fidel Castro) Trudeau (P.M. of Canada)

Jacinda Ardern, former PM of New Zealand, who quit the job because she "had

nothing left in the tank" and went immediately to work with Bill Gates on Digital I.D.

and algorithmic identification systems.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

DSK Sep 4

I fully agree!!! It is a long list of criminals who think they can rule the world.

Psychopaths.
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Joe Skwara Sep 4

I just worry about us politicians. You either serve Americans or you don’t.

How do we know that what we are saying is accurate? Watch the response of political

people if Americans citizens wanted a law like this. These WEFers would fight it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kelly Writes Kelly’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think a lot of the change in people’s behavior is due to stress and trauma of the past few years. People

are just coping and many are probably clinically depressed and just trying to push through each day.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Meemanator Sep 5

Agreed. I also factor in the rise hopelessness. During the Dust Bowl decade the farmers who planted

and hoped and then had their crops destroyed responded, "Well, maybe next year" and thus were

dubed the 'next year people'. Nowadays that kind of resilience has been leached from our youth.
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Ms. P Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

While I've not had the opportunity to observe all that you have, my husband and I have noted that people

are "shuffling" instead of striding or walking. Many people are not looking around, but looking dead-ahead

and shuffling? When I worked in mental health, we called this the "schizophrenic shuffle." This was not

out of disrespect, but an observation that the psychotropic meds dulled the spirit and desire to engage

with the world. It is both sad and concerning to see this degree of "checking out" in the general

population, regardless of the underlying factors.

LIKE (15) REPLY SHARE

lucy Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

i agree for I had a loving very sexual relationship with my man and he got the vaccine and it went to having

sex 2/3 times a week to 6 times this year, the passion is not there the passion is not there, like are hearts

are not beating as one, he loves me and there is no one else I feel like a switch was turned on the minute

he got vaxed I never did its lonely

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Glen Martin Sep 4

Question Lucy: Did you break out after he got the clot shot? I have a female friend who after her

husband got the shot, she couldn't sleep with him for quite some time because she would break out

in red bumps all over her body.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Adrienne Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi Dr. Wolf,

I am a face and body painter working mainly in small-town Oregon. This summer when I travel to (highly-

vaxxed) Portland for events, I have noticed the alarming lack of auras around people, the odd ‘NPC’

quality of their interactions.

Also contending with early-pregnancy exhaustion, I rely on the positive energy of others to make it

through the long hours of a festival. In smaller towns I do ok, but in the city I find myself struggling to stay

alert even at busy events.

Portland has been through the ringer physically and spiritually in the last couple of years, so I could easily

imagine a lot of reasons for the dramatic collapse of many people’s energy fields. I had not really

considered that the shot itself could be a major factor.

I appreciate you sharing your observations that mirror my own. It makes me feel a little less nuts (as those

who don’t spend all day casually touching strangers routinely deny sensitivity to others’ energy, it is hard

to have a conversation about this topic).

I’m looking forward to revisiting your earlier article on the topic of nanoparticles, too!

Thanks for your work,

Adrienne
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steve norman Sep 4

"as I’ve written elsewhere, there is so much less flirtation, seductive conversation, alluring dress, “mojo”,

erotic energy, out in the street, than there used to be, it is as if a diorama that used to be"

So I'm old. Not jabbed. I used to be that flirting guy, ripe with energy to pursue women - of many ages.

BUT the women's movements have killed those days. A man dare not even talk silly any more.

But I get your point is aimed at existing groups? Because how can you even approach someone nowadays

without the fear of being called a stalker - or worse?
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jean Sep 4

Little sister I send you my love. I send you a hug. I send you a the kiss of your older sister.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

Blunted affect? Check.

Poverty of speech? Check.

Anhedonia? Check.

Asociality? Check.

A quick Google search will reveal what that sounds like, and it isn't good at all.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Just a Clinician Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

amyloidogenic...

(well, spike is. Not LNP, that we know. But you tend to get one with the other...)

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

I was thinking more along the lines of the negative or deficit symptoms of schizophrenia, but

that also works as well.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Wow. That's pretty scary when you really think about it. The purveyors of the jabs sure have a LOT to

answer for! And let's not forget to "thank" the purveyors of lockdowns, masks, and antisocial distancing

as well, as those things almost certainly contributed to this mess.
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FreedomFighter Sep 4

Naomi, you are a serious observer of the human condition. I believe that a lot of what you have observed

in the disintegration of societal norms. Then there is the break-up of the nuclear family, which accelerated

in the Clinton era ("It takes a village"). It does not help that families now lack both adults. Another

consideration is paranoia and distrust, often caused by drugs, legal and otherwise. Finally, as an reader of

Substacks and alt-media knows, the bioweapon ingredients include graphene, quantum dots and other

electronic nano circuitry. As living beings are electrical by nature (all bodily functions use electrical

energy), so given that the above mentioned components of the "vaxxes" have been seen to react to

electrical stimuli, it would be no surprise that the human electrical energy has been altered.

I think Brian would agree with this: don't get too distracted with your observation of human behavior as it

may interfere with your situational awareness, a necessity to stay safe and alive in today's callous society.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Sandra Slivka Sep 4

What shocks me is that this all seems to be OK with so many people who are all in on lockdowns, masks

and vaccines. Not just any people, highly educated people. I don't understand why they don't see that

something has gone very wrong.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Edward Flynn Writes Edward’s Newsletter Sep 4

A disturbing but effective post. Likely correct, IMO. On a short sea side holiday a restaurant that had been

renovated had tables built around fire pits ... very cozy in the cool spring weather. We asked to share some

unoccupied seats at one ... the couple already there cordially invited us to join them. They were both

COVID vaccinated, it turned out, with an infant back at home looked after by, maybe, a grandparent. While

they got on the cell phone to goo-goo and ga-ga at the child, this baby had been to CHOP three times in

its short life (a few months) and was allergic to his mother’s milk. So much for constant contact. And how

does such an allergy develop? And what were the couple doing on vacation with such a tiny, chronically ill

child? Trying to start a new one, we surmised.

It all kind of fits your essay. Having birthed a baby at all took some luck given the horrendous statistics on

spontaneous abortions, still births and damaged babies. And what about spike proteins in the milk?

Not to mention Dr. Sabine Hazan’s report that babies born to COVID vaccinated mothers are entirely

BEREFT of bifidobacteria. None. Nada. Normally newborns have LOADS of it, quoting Dr. Hazan. The

microbiome of both parents and children may be a key factor in the symptomology you have outlined in

this essay.

So a possible link is this idea ... nay the fact ... that the microbiome is very much who we are. When it has

been attacked and damaged we are no longer whole. Chronic diseases... like allergies ... are an

indisputable consequence. When we sense something has been lost ... maybe the injury or death of the

microbiome is at the heart if the matter. But just maybe there is hope ... something to work on ... maybe we

can get ourselves ... our MINDS ... back when our gut has it’s community of non-human cells restored.
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Lisbeth Selby Sep 4

Great essay. Female body is amazing. My brain changes immediately after giving birth. My senses were

heightened, didn’t need as much sleep, had eyes in the back of my head, could multitask at insane levels.
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Sue Don Nim Sep 4

Where society went wrong Naomi is we let women vote and hold office.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

MacGuffin Sep 4

Have you got a nice bridge to sleep under tonight, troll?

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Bob Brown Sep 4

People were conditioned to fear contact with other people, as they might give you Covid.

I spend a lot of time with my 3 year old granddaughter, taking her to story times at local libraries. I've been

surprised at the number of little boys that don't speak, though they are more than old enough. I think in

addition to the jabs, masking really harmed young children a lot.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 4

Masking children is compliance grooming. It is sadistic.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

So true. Even before the jabs, a lot of harm was done via the lockdowns, masks, antisocial distancing,

and 24/7 fearmongering. Much of it is likely irreversible, alas.

Will today's youngest generation, and future generations, ever forgive us?
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LEA7 Sep 4

Feeling and seeing this also. Sorrow.
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David Rinker Sep 4

I will posit that the lockdowns and masks are a huge factor in this. Physical organic bonding skills between

Homo sapiens members may have been permanently damaged. We are social-herd animals. When the

herd is forcibly broken apart into isolated individuals, something contrary to our basic nature, unforseen

detrimental effects are to be expected. Masks transformed us from individuals, with whom one could have

a personalized relationship, into clones lacking individuality, by means of covering the face, the greatest

means of defining Homo sapiens individuality. When children interact with faceless, expressionless

masked clones, think masked mother, they have no means of learning emotional affect. They learn to be

expressionless. The lack of face to face human interaction during the lockdowns further exacerbated this.

The lack of human bonding brought about by electronic communication, physical isolation, and masking

may have conditioned us into an inability to establish emotional connection even with our children and

lovers.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

So true, alas. When I voiced my views early on (around week 2 or 3 of the first lockdown) that

prolonged lockdowns were a terrible idea and they needed to be lifted ASAP, a pro-lockdown

blogger tried to convince me of the virtues of delayed gratification and how in "just a few more

weeks", I will "have a story to tell my grandchildren". Looks like my initial comments objecting to

lockdowns ultimately aged VERY well, albeit not in a good way.

How will we be able to explain all of this to future generations?
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Lisa Sep 4

I feel people have become less empathetic. During the pandemic, the population was actively encouraged

by TV personalities to mock and deride fellow citizens. The rhetoric was way harsh. When did this ever

happen before? This has a carry over effect. Niceness, for lack of a better word, is not as valued.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

Indeed, empathy and the basic human kindness that goes with it have been massively devalued, by

design.
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Jaye Sep 4

We're in Canada
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Lora B Sep 4

Very interesting article! Not to undermine your argument at all, but myself and my family are unvaccinated.

Yet we struggle more than we used to with human connection post-Covid. I wonder often if there’s some

level of trauma or PTSD that all of humanity is trying to recover from? On top of the way we were trained

not to connect due to lockdowns, masks, ideological divides, self-censoring, etc.

I surely feel traumatized anyway. Only recently have I been willing and able to look back on what was done

to us during Covid. My overall faith in humanity has dwindled and has been replaced by a sense of

looming doom. Maybe trauma is another layer affecting almost everyone.
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Jane Stoll Sep 6

Having been an addiction recovery professional, I have seen the disconnection grow for the last 36

years. Maybe the shots added an extra boost to the disconnection, but disconnection of the masses

has always been the intent of fascists & authoritarians. Divided we fall. The more disconnected we

are, the easier we are to control.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

Yes I think a lot of the disconnect is due to being shell shocked and ptsd
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Liz P. Sep 4

There is mass PTSD for sure, imho, and depression. I noticed in 2021 people were initially excited to

have gotten the jab and be "back to normal" but in 2023, despite the return of normal life, people are

lackluster (depressed?) and attendance is lower for special activities and events now than they were

last year. I think many people have lost loved ones to the jab (whether acknowledged or not) too.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 5

Indeed, people seem to be significantly more depressed even now, compared to 2019.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

There is definitely a LOT of trauma that most people still have yet to fully process. Some people have

done so successfully, of course, but most have simply papered over it all. When people needed each

other the most, they were forcibly divided and made fearful of each other, further exacerbating the

collective trauma.
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Cheryl Sep 4

But what if there is something in these "vaccines" that exacerbates that disconnection? Maybe that

explains a lot of the friendships breaking up over "politics." We didn't used to be like this.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

That is most likely true as well. There was plenty of political divide-and-conquer well before the

pandemic, of course, but it sure seems to have accelerated exponentially since then, and

especially since the jabs were rolled out. The way people would openly dehumanize each other

over politics and the decision to or not to get jabbed (mainly against the unjabbed) was

unprecedented.
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Lora B Sep 4

I don’t think it was unprecedented. My kids are vaccine injured and I became “anti-vaxx”

about 10 years ago. The abuse of moms like me rivals exactly what was done to the

unvaccinated during Covid. It was just done on a larger scale, but it was no different.
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Liz P. Sep 5

Have you read the book Plague of Corruption by Dr Judy Mikovits? If not, you should.

Her book happened to launch at the start of the plandemic. I've heard her speak a few

times, including in 2020. ReOpen San Diego formed as a grassroots organized very

quickly in San Diego and I met parents of autistic children who I really admired. This

was not their first rodeo and they were real fighters. Thanks to their efforts to warn

people, I am sure many people made the wise decision to refuse the jabs.
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Lora B Sep 5

I’ll have to read it! I saw the movie Plandemic that had her in it. Definitely not

those moms’ first rodeo. We have learned all of pharma’s corrupt ways at the

expense of our children. Would make anyone a fighter!
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 5

That is true. What was done this time around was already done on a smaller scale

before.
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Sharon Wood Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

5th Generation Warfare against Humanity has been implemented in full force. It has been quite

effective towards “divide and conquer” as we have witnessed in recent years!
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MeresK Sep 4

I thought the same thing.
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dg Sep 4

This article is excellent and I am noticing similar interactions (or lack therof) between parents and their

toddlers who are running unchecked. Perhaps there is also another reason for this...

After watching my husband be assaulted and nearly killed, I asked my doctor for pharmaceutical help to

cope with the stress. My brother who works in mental health tried to tell me not to take them as my

condition was normal and not at all due to a chemical imbalance. I proceeded anyway, and it is the worst

health decision I have ever made. Being on Paxil for 2 years did help me cope, but 13 years later I still have

zero libido and normal dopamine response is gone.

Perhaps there was also an influx if antidepressant use in the population due to lockfowns and fear/ job

loss during the pandemic that is adding to this phenomenon.
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Mary Sep 4

i'm not "on" any mood drugs or any dope and no V of course, but i'm still draggin much of the time.

my story is too deep to go into but i'll throw out that my mother died this february & she was Vd.
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Natasha Ksonzek Writes Natasha’s Newsletter Sep 4

Thank you Naomi for your continued reflections and commitment to truth. I am also aware that most

people have accepted to function with fear, not daring to behave the same as they used to. And as you

might also be aware, they heave also started to infiltrate the food system with corn now carrying Mrna and

the list has already grown. Also the constant practices of invigilation have damped down peoples'

behavior. The world is their classroom where they must accept behavioral control over them and where

they are also seeming to perform their obedience as rewarded/required/trained. Natasha Ksonzek, Other

Eye Books.
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Larry Inn Sep 4

The Energies of Love, by Donna Eden & David Feinstein.

“Plunge into THE ENERGIES OF LOVE and let Donna & David reveal how Love means going beyond the

individual, local self to that non-local, infinite, boundless domain where true Love actually resides. This is

an important book for anyone who wants to take their relationship to the next level.”

(Larry Dossey, MD, author of Healing Words and One Mind.)

Aloha from Lantern Cove.
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Lesley Rice Sep 4

My oldest son, 35, and his wife just had a baby. He’s one month today. They won’t get the Covid shot.

They are undecided about traditional vaccines, after Covid caused us to reassess vaccine safety. They

declined the hepatitis B shot the hospital wanted to give at birth. I’m a biology teacher and just can’t

imagine that all vaccines are bad. I think it’s just too many and too early. I would advocate getting the polio

vaccine, for example. I need to find some kind of safer schedule for when to vaccinate and which ones are

not needed. Has any group put out such recommendations?
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Linda Hagge Sep 4

In addition to Turtles All the Way Down, read The Virus and the Vaccine, about the development of

the polio vaccine and the aftermath. You will not believe what was suppressed. The vaccine was

developed with hundreds and hundreds of thousands of monkey kidneys, causing the deaths of

millions of monkeys. Because of that the vaccine was contaminated with Simian Virus 40, which

sickened hundreds of thousands of Americans, and is still today circulating in the population causing

cancer. When it was discovered that the vaccine was contaminated, they continued to give it to

people for over a decade while they developed a safer one. All of this for a vaccine that DOES NOT

PREVENT THE TRANSMISSION of polio. (Where have you heard that before?) That's right. If you

have the polio vaccine you can still get it and pass it along. What the vaccine does is prevent you

from getting so sick with it you become paralyzed. Incidentally, The Virus and the Vaccine was

reviewed in The Lancet. In the review, the revelations in the book were admitted to be true.
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Carolyn Writes Carolyn’s Newsletter Sep 4

Read Turtles All the Way Down..ALL vaccines ARE bad, very bad
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TexasRed Sep 4

These websites have the answers you’re looking for:

Learntherisk.org

Circleofmamas.com
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Sharon Wood Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

29 vaccines before age 2. 75 before age 18. When I was a kid, 5-6 vaccines. Reagan signed bill

allowing vaccines companies release of liability. Hence, more and more vaccines in ensuing years.

Now one in 36 kids has autism. Used to be one 40k or something close to that. Look no further for

your answers.

Listen to Dr. McCullough brilliantly explain very well what’s happened.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG38_53SEbU
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

And don't forget to thank the Tylenol that doctors recommend to be taken along with the

vaccines as well.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Indeed, I don't believe all vaccines are bad. But the sheer number of vaccines on the schedule

for kids today, and the timing of such, really implies that vaccines have jumped the proverbial

shark decades ago. The statistics are pretty damning indeed, and most other peer countries

don't give kids nearly as many shots, and they seem to be better off for it.

Thanks a lot, Ronnie Raygun!
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Cheryl Sep 4

Check with RFK Jr. & Children's Health Defense, I think it's called. I just started one of Kennedy's

books, and the vaccine schedule for children nowadays is insane. As he points out, we have all these

vaccines, but we are becoming sicker as a society: more childhood asthma, allergies, more adult

health issues, as well.
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Lesley Rice Sep 4

I did look at their site but did not find any recommendations. Maybe I need to look longer.
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Lesley Rice Sep 14

I found the Japanese schedule online finally. One English version was blocked. I almost had

to call in my brother in Japan to translate for me, but I found a good link.

http://idsc.nih.go.jp/vaccine/dschedule/Imm10EN.pdf
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Mary Sep 4

well, i know you won't much believe me, but they are all bad, unless they are placebos. like Christiane

Northurp said in a vid today, the 1918 "flu" epidemic was just another one of their shenanigans that

was kickstarted by poisonouss Vaccines. you're not getting the scope yet

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lesley Rice Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

I’m open to the possibility, but I know that inoculations were done for hundreds of years with

cowpox to prevent smallpox. And polio declined by 99 percent as soon as the Salk vaccine

became available. I don’t think it’s a coincidence. I myself got chickenpox in my 20’s and was

very sick, including pneumonia. My older kids went through chickenpox. My youngest was born

after the vaccine was available and never got chickenpox. They are not completely without

merit. On the other hand, my youngest developed Tourette syndrome at 13. Years later, we

realized it started a week or two after a booster shot. Recently, I met another biology teacher

with a teen with Tourette syndrome. She said she also connected it to vaccines and she never

got her son any further vaccines. As RFK says, he got 3 vaccines as a kid. His kids got 72. That

might be most of the problem. Also, the pharma companies having no accountability makes

them less likely to do research to test and improve their vaccine products.
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Mary Sep 5

Leslie i just also wanted to say that it looks like the polio "epidemic" was kicked off from

spraying DDT all over certain neigborhood(not sure maybe NYC) people came down w

neurological issues and they called it "polio" and presto, came out w a vaccine.. i believe

the 1st of those really killed people and brought on more "polio" but then they dialed it

back eventually.. but then, they had their "polio" that people needed injections for

......decades. FDR was said to have come down w "polio" after swimming in a lake

downstream from a chemical plant.. like that night after swimming.
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Mary Sep 4

did not know RFK children did all the Vs.. somehow you (meaning me) think people that

high up would know better. interesting that your youngest did not get chicken pox but was

V, I'm thinking its possible they put out some placebos so not EVERYONE gets sick

everytime. the scope i speak of is understood only in biblical terms. that is this dark cult

thatt that has pushed Vaccination goes back even thousands of yrs to Baal worship days,

& these people eventually morphed into the the "money magic" gloabalist banksters who

fund medicine and everything else). Thanks for keeping an open mind
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Dawn Sep 4

I think some percentage of the vaccines, those not stored according to temperature

parameters, may have degraded and been less effective.
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Louka Sep 4

Check out these books: Turtles All the Way Down and Dissolving Illusions.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

Indeed. Turtles all the way down. Or more accurately, ROCKEFELLERS all the way

down.
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Unagnu Sep 4

follow the Japanese schedule.. much healthier
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Lesley Rice Sep 14 · edited Sep 14

I found the Japanese schedule online finally. One English version was blocked. I almost had to

call in my brother in Japan to translate for me, but I found a good link. I notice how many of them

are in the recommended area and only a few under immunization law.

http://idsc.nih.go.jp/vaccine/dschedule/Imm10EN.pdf
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Unagnu Sep 14

They spread them waaaay out and give doctors discretion on when and if needed. The

absolute core? Few very very few. Unlike here where EVERY one is 'core' and they start

jabbing right after birth (hepB for Gwad sake!)
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

Indeed, same with the schedules of several European countries too. And in Japan, they

apparently don't believe in forcing vaccines either.
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Jim Morris Sep 4

We've been living in a totalitarian state since January 2020. It will take years to recover from this. And its

starting again. I pray we as a people we can recover from this. We can survive this. I have faith. We just

have to say no, no more.
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Dawn Sep 4

There is stress involved in the thought of their attempting to recreate the lockdown scenario,

masking and vaccine pushing. It creates stress to think that people might fall for it once again in great

numbers and how many will be injured, if there is another round. It’s like living under a dark cloud.
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

Amen! NEVER AGAIN will we let the darkness settle in.
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Cheryl Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

David Icke quoted energy workers speaking about vaccinated clients in The Trap: "The scariest thing was

when I was working on the heart chakra, I connected with her soul: it was detached from the physical

body . . . as if it was floating in a state of total confusion. . . Patients who have been coming for many years,

for whom eurythmy therapy has always been a decisive help, suddenly can no longer feel . . . holding the

head with both hands repeated the perception of holding a completely hollow, empty head. . . . I had the

feeling that there was a dark being on top of her, inhibiting all her functions. . . The tissue was as if held,

could not breathe and could not move, was no longer able to pulsate. . . With one patient I had the

experience of massaging a 'corpse'. . . There are visible changes in the face. The gaze often becomes

rigid, the contours firmer or the people get a rather turgid face . . . The face becomes like a mask,

transformed." (Pg 252)
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dar Sep 6

sounds just like my mommy dearest ...no getting thru to a mere shred of humanity,

authenticity,empathy in her- despite 50yrs of pollyanna-esque efforts
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Rhymes With "Brass Seagull" Sep 4

So sad
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Cheryl Sep 4

Chilling. Love all the details, despite the fact that the info is terrifying.

I do have to note, though, that I have seen plenty of parents ignoring their children for decades. I watched

as a mom carrying a baby crossed a busy intersection (6 lanes) with 3 other very small children trailing

behind her like little ducklings -- & this was many years ago. I watched parents in the library totally ignore

their toddler, who wandered out into the lobby 3 times while they perused DVD's. I saw a mom at a table

staring at a tablet, while her infant in the stroller stared at his very own tablet, suspended in front of him.

I swear I felt like I had an invisible line between me & each of my children until they were about 10, & I was

appalled at such bizarre parenting years ago. But if this "vaccine" is causing even more parents to actually

disassociate from their own children, that is one of the scariest things I've read yet about it.
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MargaritasattheMall Sep 4

https://open.substack.com/pub/francesleader/p/sabrina-wallace-explains-bio-sensors?

r=15h968&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

Your energy field is actually called the biofield by the people who are tapping into us, using us as

batteries, data storage and transfer.

The matrix is real. The faster people can accept the truths revealed by Sabrina Wallace, Archaix,

LookoutfaCharlie the more people will be saved.

Electromagnetic radiation warfare against humanity
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Terrina Troy Sep 4

Finally someone said it! Nice job! People are numb, unreachable and disconnected from each other.

Making new friends or having deep discussions seems impossible these days. Pathetic!
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Donna Ruth Sep 4

I am in my 70s and have noted in stores a decrease in the lack of respect for seniors from fellow

shoppers 

🙁

Re: bonding with children, oh my, it sweetly multiplies with grandkids. My 40-something children

know they must send that quick “We’ve arrived” email to mom/grandma after their long trips.

Precious drivers hauling precious cargo.

Part of the joys of grand-parenting is kindling those fresh bonds. And knowing that we are part of the

oh-so-valuable unconditional love chain.
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Cheryl Sep 4

And maybe all this disconnection stemming from the vaccines adds to the number of people who

have dropped friends or relatives over political differences over the last few years.
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Mary Sep 4

yeah and it works both ways, friends & relatives breaking away has a tendancy to leave one

dissconnected
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AJoy Sep 4

Noami it is my humble opinion that the human condition has been severely effected by cell phones and

self absorption. I have witnessed countless incidences of parents more occupied by what is on their

devices than their children right in front of them. I don't want to sound like some kind of weirdo who

attracts and saves special needs kids but as a former special education teacher (and parent of two) I have

been involved multiple times where parents aren't paying attention at a fair or flea market, etc. and their

children have either run in the street or parking lot and I have gone after them, or when an autistic teen on

a cruise jumped in the pool stark naked and literally grabbed me so not to drown while her mother was at

the buffet (kid you not), or when a toddler fell into a small pond at an outdoor festival/event while the

parents were no where to be found (me and a groomsman getting his picture taken nearby saved this

toddler!, kid you not again), or kids lost in department stores that I have brought to the front desk to make

an announcement over the PA, and so so much more. My husband thinks I attract all this lol. I am just very

observant I think. All of this happening way before Covid. I watched a single man at a Friendly's restaurant

with his little child on his cell phone the entire time while his child ate his food. Never spoke to him. One

time on vacation at a dude ranch upstate we met a man who was with his son who was about my sons

age at the time and he befriended us. At one point over the weekend he said he needed to do some work

and asked if he could leave his son with us while he went back to his hotel room. I felt horrible for the child

so I said yes. I don't know what to say really except it is way worse now as even small kids have their own

cell phones and every where I go I see them in packs with their friends all on their phones. I wish we could

go back in time where the phones were in the wall and we had answering machines. Oh and try to imagine

being a teacher nowadays having to deal with students who are on their phones while you are trying to

engage them. It is awful. I'm sure you have seen the videos of teachers being beaten up by students who

have had their phones taken away. The human condition has only gotten worse because of our throw

away society, television, instant gratification, disrespect, the media fanning the flames of hate and division

and people who have no time or the energy to put into raising small humans. We are also in a recession,

have been in isolation, drugged up, doped up, sugared up, dumbed down and fed a pack of lies. Beam me

up Scotty I'm ready for a new planet! :/
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Mary Sep 4

this is why i have not traveled since 2019. i wasn't exactly keen on the human race at that time but

with the recent yrs downturn, i have given up on traveling.. i pretty much know i wouldn't enjoy it..

maybe if i had someone to go camping with or hiking i would
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Anna Cole Sep 4

Fortunately, I see a lot of very happy, emotionally engaged families and babies around me in South Dakota.

When I'm out and about, a lot of babies randomly smile at me. My baby nephew in Texas is also very

animated, and my sister-in-law posts videos of my brother interacting with him, including making funny

faces, etc. He's a very happy baby, and his eyes really light up when he babbles, laughs, and smiles at

people! I know my brother and sister-in-law are vaxxed, and South Dakota actually has a pretty average

vax uptake rate-- around 85%. It's higher in Sioux Falls than the rural areas. However, both South Dakota

and Texas were known for not locking down. Is it possible that the psychological effects of lockdowns and

mandates are what caused what you're talking about, and that's why interactions look incredibly normal in

South Dakota and Texas even though people still got the injection?
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Mary Sep 4

dean henderson, a south dakotan and political writer moved back to S. dakota not too long ago & he

was proud that S dakota stood up to the lockdowns more than other states... who knew?
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Jln Sep 4

I’m not sure I have specifically seen this but I will be more alert. I certainly did notice some thing being off

when ppl I knew got the initial shots. Maybe I’m desensitized to it now.

Certainly we know birth rates are down all over the world. We know ppl in their 20’s and 30’s are dying off

at rates never seen so there could definitely be an energetic/Hormonal change happening that only some

ppl like Dr Wolf are tuning into easier than others. I will seek to be more present.
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🌱🌪🏠

Heather

👠🧹🫧

Sep 4

Dear Naomi,

A wonderful book called "The Practice of Traditional Western Herbalism" by Matthew Wood (and more

accompanying textbooks in the series) has great information on energetics as practiced before modern

medicine was a thing. Unfortunately, this practice was abandoned when chemical medicine became

mainstream. Also, homeopathy and Bach Flower methods are modalities that aren't based on the Eastern

philosophies as such, along with Celtic tree medicine and other long forgotten more "mystical" practices

of medicine. I know that Eastern methods became popular in the 60s and 70s with the Herbal Resurgence

and hippies, but the Western traditional methods are worth looking into, if only for the wealth of

information provided via Culpepper and Galen, although it's based on Ancient Greek medicine.

All the best.
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Ed Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Thank you for a very provocative and insightful essay.

I think you also have to factor in the peculiar passivity, disinterest, and uncritical obedience of lots of

Sheeple to the Clot Shots and the lockdowns. This happened even before the shots were given out.

But apathetic disinterest didn't reign everywhere. In France the people got angry and went to the streets.

I wonder if many people here have just been so emotionally overwhelmed by the events of the past three

years that they now wander about it a kind of exhausted, unemotional stupor.

Yet in contrast, many others of us are quietly irate about all the lies and political/cultural abuses that we

continue to see, day in and day out.

Vive la révolution!
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Christine Writes Christine’s Newsletter Sep 4

Interesting evaluation of human society now. The vaccines install a genetic computer into everyone, with

"plug in's" Moderna, who patented the Covid Lab Made Virus back in 2013 have published that their

vaccines are for that genetic computer insertion into the human psych, Pfizer have forgotten to say, but

since the whole Covid/Vaccines thing was a Military Incentive and they paid for it, it is hardly surprising

that humanity, if you can call the vaccinated that now, has changed and not for the better.

Find your vaccinated Body's MAC address with an Android 5 Phone with Bluetooth, or get someone to

scan your vaccinated body with their Android 5 Phone instead - the genetic computer is wired into the

brain of each person with/by a genetic transmitter, put there by the indestructible nanobots (after

vaccination) which can be seen with a high powered magnification device - Robert O Young has his own

webpage and has recorded with photos, what he has been finding there - the genetic transmitter which

sends "I am here, I am here, I am here" by 5G to a computer somewhere, which receives that information,

but can transmit as well.

With Musk's 27,000? Satellites covering every square inch of our planet soon, no escape from 5G

transmitted by them, then.

The nanobots are building structures in the blood of the vaccinated, what are they for, no idea - plug in's?

I imagine that no longer being human, in the accepted sense of the word, the interests of the vaccinated

do not extend to Pedophilia, with the exception of your leader Biden, whose tastes in that area, obviously

do, so the kids you saw, unattended, were as safe as houses, in all probability, from the vaccinated around

them.

then there are CCTV everywhere - do you watch the show "See No Evil" to see what they see?

My mother was a Jewess and she married my Father, a Christian at Gretna Green when he turned 13, she

was 18 (they ran away together before their respective families could stop them) - my father was in the

RAF as a aircraft engineer, he lied about his age to get it - they lied about pretty much everything theirExpand full comment
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Larry Inn Sep 4

The ENERGIES of LOVE: Invisible Keys to a Fulfilling Partnership/ Transcending the Limits of Your

Relationship. By Donna Eden & David Feinstein. copyright 2014.

“The Energies of Love heralds a revolution in our understanding of relationships. I believe it to be one of

the most important books of our times.”—From the foreword by Jean Houston, Ph.D.

One day after mastering the winds, the waves, the tides, and gravity, we shall harness for GOD the

energies of LOVE. And then, for the second time in the history of the World, we shall have discovered fire. (

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin).
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Dan Phillips Sep 4

The powers-that-be want us to be atomized because that makes us more manageable.
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David Writes Chaos Ordered Sep 4

Preach it!!!
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Seiken Sep 4

Hypothesis: low-level inflammation manifesting as a reduced “energy” field. The people experiencing this

are going through the motions according to biological program. But they are dragging.
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sense.lacunas_0b@icloud.com Sep 4

I absolutely understand the starvation that comes from the lack of human touch. Starting in the 80s, there

started a cultural shift away from common human interaction. First it was the more intimate and intense

things like a hug between two unmarried people. That was deemed creepy or invasive. Then it just kept

expanding to where any physical touch is unacceptable. Even normal, simple things like a complement is

bad. A man complements a woman on her hair so she has to cut it or change it because it came from an

unacceptable person. I have seen this type of thing first-hand. The slow destruction of society by

eliminating the connectedness of the people. And, it seems, that I will slowly starve until my body actually

fails.
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Amy Harlib Sep 4

Expressionless babies, bored lovers - make much better slaves to serve their technocratic overlords.

This nano-crap is everywhere and in just about everything! Check out also Celeste Solum's excellent

work that corroborates everything here, find her on Rumble and Bitchute.

There is no noxious crime that the evildoers desiring to lord it over us won't commit to maintain their

stranglehold on power. A groundswell critical mass resistance to their murderous enslavement plans is

needed urgently!

I DO NOT COMPLY! NEVER HAVE, NEVER WILL!

There is a fate worse than death - I would rather die than be a robotized slave of technocratic overlords!

This is my hill to die on!

I have a landline and a wired laptop and a wired monitor screen, all the tech anyone should ever want or

need. I never had and refuse to ever have one of those infernal mobile devices that are designed to

enslave you.

My loathing of AI and all things NANO and digital knows no bounds!

Kudos to Naomi Wolf's heroic efforts and success in the struggle. We the People must always be aware of

the existential threats lurking behind this fight!

How I stick my thumb in the eyes of the grotesque billionaire bastards pushing their enslavement agenda

and how I embrace being fully human.

Fighting the globalist predator technocrat psychopath megalomaniac TOTAL SLAVERY AGENDA one

performance at a time!

Amazing Amy: Eccentric Yoga Entertainer!

As an entertainer, I have been devastated and practically destroyed by the closure of all performance

venues and then when they reopened, because MY BODY, MY CHOICE - being made a total
Expand full comment
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Richard Sep 4

Wow, great observations Naomi! As I have several uninjected pre menopausal women friends who a talk

about‘shedding’, and provide anecdotal proof that it is a factor in their lives, I hope that you will address it

some day.
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Nancy Writes THE NATURE OF REALITY Sep 4

Very thought-provoking piece Naomi!

I do think there’s something to your observations and possibly the vaccinations.

In my experience, much of this was happening already, but the combination of lockdowns, fear, and

screen time exacerbated things.

Children that had otherwise not been on screens, were forced to do so when their schools went to zoom.

Fear caused many people to stop hugging, or do that horrible side hug. Many have not come back from

that.

Our culture has told women that motherhood has no value. In order to be respected, women have to have

a career, which is ultimately more meaningful. Consequently, many women feel inadequate and don’t

enjoy motherhood.

I think another reason why so many people are walking around like zombies, half dead, is because of the

prescription drugs they are on these days. Many of these drugs are numbing, causing lack of sex drive or

any passion at all.

And there is credibility in the fact that people are just simply afraid to say the wrong thing, so they don’t

say anything. Men, in particular are scrutinized to such a degree they’re afraid to even look at a woman the

wrong way.

I teach in a community college. We started classes two weeks ago and at the end of class last week, I said

let’s take the rest of the class to get to know each other. You have gotten to know each other on the

discussion board on Canvas; now introduce yourselves. Jokingly, I said look each other in the eye, like

people used to do. So go ahead and get up and move around and talk. Not one person in the class did

this. I repeated mysrlf. They simply ignored me. Shocking.

Contrastingly, on the discussions on canvas that I do with my online and hybrid classes, students engage.

I’m sure the vaccines have a negative effect. But this is way more complicated than that.

Masks !! Simply awful.

There’s so much dehumanization.

On a happier note, my grandchildren are thriving. I’m grateful.
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Bull Dog Sep 4

Odd thing, all of this would help Agenda 2030. Probably just coincidence.
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JamesHoward Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Yes Naomi. But I have noticed this since the 1960s. It's the worship of a demonic or Marxist totalitarian

medical industrial complex. It's the abandonment of natural health & healing for a cult of disease &

zombieism. It began with artificially hardened vegetable oils (Crisco, 1911), only drugs & anti biotics for

everything. Vaccinations have always been deadly. Their benefits are Lysenkoist propaganda.

The masking, lockdowns & jabbing of 2020 consolidated the damage to people's minds & bodies.

Real Zombies are now definitely a thing & they are ubiquitous.

All drugs & vaccines result in liver damage. Since the liver has myriad functions, liver damage or just

common congestion (ubiquitous) results in myriad physical, mental & emotional symptoms. The region of

the liver is known as the HYPOCHONDRIA. If you have many "comlaints" you are labeled a

HYPOCHONDRIAC & dismissed.

Of course the Marxist poisoned philosophy, psychology, social sciences, & Environmentalist & Socialistic
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Of course the Marxist poisoned philosophy, psychology, social sciences, & Environmentalist & Socialistic

Government (ESG) totalitarianism align. The Medical tyranny leads the authoritarian way. I noticed early

1970s the ass backwards (cause & effect reversed or totally falsified) scientism & name-calling

denigrating of any non mainstream medical idea - basic Marxism.
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Susan Sep 4

Thank you, Naomi! Such important information that demands further investigation! Dr. Breggin's Substack

article today also covers this topic: https://substack.com/inbox/post/136733824 (Blurring Lines:

Nanotechnology, Vaccines, and Control - "Vaccines" are being used for nanotechnology experiments that

appear designed to irrevocably change the essences of humans and perhaps even capture humans

through wireless connections, enslaving them.)
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Kerry Sills Sep 4

A majority of the non huggers are the autistic who cannot bear touch, and numbers have been growing. In

know, I live with one.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

I know many with autism who are just the opposite. my son doesn't shy away from hugging, not one

bit. its noise that he cannot tolerate too well.

I have found in my life that the hugging thing is either something you grew up doing or didn't. those

of us of Eastern European decent, are big on hugging. Mediterranean as well. Asian cultures seem to

be more reserved.
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Kerry Sills Sep 4

I am so happy to hear that about the hugging.

😃

. My heart breaks for the many that cannot hug.

The non autistic partners have a lonely life. In my case the autistic mannerism have grown even

more so. Perhaps you just “hug through it” but in my culture a refusal to hug is accepted that the

person prefers not to.

Many autistic will twirl on the spot or rock and that will give them a self hug. Keep hugging!
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Janna Sep 4

Naomi,

As a former left of center person (as I believe you are), may I ask you in all your wisdom, eloquence, and

frankly your connections to the left---Can you address how we wake them up to what is happening?

I have racked my brain. I love my liberal friends. But they are immersed in a cult-like mentality. There is

literally no way to reach them. They can't wait to get the new vaccine, their children are trans--confused,

and as for the open border..."we are all immigrants".

You are trusted. You are respected. If you can't open a few minds, who can?

Thank you.
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

I say ditto re liberal friends. Although, one a few weeks ago admitted he thought our current prez had

made a few bad decisions. He also said he was very concerned about losing his healthy financial

status that he had worked hard to accumulate over 45 years. He also said he was concerned about

his future health after 3 shots. Still, he doesn’t seem to CONNECT THE DOTS…………..
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

quick comment (before I fully digest the rest of the essay): omg, I am so glad that I am not the only one

noticing this insanity of small children practically jogging behind a parent! I just witnessed this yesterday,

when a child no older than 3 (maybe younger, definitely one I would call a 'toddler') was running at the

heals of a very young man (early 20's) while crossing our street! its a residential street but still... the 'dad'

(I presume) was carrying bags of groceries and literally did not so much as glance back at the little girl,

who at one point, was a good 6 feet behind him! he unlocked the entry to a smallish apartment building

down the block and entered it first, still not looking at the little girl. I was like WTF??
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Paula Sep 4

Thank you for your right-on observations. If you read 'The Ringing Cedars Series' of Russia about a

woman who lives totally free from any human technology, alone in the Siberian taiga, you will find many

answers, new to most of us, about child-rearing and how we are now 'bio-robots'. it's fascinating and

each reader must come to their own conclusions about the truth of what she says. The series of 9 books

has changed Russia for the better as families are raised on family plots with pure foods, water and air, and

aligned with Mother Nature. Food sanctions won't work there!

I hope you read and enjoy the series.

Blessings, paula
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 4

Yes! I have read and loved those books.... they are a deep joy in these joyless times!
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Teresa Sep 4

Thanks for the recommendation, Paula. I see it's difficult to find this book, but if anyone is interested

the PDF is available here: https://www.ringingcedarsofrussia.org/books-by-vladimir-

megre/Book_1_Anastasia.pdf
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Donna Ruth Sep 5

Thank you. Started it last night.
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JamesDuff Writes JamesDuff’s Newsletter Sep 4

Thank you Naomi!!! You opened up a new world of insights, I felt and intuitively knew, but just could not

identify just what was missing.

This makes perfect sense.

I remember Klaus saying before 2019

“Our world will never be the same”,

not his exact words, however they have managed to robotisize our humanness.

Much appreciation for your astute observations!!! 

🙏❤
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

How EVIL, AUDACIOUS, and ARROGANT to say such a thing!!!! Like he has deserved dominion over

mankind!
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EAS Sep 4

Well I just spent a week with my 4 year old granddaughter and my daughter. I am vaccinated and my

daughter is vaccinated. While neither of us wanted the vaccines we both had them for very specific

reasons. My daughter and her daughter are close, full of face to face contact, full of play, and all three of

us engage with imagination and laughter. I do not see anything notably different in these relationships.

I am terribly sad to read this article. I have loved your stuff, particularly the Pfizer material, but this is too

far. The damage done to so many people because of the lock downs cannot be separated from the

energetic damage of the vaccines unless you can find a clean cohort. This type of otherizing is so

dangerous and makes me feel so sad. If I was a depressed Mother this kind of thing would make me

wonder what the point of it all is. This is no different from the ghettoizing of the unvaccinated during the

pandemic. It certainly leaves me feeling more hopeless than when I opened the notification email.
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Cheryl Sep 4

Are you saying that you think that unvaxed people will look down on you for being vaxed?

I certainly don't. I saw all the propaganda. I saw people threatened with job loss, expulsion from

college, ridicule on social media and in MSM.
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EAS Sep 4

No no, that is not my point. My point is that the article suggests that those of us who have been

vaccinated have somehow impacted out energy imprint. I could not have gone back to see a

dying friend without a vaccine...that is punishment enough. The article we are responding to is

one that suggests that those of us who have been vaccinated have somehow changed our

energy imprint...and I am saying that there are so many confounding variables, if our energy has

been shifted it is difficult to say why. Not fair to claim that the vaccine has destroyed most of us.
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A. Lewis Sep 4

I know a vaccine injured manager who had a dry and overly direct personality before his hack, but

afterwards he's become practically void of emotion in a way that's striking, and it has been getting

worse with time. Also his cognitive decline has become so poignant that people are now just ignoring

his illogical emails. Being said... the last 3 years have been nothing but lies, cover ups and *silence*

about the harms of these so-called "vaccines", so now is one suggesting that the other one who has

been vocal about the truth since the beginning, even at the risk of her life and career, should maintain

silence so as to not personally offend one? Well, the truth will come to light regardless and it's

coming to light right now. There are just too many of us who have direct experience with the various

cognitive damages caused by the hack, and good for Naomi for telling the truth about it.
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Teresa Sep 4

You make a good point, EAS. I suspect it's not so much the jabs themselves, but the shock of the

covid response in its entirety – lockdowns, mandates, 'othering' of the unvaxxed. I find I'm a lot more

'zombified' and unengaged with the world around me than I used to be and I imagine we're all

suffering various levels of PTSD.
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EAS Sep 4

Thanks for that Teresa yes I think that is a significant problem. I am a therapist and I am seeing

these issues particularly clearly in the teenaged kids of my clients.

The thing I did not like about this article is how it once again divided us into camps --

vaccinated and unvaccinated. That is NOT helpful right now.
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Liz P. Sep 4

Nevertheless, people who declined the jab were vilified on a scale never before seen in

modern history. We exercised courage, self-reliance, resiliency and faith - and paid a price

- that people who took the jab will never be able to comprehend. This is the reality of the

situation. Maybe this will diminish over time.
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EAS Sep 5

The 'nevertheless' is an interesting start to this comment. I have great admiration for

those of you who managed to hold out against the tyranny of vaccination. They got

me: I am not proud of the fact that they got me. I am alone and was alone in a new city.

My friend was dying across the country. My son got the jab because he was

unemployed and could not work and had no money. This whole thing is a travesty of

justice. We have all been damaged -- any of us who are awake at least. My point is

simply that drawing conclusions about the energy of those of us having had the jab is

simply unsubstantiated and horrifying...on top of the horrifying of our experience

already.
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Liz P. Sep 5

I understand. The coercion was criminal and violated the Nuremberg Code.
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Philip Dell Sep 4

This is fascinating. I will now be attuned to be looking for it. Causes vs. correlations are so difficult to

identify. Another possibility I wonder about is antidepressants. I suspect use of them has increased. They

are designed to affect mood and emotions.
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Diana Anthony Sep 4

In summer I live in Bozeman Montana, a pocket of extreme privilege. My husband and I are onto the

vampiric nature of the god-kings and the system they've installed. We're surrounded by well-off retirees

who just want to fiddle while Rome burns. That includes his sister and children. They're very polite and

superficial. None seem to have been affected by the jab. That makes me wonder if our area was targeted

to receive a non-lethal batch. It wouldn't do it those with means were to wake up and resist.
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Liz P. Sep 4

A lot of the deaths are sudden. One minute people are OK and then they have a sudden medical

emergency. Or a sudden turbo cancer. Or they never wake up from sleep. I think it's blood problems

reaching critical mass. I pray people don't die from the jab, but from what I'm observing, from what I

read, it's sudden and unexpected.
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Retired Sep 4

I will certainly pay more attention to the behavior of families with small children the next time I'm in an

airport. So sad. Lord, have mercy upon us. I noticed some changes in one of my friends after she got the

shot. Seems like her personality isn't what it was, and I am less inclined to trust her now, unfortunately.
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Ernie Laubacher Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Its a sad commentary on our society as a whole! From your writings people are turning into "Zombies!"

We're losing our compassion for life and meaning. Caring and loving each other. Loneliness and isolation

is setting in, which is not good.

People need to have a relationship with God and His Son Jesus and have a real purpose in living a full

joyous life. God bless you both, ernie 

❤👍🙏
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Barry Varkel Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi Naomi,

I cannot speak for the USA - because i live in South Africa - but I'm almost certain this loss of being tactile

with your partner/lover/child has been steadily declining in the USA and most first world nations for the

past 30 years.

Many reasons can be ascribed - the biggest one being the internet and smartphones standing in the way

of human contact and even sex.

Don't get me wrong; I'm not discounting what you say; however, I feel one cannot say it was one way BC

(before covid) and another way AJ (after injection).

What you're observing - in my view - is the psychosomatic consequence of the death of the spirit of the

American people.

Loss of innocence doesn't cause there to be must love in the room.

And the US has - excuse my language - fucked its own people over purposefully and with zero

conscience and this realisation landed like a covid thermonuclear bomb in 2020.

This is the rape of the soul and it's unforgivable.

This is the death of the spirit which you observe.

Add to this the unaffordable cost of living, the decimation of the middle class and a country that's so

socially and politically stratified its literally at war with itself; then the last thing you will feel is love in the

room and eroticism and getting turned on.

The internet and having everything at one's fingertips on demand has made people fat and lazy.

I see none of these emotional and existential crises in South Africa.

There's simply no time to waste time dwelling on such things.

People in SA need to concentrate on earning a living, protecting themselves from crime and corruption,

dealing with sky high prices and faltering electricity supplies.

This is my two cents.

Best to you.

Barry
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JD Sep 8

Wow. Scary thing is, we see the joy filled people coming here from Venezuela where they escaped a

horror show, only to be welcomed to what might be worse, with their children vulnerable, in the

insanity of the public school system. Destabilization.
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Barry Varkel Sep 8

Evening JD,

You make a good point.

Everyone is looking for the American dream - to improve their lot and make money and be

successful.

But they never really develop their depth of character. Underneath the trappings they're still

peasants of the soul.

So being transplanted from a Latin American shit-hole to the "land of the free" is a total dream

come true.

The novelty will wear off by the next generation. Then the fear and loathing sets in.

It's the very same with family businesses. The 2nd generation undoes all the hard work and

struggle.

In the way, the Menendez murder was the manifestation of a successful immigrant father who

rightfully called his fully grown sons a bunch of useless shites and then turned off the money

taps.

I suppose they are an extreme example; however, the lesson is still there. Once you become fat,

weak and lazy, your character has already gone down the toilet.

As kids, my late old man always used to say to me and my brother:

"The world owes you a living - so go out and work for it".

Best to you.

Barry
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jean Sep 4

Barry, Americans have labored for years to sever their connection with the divine and you have

accessed the situation with clarity. They are my brothers and sisters and I feel as if they do not

awaken the downward spiral will continue. Sisterly love, Jean
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

I have to agree that is it not a NEW thing. I began seeing the 'parent ignoring the small child' when

people started being so unnaturally attached to their damn cell phones. Its been a good five or more

years since I first noticed a small child wandering in a shopping center parking lot, mom being too

engrossed by her phone, while standing next to her car, to pay attention to where her kid was. I was

horrified. its only gotten worse.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Glad to hear that there are countries where you are not seeing this pattern. Thank you for

commenting.
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Rosie Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent observations, as usual, Naomi. Thank you! It’s almost as if the ‘new normal’ society considers

children to be cared for by the totality of society and not by parents. This is echoed by various popular

talking heads saying that ‘children belong to society’ or ‘the school’ or ‘the government’. Yet woe be the

parents who let their kids play alone in their own yard or with each other in a neighborhood park - that’s

now practically ‘illegal’, maybe due of the absence of that ‘watchful society’ to correct any impolitic

actions and ‘correct’ them to this hideous ‘new normal’. Sad!
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JamesDuff Writes JamesDuff’s Newsletter Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My vaxxed daughter and son in law adore their baby!! Lots of coooing going on. Yet when I am out in

public young kids are totally ignored in some cases, leaving me wondering just where are the parents?

Never considered our scientific experiment to be the potential cause.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

they (parents) are likely standing somewhere transfixed by their phone screens
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JamesDuff Writes JamesDuff’s Newsletter Sep 4

Being vaxxed and phone screen not good combo!!
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Nancy Neubauer Writes Nancy’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes Naomi it is your stem cells that are rejuvenated not aborted cells we would not have anything to do

with that
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Oh fascinating!
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Nancy Neubauer Writes Nancy’s Substack Sep 4

Yes I am 74 I have back issues I have been putting the patch on my lower back I don't have pain

now. We don't have stem cells after 60 so i really need these. Any questions just email me.
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Donna Ruth Sep 5

Patch?
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Nancy Neubauer Writes Nancy’s Substack Sep 5

Yes stem cell rejuvenation patch x39 works I am wearing it. It will give you your stem

cells back. After 60 we don't have them anymore. www.lifewave.com/ntak. My email

ntak48@protonmail.com
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Donna Ruth Sep 5

Thank you!
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 4

Fascinating!
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Valerie Collins Writes The Reenchantment Café Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi thank you, brilliant piece. I've noticed this zombification too. Your discussion of energy fields

brought to mind a couple of illuminating interviews I saw with the building biologist Gerard Bini, who

discussed how the jabs reverse the charge of our energy fields. This was in the context of 'shedding' - it

was his explanation of why the unjabbed feel ill or actually get sick around the jabbed. Makes great sense

to me. They are here. https://truthiverse.com/guests/gerard-bini
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Katie Ames Sep 4

For months in 2021 whenever I hung out with v people I felt like there were lots of tiny pins pricking

me at all times. Not enough to hurt but enough to make me feel stressed and want to leave. Some

places had 5G towers near by but I don’t think they all did. Strange times.
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Kelliann Sep 4

Me too. Hot and prickly arms on and off while working with 99 percent injected healthcare

workers
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Katie Ames Sep 4

O gosh. I thought it was only me having those problems. And I can’t imagine working with

them all day, I was lucky to work from home. Though I picked up a part time job in ‘22 and

did feel just stressed around some people. 

😳
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Oh wow.
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Lisa Hahn Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I just mentioned this to my sister a couple of days ago. We were in a group of people and everything

seems flat. I am very attuned to the emotional feel of people around me, even people that I don’t know but

now it feels like the color has gone out of human interaction. It feels gray and lifeless.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

5G appeared geographically and chronologically in lockstep with the symptoms attributed to a 'virus'

WORLDWIDE. We were ridiculed, we were banned from social media accounts and we were treated like

lepers JUST for saying that Covid was caused by a massive increase in electro-magnetic radiation. We

bought meters and measured the EMFs, we told everyone, but they were all addicted to their smart

phones and did not want to hear us.

Personally, I felt the impact of EMFs when 4G was switched on - so I was waiting for a health disaster

when 5G was announced. Now I am so crippled I cannot go walkabout like you, Naomi to check if your

experience matches village life here in Dorset, UK..... but I bet it does.

I write a lot about it, here on Substack. But I am a small fish in a big pond.

Every day I hope to be heard.... but my isolation is virtually complete.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

5G is catastrophic. 4G was bad. If they would slowly poison us why would they not slowly radiate us?

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 4

Experiments in rats have shown that microwaves cause cumulative effects. So if you are already

weakened, say by age or illness, it will hit you harder and faster.

The worst thing (for me) are our hospitals. They have antennae on the roofs and wifi at every

bed.... All the staff have smart phones and pagers..... if I have another heart attack or stroke, I

will refuse to go to hospital on the grounds that I know my old body cannot handle more EMFs.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Katie Ames Sep 4

And the retirement communities near me also have stacks of 5G on top.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

oh yeah, especially the 'section 8' elderly housing. high rises with dozens of antennae.

they are frying those poor people in there.
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Larry Inn Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

ENERGY MEDICINE: Balancing Your Body’s Energies for Optimal Health, Joy, and Vitality, by Donna Eden,

with David Feinstein, Ph.D. copyright 1998, 2008.

“It is time for minds to open and bodies to heal. Read, Learn, and explore your innate healing abilities.”—

Bernie Siegel,M.D., author of LOVE, MEDICINE, & MIRACLES.

ENERGY MEDICINE for Women: Aligning Your Body’s Energies to Boost Your Health & Vitality.

Copyright 2008. “This book is a wonderful introduction to energy medicine. It distills the experiences of

one of the field’s most joyous & effective pioneers into a heart-felt, user friendly, enormously practical

guide.” - From the foreword by CHRISTIANE NORTHRUP, M.D. Author of:

Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom, and The Wisdom of Menopause.
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Larry Inn Sep 4

Aloha & Mahalo Dr. Naomi Wolf.
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

WE ARE GODS CREATIONS,,,,,, NOT THE DEMONIC FITHY ABOMINATIONS

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Communism is atheism is communism =demonicrats - WE THE PEOPLE ARE OUR AMERICAS

GUARDSMEN WATCHMEN PROTECTORS OF OUR LAND NOT THE TREASONOUS govt. --- Communist

Odd Vaccine Is DemonicratDeath = evil atheism ---- Government agencies cannot be trusted to prevent

catastrophes. More coming. UNITE THIS IS OUR AMERICA IN GOD WE TRUST -- FAITH OVER FEAR

RULES
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4

You should put your words on a castile soap bottle. Too bad Bronner's kids dropped God And Faith

from the label, and proclaim just "All-One" rather than the "All-One-God-Faith" of their daddy. I

guess they needed a better market outreach to the Luciferian and Communist demographic that

shops at Whole Foods.
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

I WILL INCOPORATE MY WORDS IN THE KUNDALINI AWAKENING ,,

LIKED (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

LOL. Whatever you want to call It, Chief! :)
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

Sadly, I have come to believe the Repubs aren’t a whole lot better it seems!!
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Sep 4

SADLY YES THE RINOCRATS REPUBLOCRATS BOTH FEET IN THE DEMONICRAT USURPER

REGIME OF FOOLS
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OpenMind Fitness Writes OpenMind Fitness Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You wrote: "Something is wrong with humans." As I read your chilling observations about children my

Spotify feed played a tender cover of Landslide (Fleetwood Mac) and the word "children" jumped out.

Coincidence? I discover your essay, and understand why I've been tearing up... apparently it's not the

paint my wife and I are applying in a closet. We move as one. So, heartbroken now, we let go of the dream

of a glorious humanity that has kept so many of us going... there's no solace to be found any more in the

vision of "recovery." Something HAS changed. An amputee learns to live without a limb. We who have

drank deeply from the fountain of human goodness will forever remember that ambrosia and share sips as

we can with those we can, but the hope of plenty for all has faded. The days of free energetic playful

flowing together ... precious memories now. But sad hearts can still feel love. Mine does, even in this

moment of bottom-dropping-out-of-my heart aching.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4

I have about 20 different covers of Landslide from Amazon. It's a beautiful song and it's great to hear

each artist's take on it. Of course the Dixie Chicks do the song justice, but give Dagny, Delfina Alden,

and Alex G a go. BTW, like most pop music, there is a denial of God, with everywhere the girl looks

she just sees herself, and sees but a "mirror in the sky," when I would like to think some of our

experiences point to something more.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Speaking of Delfina: Although I'd not heard of her, but because I've loved and used to play and

sing that song myself (teary eyed), based upon your recommendation I did a search.

Lo and behold:

https://youtube.com/shorts/xX_60AHxo5g

Zero responses...
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Amazingly apropos post, with Delfina discussing how inexplicably exhausted she feels

these days. This is prompting me to check out more of her music. And I like how she plays

with her hair the same way Naomi does. :)
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 4

I noticed that too. They are both beautiful women, and have such an abundance. 

😁

Tori Amos's versions of Landslide, in studio and live, and especially this person's

animation, strike deep cords. (In me.)

https://youtu.be/rL0O1yuTJEU

Anyway...

Now I'll need to check out Billy Corgan's rendition because I am a comment reader

and curious and it's 10:23 pm so why not? 

😉
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Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Curiously, all healthy sperm swim anti-clockwise. I wonder what effect the jab has had on motility?

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/human-sperm-tail-swim-biophysics

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aba5168

Calcium signalling has been implicated in vaccine damage?

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20191203/Why-some-sperm-swim-in-circles-its-a-protein-

defect.aspx
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Caring for Critters Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

All I can say is YES. On recent extensive travels in the US I was astonished at seeing very small tykes

trying to keep up with parents who were walking way ahead and not looking back, at all. I sort of strolled

behind to make sure no one grabbed one tiny fellow as he looked to be barely 3. Lots of small ones

struggling on their own to roll their little travel bags while the parents were far ahead in extremely crowded

airports. This wasn't just a one-off but actually prevalent enough that I was quite shocked. When I noticed

a tall 'dad' weaving the crowd with his little son hoisted atop his shoulders I was gleeful, as not only were

they 'together', they were obviously bonded and enjoying the experience. My first thought was 'unvaxxed',

for sure. I'm hearing more and more from colleagues that are on anti-depressants and wonder if the drugs,

coupled with the mess of injected materials embedded in their bodies, only makes their zombification

worse?

Thought it was just me that felt such a palpably surreal atmosphere in group settings where once the

energy was 'electric' and now seems automaton-ish for lack of a better word so I find Naomi's article

validating, albeit frightening.
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Unagnu Sep 4

In the past year I conversed (commented) with a Japanese man who was describing what he saw

after the mass injections in Japan. His comment was that he too was seeing a withdrawal of

energy/life as if people were zombies and there was no extra energy or emotion left. He was quite

despairing about it. He said if it kept up he didn't know who would carry on 'life'.
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Wyllamizer TootToot Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this incredible essay. I've mentioned this before, but I want to reiterate. You MUST watch the

US Version of Amazon's Utopia tv series. It was filmed in 2019 and came out in 2020. They admit that

that's exactly what this is: a depopulation vaccine that will suppress human births for three generations.

They even have kids in cages and "grow" them to be slaves of the elite. It's right in our faces. Brought to

you by the insane John Cusak and Rainn Wilson. They laugh at us. They know what they've done. And

they told us they were doing it.
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Kay Sep 4

It seems to be a requirement that people under demonic influence have to say what they’re going to

do. Remember Biden announcing that the Democrats had created the best fraudulent election

scheme ever? I don’t think that announcement was a mistake.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

When and where did Biden say that? Not that I don’t believe you, I just never knew he said that.
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

Hi Gabe, here it is. https://youtu.be/WGRnhBmHYN0?si=GrLyMUklP1vatloR. Of course all

of the “fact-checkers” say that the comment is taken “out of context”.
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Kay Sep 5

Thank you, CeeMcG!
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Liz P. Sep 4

It is for occultists. They get "consent" by telling people what they plan to do and in their warped

occult law they are therefore relieved of any "karmic" reprisals. This is false, of course, but it's

what they believe.
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Wyllamizer TootToot Sep 4

I remember it well. I agree. They tend to tell us what they're gonna do. Purposeful.
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Letsrock Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It stands to reason that the disruption of hormones to decrease fertilization in both sexes would decrease

or disrupt sexuality as well whether it's from the vax, food adulteration, other meds or environmental

chemicals.
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F B Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

All good points, good perspective, and valid concerns except for what sexual orientations are attributed to

“and in any event overall allowed for the reproduction of our species”
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Meaning even if 10 per cent of the population is gay or lesbian, which is standard, the human species

reproduces itself if it is not tampered with in other ways.
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Michelle Smith Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’ve noticed this too. In young people there is a performative aspect to their expression of sexuality that

indicates a loss of the instinctual. And the explosion of autogynephila and gender dysphoria also

suggests something is going on. My theory aligns with Ian McGilchrists divided brain idea. We are all

becoming more left brain, systems thinking, autistic like beings. Perhaps the vaccine has escalated the

effects?
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Spirit itself may have less traction in the human body now. I notice a plastic quality emerging in

people's skin. You could say it is "life"-less. In Hawaii they call it "haole" or devoid of spirit or the

Breath of God.
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Unagnu Sep 4

YES. Definitely true. Heavily vaxxed are like this. Dis engaged and more 'fake' than ever.
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Kelliann Sep 4

Many people that I know have an unhealthy skin tone that is new.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4

It's worth than pastiness, kind of a translucence, with zero shine or emission of light.
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Unagnu Sep 4

Yes, They do not go out in bright sunlight anymore. I noticed how GOOD it felt to have

sun baking my bones and want to be out doors MORE. I'd sleep out side in my screen

porch if I could to enjoy the sounds peace and energy of outdoors (I am in Florida)... It

strikes me how my neighbors do not want that at all and will be in the AC ALL Day and

ALL NIGHT too!
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Janet M Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

God bless you, Naomi Wolf. YES, but I thought it was ME -- babies don't respond like they used to when

strangers make faces or smile at them. I thought my face wasn't that funny anymore. Once in awhile a

baby will respond, perhaps one whose family is unwaxed. You've really hit on something and it - is -

terrifying!
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

If it’s intentional it could all be part of a population reduction agenda. Both the biological effects and the

psychological would seem to act to reduce population.
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Stan Schultz Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is heartbreaking but my own experience actually confirms your observations. I was at a local park

and a small child wandered by and it was pretty clear she was lost. I talked to her and was able to reunite

her with her parents but this confirms what you have observed Naomi. Thanks, so sad but true.
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Free Human Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

For those who took the shots, that's a huge component. But even for those who have not, if they are

constantly on their phones, on social media, or watch a lot of television, then I suspect both frequency

entrainment technology and deliberate hijacking of normal dopamine response (social media) also have a

lot to do with this increasingly visible process of dragging people down into 2.5 D when we're actually

supposed to be rising above 3D now. And that's by design. Can't have the "energy cattle" escaping their

slave pens, you know. Better to kill off a lot of them in the process of making sure those that survive the

modifications will be permanently trapped... Shield yourself people, limit your exposure, and detox

regularly - if you're still able to recognize the danger...
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4

RE: detox: I use lumbrokinase and serrapeptase from Mercola.com and nattokinase "spike support"

from McCullough's The Wellness Company to handle any spike protein I might get through exposure

from vaxxed folks in the workplace. I am also doing EDTA IV chelation to help with eliminating other

material that might be gumming up our circulatory system. Spike proteins are associated with the

clotting we are seeing. I got an MD exemption letter for the vaxx due to my testing allergic to PEG in a

skin "scratch" test that tests for allergic reaction to vaxx ingredients. The CDC approves PEG allergy

as a permitted exemption.
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Free Human Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Well, for vaxxed people, or those who have to be around them shedding constantly - that type

of detox is key. I was more referring to detoxing from excessive EM frequency overloads, but hey

- all detox is good detox :)

Damn shame that "a healthy life" mostly means reducing your exposure to everything these

days - instead of as back in the past (when I was young), increasing your exposure to all kinds

of new and interesting things/energies.....
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Linda Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"You could blame technology — but we had cellphones before 2021."

Martin Pall PhD predicted the end of human brain function about 5 or 6 years ago. He said we had about 5

years left. Not that the injections are not playing a role, but the microwave radiation alone was causing

severe damage to the human brain and body and every living thing on this planet. It is not just cell phones.

It is cell phones, devices, wifi, air pods, wireless ear phones, wireless virtual reality headsets used for

entertainment and by employers and schools for training, cell towers, smart utility meters, smart

appliances, smart watches, microwave ovens - most of which leak, wireless security systems, baby

monitors (like having a cell tower in baby's room), printers, satellites beaming down radiation, super

powerful routers in schools and hospitals and without your knowledge or consent - from your neighbor

next door, massive levels of radiation from smart meter banks in apartments, retail and businesses, babies

being irradiated in utero (for many, the second generation as their parents were also irradiated in utero,

although to a lesser, but not insignificant extent), ultrasound now in 4D done frequently during pregnancy

where 1 or 2 was the standard years ago (and not that that was insignificant either), it is MRI's and CT's

done routinely now that didn't exist years ago. It is electric cars, buses, and the intensity of the radiation

from multiple devices in one metal enclosed moving space bouncing back onto passengers and drivers, it

is wifi in school buses thanks to Google's "generosity", it is babies being given wireless tablets as toys and

even installed in their cribs, it is babies being given cell phones as toys to keep them quiet, it is parents

holding cell phones up to their ears while holding babies so that the baby is as close to the phone as the

parent, it is children now pretty much all having cell phones - where children didn't have them before. It is

the addictive nature of screens - that alone even without the radiation is proven via brain scan to damage

and change brain structure the way that heroin and alcohol change brain structure in addiction. It is

schools giving preschoolers addictive chromebooks instead of real books. And of course, there is 5G that

no one is talking about having been replaced by covid and with talk of 5G possibly being harmful - taboo -

the usual tactic to discourage questioning. The massive exposures are adding up and the damage is

becoming evident. You are 100% correct. People are not acting right. At all.

LIKE (26) REPLY (4) SHARE

Unagnu Sep 4

Thank God all of that up above is limited in my life. I think its why I am hanging in there... barely...

unvaxxed but hanging with the jabbed...at work.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Free Human Sep 4

Also, don't forget that we are all being exposed to more and more of the "strange energies from

space" (as Clif High calls them) - due to the Earth's magnetosphere decreasing drastically in

strength right now - which would normally protect us from the increasing cosmic radiation. In past

iterations of the Earth's regular geomagnetic excursions and reversal cycles, it's thought by many

that this periodic increase in exposure to cosmic radiation has been a contributing factor (if not direct

cause) of waves of mass extinctions in the distant past, as well as the quick evolutionary changes

that give rise to new species. So, while I agree that we, as a species, are definitely getting modified - I

do think it is from a variety of sources - not all of which are deliberately and nefariously human-

caused. Some are totally outside of any control whatsoever....

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/cms/asset/84987073-6747-46c1-a714-

e6a25b22b41d/rog20196-fig-0004-m.jpg

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers Sep 4

Clif is High.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Free Human Sep 4

Well, so am I (when I have spare time) 

😍

 But, regardless of our choices of entheogens, it is

a proven fact that the magnetosphere is rapidly diminishing as part of the Earth entering

another round of geomagnetic excursion, and this does let in a lot of cosmic rays, which do

induce genetic mutation.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Retired Librarian Sep 4

This is sad!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 4

I wish I could jump up and down in this thread and say THIS THIS THIS a thousand times!

Thank you, Linda, you saved me a heap of writing!

5G appeared geographically and chronologically in lockstep with the symptoms attributed to a 'virus'

WORLDWIDE. We were ridiculed, we were banned from social media accounts and we were treated

like lepers JUST for saying that Covid was caused by a massive increase in electro-magnetic

radiation. We bought meters and measured the EMFs, we told everyone, but they were all addicted to

their smart phones and did not want to hear us.

Personally, I felt the impact of EMFs when 4G was switched on - so I was waiting for a health disaster

when 5G was announced. Now I am so crippled I cannot go walkabout like Naomi to check if her

experience matches village life here in Dorset, UK..... but I bet it does.

I write a lot about it, here on Substack. But I am a small fish in a big pond.

Every day I hope to be heard.... but my isolation is virtually complete.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

Linda Sep 4

Thank you, Frances. I'm so sorry that you are not able to leave your home. I am to a large and

increasing extent in the same boat. Re covid, I do think there was a pathogen. I think humanity is

being attacked with more than one weapon. I'm going to follow your substack.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 4

Microwaves and electro-magnetic radiation has been proven to produce blooms of
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parasites, moulds and other microbes since early experiments conducted by Russian and

US military. It depends on your personal terrain and the frequency being applied.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Linda Sep 5

True. But we don't know if that was the origin of covid. Glad you are educating on this.

So few people have even the slightest clue.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Sep 5

Correlation is when you have only an alignment of events.

Causation is when you can back your suspicions with chronological and

geographical coincidence. As I state in my article (shared above) the

coincidence of 5G roll outs and the appearance of a 'novel' illness met that

criteria. I am not the only person making this link. A Spanish doctor charted the

progress of C19 during the first half of 2020 and reported it here:

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=12846

Since then many others have reported on the link but they have been silenced.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Linda Sep 5

Yes, but we don't know if it was the wireless alone or in combination or

synergistically with a pathogen or pathogens or other environmental factors

that were (are) independent of the wireless. It is a strong observation but we

don't have all the answers. Too few are asking questions.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

BeachGirlSally Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This may be my most resonant post of yours yet! As a person highly attuned to "energies," I totally agree

with this perspective. You wrote: "I have described how I feel that when I hug vaccinated loved ones, that

they seem light and frail and ethereal — that I can barely “find” them, energetically - and that only an echo

or memory of their earlier “energy fields” survive."

I have had this same experience but for me, it is how I "see" them instead of feel them — frail, older, and a

shadow of their former selves. Almost like an aura, of sorts. I have said this many times to my husband

after seeing some friends of ours we know who are vaxxed; I "see" that they are faded beings. I have no

idea what this state stems from (the vax itself or the mind control inflicted on us). And as a devotee of

acupuncture and Chinese Traditional Medicine, I love that you are referencing chi and life energy. Thanks

for the validation of my "out there" thoughts.

LIKED (26) REPLY SHARE

Donna Furnival Writes Donna’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Reading this article is bringing on my tears. What is happening to humanity is so sad. Thanks for drawing

attention to it. I've noticed it too, but I've always felt disconnected. I'm going to make sure I interact more

from now on.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Julie R. Neidlinger Writes Lone Prairie Blog Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Several years go a friend and I managed to snag a table at Belle's castle for dinner at Disney World. You

have to reserve months in advance for that, but it was a rainy night and we took a chance sometime

canceled. We had a blast but then I noticed what looked like two grandparents and their adult daughter

with her young child. The grandparents were trying hard to make it special but the mother never looked up

from her phone. The only time she was roused was to scold her daughter and argue with her parents.

I don't know that I can attest to what you've described seeing in recent years, but in the past decade the

screen has served effectively to zombify everyone. Maybe LNP are doing some additional damage but the

screen, the smartphone-- it has destroyed every aspect of meaningful human relationship. There's no

place it hasn't been pulled out and ripped people from situational awareness into a fog. I watch young

mothers on airplanes and in restaurants and stores just scroll and scroll and scroll and tune out their kids.

LIKE (47) REPLY (4) SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

Yes I agree with that. I was a long time holdout on getting my first smart phone because I could see

how it was changing people’s behavior and how everyone had their heads down and glued to their

phone and oblivious to their surroundings. I didn’t want to become like that and held out as long as I

could (I’m a bit of a Luddite and get no thrill from modern technology), but it became really difficult

not having a smart phone because our society was becoming more and more reliant on them and I

decided I needed to bite the bullet and finally get up to speed. So I finally bought an iPhone in early

2021 and have been playing catchup ever since (still feel way behind in my tech skills). The sad part

is now I’ve become one of “those” people who is constantly looking at my phone (they’re quite

addictive).

The only saving grace is Substack and writers like Naomi, it’s been a godsend during these trying

times...

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 4

especially sad to see entire families at a restaurant and every single one of them is looking down at a

device of some kind, zero interaction with each other. I sit there thinking, 'why the hell are you even

HERE?! you could do that shit at home.'

they zombie stuff definitely predates covid jab. maybe it made it worse, who knows, but it was

happening already.

LIKE (15) REPLY (2) SHARE

Renee Marie Sep 4

You sound like me! I notice the same thing. It’s very disturbing. There should be a rule in the

family: no cell phones at the dinner table!

LIKE (4) REPLY (3) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 5

my mother has that rule. she's 85 and its been NO phones at the table for as long as any of

us have had phones.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Marie Sep 5

SMART WOMAN!!!!

💥

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Rebecca S. Sep 5

I invited an old friend I had not seen in a while out to dinner, my treat. We arrived at the

restaurant and ordered. My friend sat texting other people at the table. I repeatedly tried to

express interest in their life, asked questions, tried to get a conversation going. They

continued texting. This went on for about 20 minutes. The waiter came to the table. I

requested my order to go. He brought the food in a bag. I paid for our meals. Then I just

took my food, wished my texting friend well, got up and went home.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 5

Bravo! Good decision!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Renee Marie Sep 5

She definitely has no emotional intelligence! WOW! I’m sorry you had to deal with that

nonsense. Absolutely incredible!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Maureen Sep 5

I never allowed cellphones at the table. At first my teenage kids balked, but now as 20-

somethings they thank me and bemoan that too many of their friends ignore them while

out to dinner to gaze at their phones instead. It’s sad, and disrespectful.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Julie R. Neidlinger Writes Lone Prairie Blog Sep 5

This sounds crazy to people, but growing up, my parents took the TV out of the house

and we never got it back until the last year or two of high school. It seemed so horrible

then, but my siblings and I constantly say it was the best thing they ever did. Hard at

the time, not to know the TV shows everyone was talking about, but we read books

and did things outside. Screens mesmerize in ways that too often exceed the good

they could do in other ways.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 5

totally relate to that! when I was a teen (late 70's) we were always too busy doing

other things to ever bother watching TV. if I was watching TV, it was only

because I was sick (rarely) or literally had nothing else to do (again, rarely.) I

much prefer books, you know, real books (not books on screens)

To this day, if I'm the only one home, that TV will not go on for days. yet I know

people who's TV is never off & its doesn't matter if they are actually watching it

or not. It annoys the heck out of me.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SimulationCommander Writes Screaming into the Void Sep 4

I had an experience like that with my softball team just before the pandemic. We went out to the

bar for a few beers after the game, and when I looked around EVERYBODY ELSE was on their

phones. Why are we even here?!?!?

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 5

^^ right?!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

I think along with all the manipulations to confuse, and bring down people has added to ppl wanting

and needing to escape. Intentional & good for the tech business.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

MB Sep 4

It's a drag on our attention spans, but more importantly, our creativity and imaginations. So many

Americans threw themselves into the online world during the pandemic that pulling ourselves out

might be too much to ask.

LIKE (13) REPLY SHARE

Janet Olsen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A dear friend of mine studied Rudolf Steiner. He mentioned something to me over 10years ago. One is that

children will have so many immunizations in their life that it will be hard for the soul to fully incarnate.

Secondly that pure evil will come thru technology ; technology will be god. I think we are seeing that. I do

reiki and qigong. These past 3years have been hard for me. Subtly, and not so subtly, changes. It can be

hard to stay grounded and can easily see how people who are not aware are sleep walking. People doing

that even before 2020. I feel like I am with a fellow Tribe sister. Thank you.

LIKE (29) REPLY (3) SHARE

quiet observer Sep 5

I agree. I have some experience with using Reiki on myself and close family members, and something

feels dead to me energetically in the thrice-vaccinated when I hug them. It is an uncomfortable

feeling to to the point that I make the hug as brief as possible. My nieces and nephews are starting to

have babies and they are all covid vaccinated and I am anxiously watching the babies' development

and pray they are okay.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

On their VeilofReality podcast Bernhard Guenther and Laura Matsue have referred to an energy

worker named Thomas Mayer who has written a book about the spiritual implications of the Covid

vaccine in which he says similar things as you’re describing. I haven’t read it but after reading yours

and others comments I feel like I should.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Katie Ames Sep 4

I feel like when I do detox I feel more connected with god / the divine. If heavy metals and such are

going to our pineal gland and other parts of our brain that could explain why we are all so spiritually

lost.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Amy Gallagher Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, I was watching the end of , "The Dimming," by Dane Wigington,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf78rEAJvhY GeoEngineering Watch,

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org, when an email notification popped up alerting me to this stack. I

got a bit of the shivers reading this because the notice popped up towards the end of the documentary

when the scientists were talking about how dangerous nanoparticles from climate engineering are to the

human body, actually to all of nature, how they can't be eliminated, cross every cell membrane and cause

disease.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

Terrifying. Remember the book around 2000 by Michael Crichton about nanotechnology

outsmarting mankind and thus the beginning of the end? Didn’t that author die mysteriously?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

The Outsider Writes The Outsider Substack Sep 4

It wasn’t mysterious. He died from lymphoma.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

Ok. Prob had him confused with someone else. He was exposing, so to speak, the

incredible power of nanotechnology.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Debby Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent writing Dr. Wolf. I agree there has been a great change in social behaviors. I wonder if the

amount of people on SSRI's might have something to do with the numbness and disconnect people are

exhibiting along with the toxic mRNA shots?

LIKE (14) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

Perhaps they needed the numbing from the antidepressants? At least that is what they did to me

after taking them a short while. I was much less sensitive, but I didn't like the tradeoff even though

coping with work situations were easier and other benefits.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4

All of the above IMO

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

BEAN2 Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Amen.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

ann moorman Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’ve never been shy but even though I only wore 3 or 4 masks the entire scourge whenever I walk past

people I always look down or away. No eye contact unless they have a dog, then I light up and smile

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Jillian Stirling Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don’t know what to make of this. My feeling is lockdown and masks have added to this. The bio chemical

causes are something you can only guess at. Babies looking at masked adults would have lost language

development and emotional attachment. Young mothers used to tell me that,’they get used to it’. My reply

was,’Well, they shouldn’t’!

LIKED (19) REPLY SHARE

Luvvvy Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are reminding me of a video, from 2 years ago, made by a monk who served in a Christian church and

who was revered for his energy and connection with God. He struggled with the issue of vaxxing and

finally took 1 dose, and was one who immediately noted his disconnect from God. What troubled him

equally it seemed, was that the people that he served spiritually, were no longer responding to him, and

his electric energy or chemistry. He was treated as just another dude, with no special place in the group, it

was just as he felt. Poor guy. He went through much guilt and only took the one shot, which he seemed to

work through - so he restored his connection and was able to resume his work. Whatever they are

bombarding ppl with, is definitely messing with our energy fields and chemistry etc.

LIKE (42) REPLY (4) SHARE

ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 12

Found it. I had to use Russian because it is INCREDIBLY censored.

https://thewhiterose.uk/covid-inoculation-also-attacks-the-spirit-testimony-of-a-priest-monk/

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Deborah Writes The Mexico Letters Sep 15

Thank you so much!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Luvvvy Sep 12

Wow, amazing - you were led by Spirit. Thank you! I will save the link.

It’s interesting. The Monk disregarded some cues — “As I was heading towards the vaccination

center, right before .. I felt (smelled) a stench that surprised me.” - the warning of the surprising

stench, was one sign that he dismissed. And that ties in with Naomi’s observations, about

people who are not aware and are showing their lack of connection from themselves and others.

Like these monk, the many people who are unplugged are likely missing many important,

unspoken cautions and communications - that could possibly save them from a world of

heartache.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 12

But thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumph in Christ, and manifests through us

the sweet aroma of the knowledge of Him in every place. For we are a fragrance of Christ

to God among those who are being saved and among those who are perishing; to the one

an aroma from death to death, to the other an aroma from life to life. And who is adequate

for these things? (2 Cor. 2:14-6)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Deborah Writes The Mexico Letters Sep 6

Do you have a link to that video?
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Sep 12

Found it. It is heavily banned and censored and I had to use Russian to find it.

https://thewhiterose.uk/covid-inoculation-also-attacks-the-spirit-testimony-of-a-priest-monk/
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

my sister (and her family) were devote, practicing Catholics, mass every Sunday, her husband runs

the men's charity group, etc. come covid and they're devoured by the fear porn. of course their

church starts having mass 'virtual'. of course they run to get jabs, first opportunity. fast forward 3 full

years and they JUST started going back to mass 'in person'. well over a year after their parish

resumed 'in person' services. just got too easy to sit and watch mass in your PJ's. hey, it 'counts'

(even though they aren't receiving Communion?) they both never stopped going to work, BIL never

stopped golfing but Mass... ?? kinda blew my mind a little.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Unagnu Sep 4

We may have read the same. In the version I read, he was an Orthodox Greek monk, and he was

tormented by Satan because the vax had fetal tissue in it, and he asked the Demons how they had

access to him, a baptized holy man. They told him it was in the vax he had taken, and he had 'let

them in' by injecting the fetal cells and thus committing a sin (by his lights). He felt disconnected

from God, could no longer connect to the God Head. He prayed fervently to Our Lady and claims it

was she that stepped in to help him and restored is connection to God. He was warned to never take

another jab and to warn others of the dangers...

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 4

I remember hearing that one. On a side note, although I refused the jab, I got covid last fall while

traveling. I live alone and this was the first time that I was in airports and on planes, in crowded

tourist areas, eating in dining halls, presumably around lots of vaxxed people. I took ivermectin

upon my return and got rid of the symptoms within a few days. However, I stopped going to

mass for at least a month and then when I did go back I was so "not in the mood for church"

that I would pretty much only go to the lazy person's last-chance-mass at 5 pm on Sunday. It

seriously occurred to me that the spike protein had some sort of demonic element to it that

made me indifferent to going to mass. For us Catholics it's actually a mortal sin to skip church

(we receive holy communion at every mass.) So in the past 10 years I probably only missed

mass a handful of times. But since I got covid, I missed it many times and just now, 11 months

later, I have managed to get myself back to the Sunday morning mass. (Thank God, because it

means so much to me.) I thought of that Greek Orthodox priest!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Neil Kellen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I just went to a small family gathering over labor day and struggled to understand why everyone "felt" two

dimensional to me.

Now I may know.

LIKE (20) REPLY SHARE

Samantha Ames Writes Samantha’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Brilliant piece! My husband and I keep noticing nothing but zombies. I used to joke and called them the

Pod People as in the original Invasion Of The Body Snatchers. The comment would be.. it looks like them

but they don't act right. But this isn't funny. It's very scary. We know that Testosterone has plummeted for

decades do to the water. Yes, it has turned Frogs "gay" The studies are scary because this is effecting the

animal population. But what about humans? Children need those stares from their mother and father.

Cuddling and interaction. What will these "sterilized" children turn into? So perhaps it is not just the jab

but what came before, that enables a bigger more noticeable reaction. I think they are aiming to create the

Eloi society from Wells' Time Machine. The horn will blast and they will line up brainlessly, to be eaten by

the Morlocks!

LIKE (20) REPLY (2) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4

Even before all this I used to tell people to just look around and you will find the pods! Very prescient

movie!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Neil Kellen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Remember Bill Gates stated that global population would be reduced through vaccines. Apart from

the physical damage caused by the vaccines, decrease in reproduction through a decrease in

touching, connecting, and desiring could be part of the design. Maybe it is actually the primary

design objective, and all that "other stuff" is just "happy coincidence".

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4

Did anyone ever doubt Kermit Gates? Why is he still breathing???

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Michael Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Off the wall: Did anyone watch the opening ceremony for the Commonwealth Games for 2023? A giant

mechanical bull was worshiped by hundreds of frolicking humans. Really! Look for the videos in the Net

and tell me the ceremony does not at least symbolically represent worship of Baal, the devil. Who made

this, in my opinion, travesty possible? None other than the present King of England, King Charles. If that

isn’t end- times apocalyptic, what, pray tell, is?

LIKE (23) REPLY (6) SHARE

JulieW Sep 4

He’s a fruitcake of the first order

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Unagnu Sep 4

Worse, look at the openning ceremonies for the train tunnel in Switzerland that connected through a

mountain. https://www.traditioninaction.org/History/G_032_Tunnel1.htm

Devil worship and calling... Covid19? What we are seeing or saw?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

YES!!! But that was 2022. Everyone needs to see it. Also the opening ceremony for 2012 Olympics

also in UK. The book The Antichrist and A Cup of Tea by Tim Cohen says it all. KC is evil to the core in

fact the entire RF is

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Michael Sep 4

Looked the book you mentioned up. Did you know that it is selling used on Amazon.ca for

595.00 dollars? Thanks for the reference though.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4
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I stand corrected. I have a handful of books here w me and I do have that one. Mine is

softcover, I would imagine the one you saw was hardcover? I love my books! 

🧑💻

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4

Holy freaking cow! Unfortunately mine is in storage w most of my other things. I pray it

hasn't been destroyed. I doubt Dr. Jensen is still w us, he makes so much sense. I really

learned a lot from that book. Hopefully you can find some of his work online. Thanks!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Terry L. Clark Writes Terry L Clark on Substack Sep 4

There's a second/revised edition coming out, that you can order directly from the publisher

for $40, plus presumably shipping. https://prophecyhouse.com

Or, you can put the title of the book in quotation marks, then add "PDF" after the title, and

do an internet search.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Michael Sep 4

Thanks

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

See my essay on the "Ancient Gods" and on the Coronation here on Substack. Agree.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Mark Much Sep 4

Will Charles III be beheaded like Charles the first, along with his pals Klaus and Bill?

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Letsrock Sep 4

We can only hope. 

🤞🙏🤞

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Dr. DLV Sep 4

They have been doing this for decades. Olympic game openings, NFL halftime shows, Grammy

awards, etc.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Dr. DLV Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Definitely a wonderful essay which inspires readers to think. My husband, our 30 yo son, his wife and our

15mo old completely unvaccinated granddaughter just returned from a 10 day Alaskan cruise. I can

confirm that our granddaughter was the life of the boat. She bounced from person to person under the

watchful eye of either her parent or grandparent close behind. She is saying "HI!!!" to everyone, smiling

and dancing in her awkward toddler way. She was such a joy! All the crew knew her name as did several

hundred of the passengers who were strangers prior. She was enthralled with the sights and sounds. She

even got brought up on stage to dance with one of the bands. The crowds went wild with applause!

Everyone we passed stopped to talk to her in her stroller, or on our laps or in our arms as we carried her.

There is still joy in pockets of humanity. We unvaccinated will NEVER let that go.

LIKE (87) REPLY (5) SHARE

AuroraNite Sep 8

I agree the disconnect is evident. Perhaps an explanation is a society overwhelmed. We are all

affected by the calamities inflicted upon us by the Politicos policies. From grocery, fuel, utilities

prices.The dollars don’t s t r e t c h like they use to.

Illegal immigration across our borders, disasters in Maui with near Zero relief to its people while

Billions given to Ukraine. The Covid era has also left mothers more reluctant to well meaning

strangers interacting with their children. Years ago each grocery store errand brought encounters of

pats on the heads, gaze into eyes with a smile asking, “how old are you?” and my little one holding

out 3 fingers. “Do you know your ABC’s?”

Sad its no more....

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

2FollowHim Writes 2FollowHim related topics Sep 5

Truly a 'bundle of joy', and this cruise sounds like a big plus for her.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kathy Lux Sep 4

Long live pure bloods! Same with my son’s family. The kids love to converse with us and are really

engaged. No jabs there!

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rebecca Hessey Writes Rebecca’s Substack Sep 4

There are no pure bloods. Everyone’s blood is affected.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

2FollowHim Writes 2FollowHim related topics Sep 5

Relative, please read about the little girl at the top of the page.

It's like ALL that's been done to this gorgeous earth, WAS, yes, but again, there's still

SOME?

So, it's 'UNCOMPROMISED BLOOD'.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rebecca Hessey Writes Rebecca’s Substack Sep 5

https://open.substack.com/pub/anamihalceamdphd/p/video-of-c19-pfizer-

bioweapon-shows

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Donna Furnival Writes Donna’s Substack Sep 4

This is so wonderful to hear. I think we're all starving for connection. Or, maybe just unvaccinated?

LIKE (16) REPLY SHARE

Dr. DLV Sep 4

I went also. Left myself out. LOL.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Sep 4

https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/extinction-level-event

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

🐝

bee Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A VERY thought provoking piece. Thank you for these questions and cited research.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Sep 4

Now you know how the Omega Man felt.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Her Indoors Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Covid Vaccines from a Spiritual Perspective Thomas Meyer.

Right from the first jabbed wandering the streets - no aura. A green hazey yuck instead. Cold, dealthly

cold. How are they still alive? Goes completely against theories and beliefs of the human energy field.

We've found no way to restore it, something we do elsewhere and using fairly standard techniques that

anyone can learn within the healing arena.

There are techniques to help those who have passed over be cleared of this generational poison, but not

beginners work or for the faint hearted.

And that work started December 2020, hundreds dead within the first few weeks for sure. Cos they came

and asked for help, that's how we know.

Notes from a shaman 

🙏

LIKE (12) REPLY (2) SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

I’m glad you’ve mentioned Thomas Mayer. He talks about the same stuff Naomi writes about in this

article.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Her Indoors Sep 4

Yep, our experience too. It's evil and whatever lies beyond evil. 20+ years of working in the

etheric and this is a totally different ball game, and not in a good way 

🙏

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Explain more? Who asked for help?

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Her Indoors Sep 4

The dead came and asked for help, all killed within days of the poison jab. Asking for help to

clear it from their earthly and spirit bodies. It's grim Naomi, beyond any concept of the horrors in

the living. It doesn't end with death. I've had to find and learn totally new techniques to deal with

this new reality in spirit.

I completely agree with those saying they can't feel or smell their kids, lovers etc. They can't

because they're already gone, the vital essence has been poisoned.

There are 'healers' who say they can restore the aura. Perhaps a temporary fix but beyond that I

disagree. This is something else.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Free Human Sep 4

the dead, who died from the injections.

https://steinerbooks.presswarehouse.com/browse/book/9783910465008/Covid-Vaccines-

from-a-Spiritual-Perspective

Dick Allgire put out a short video the other day too, about the massacred from Lahaina being in

need of shamanic and ancestor assistance to cross over properly...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rq07_RUjWfU

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

V L N Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Covering our faces, staying apart, perceiving each other as threats, for way too long, as also severely

injured the un-injected... My hubby & I are working so hard, to correct this barrier, in our own lives... 

😩🙏

What a horrific social experiment.. Bastards!! Besides unbelievable, maybe generations long, physical

damage..

LIKE (28) REPLY (2) SHARE

Katrina the Hurricane Sep 5

And they’re trying to rekindle it for 2.0

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Anna Cole Sep 4

I feel the same way!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

ArnoldF Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf, off topic, but how do the unvxxed not participate in the new fear porn "brought to you by" big

pharma and the media over the next covid variant epidemic. Certainly, anyone with eyes open can see the

writing on the wall that this is coming this winter. They cannot wait to repatriate covid to in order to bring

out the CBDC's, manipulate the presidential vote, and bring about the global reset climate change tyranny.

We need a cohesive and resilient set of role models of resistance in order to have a possibility of derailing

this...please please write about this!

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

First shut off the news. Then hand-pick your information sources that are trusted. Then rebuild and

strengthen all of your social networks. Go to Church Mosque or Synagogue. Do art. Source your food.

Print your financial documents. Get a solar generator. Get a weapon for self-defense. Learn to shoot

it. And so on.

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don't know about a medical caused change. I have noticed what I would call a social change. It has been

my experience that if one takes the 1st step with a smile and a comment most people seem to almost be

hungry for interaction.

LIKE (29) REPLY (2) SHARE

Warrior Mom Sep 4

what's kind of weirding me out is the whole, 'shake hands or not to shake hands' thing now. I've

always been a hand-shaker when meeting new people. then it became taboo. but now I'm like, fuck

it... I stick my hand out and DARE the other person, cuz you know you're gonna look the jerk if you're

the one to refuse to shake hands.

seriously, wtf... the germaphobe stuff is nuts. we live in a world that's literally dependent on microbes;

killing them all off is BAD thing. stop with the hand san on the kids, all over your shopping carts &

cars. just stop already. its counterintuitive.

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Sep 4

I never changed my habits.

Shake hands, hug, whatever seemed appropriate. If they got perturbed I would apologize. But I

just keep on, otherwise, your right, it's weird.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Janet Sep 4

I’ve noticed that also. I try and engage the people in stores at the checkouts. To get them in

conversation so they know I SEE and HEAR them. It usually works with the mood changing.

LIKE (23) REPLY SHARE

Franklin Carroll Writes Reactionary Reactions Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well, what I find interesting about your description of parents, is that this is how men behave when they

are walking in groups---having had a knee injury from playing football, I would constantly have to struggle

to keep up with friends on hikes throughout my twenties and thirties. (Now I go alone or with one other

person. I am done with this crap. I assume it would still happen otherwise.) I even have close friends who

would apologize to me for doing it, and continue to do it again on another hike---as if the group develops

its own pace and instinct takes over. As if leaving behind stragglers is an instinct. Of course, it is also

possible my friends didn't like me. But I have seen other men discuss this. It is almost like the family is

reverting to the behaviour of the hunting pack.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

WOW this makes sense. The women used to balance out this instinct and now they do not. Everyone

is acting like "men in a pack." No disrespect to men but I know what you mean.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Ely Writes The Truth Patrol Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

To be honest Naomi, I don’t find a difference in the human contact of patients and friends that I see. There

is lots of hugging. It could be a generational thing; I’m turning 77.

When people are unwell due to the vaccines or other issues, their psyche is affected and naturally there

will be an alteration in their energy state. Try and be energetic when you’re not sleeping.

The other thing is that Covid tyranny has assaulted people’s senses—it’s dehumanised us—much in the

same way experienced In communist regimes. Many are disconnected as a result.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jillian Stirling Sep 4

I am inclined to agree with you. The dehumanising happens we wear masks and are not allowed to

interact.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

Plus, the continued assaults with constant images forced on us we don’t want to see (sex- gay

exchanges that used to be considered porn), on just about all shows and movies. People used

to be much more MODEST! Why? Because these interactions are supposed to be SPECIAL

PRIVATE INTIMATE EXCHANGES, not cheap, meaningless exchanges. Maybe I’m just too old-

fashioned, but think its just another vital interaction the evil want to take away from humanity

and program the weak to go along with it and other sacred human exchanges.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Cecilia Valdez Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is very sad the world we are living in. I feel for my four daughters, who are all young adults. But some

verses from the Word of God seem to coming to pass:

1 Timothy 4:1-3 But the Holy Spirit tells us clearly that in the last times some in the church will turn away

from Christ and become eager followers of teachers with devil-inspired ideas. 2 These teachers will tell

lies with straight faces and do it so often that their consciences won’t even bother them.

3 They will say it is wrong to be married and wrong to eat meat (no more beef ), even though God gave

these things to well-taught Christians to enjoy and be thankful for.

2 Timothy 3:1-5 But realize this, that in the last days difficult times will come. 2 For men will be lovers of

self, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, revilers, disobedient to parents, ungrateful, unholy, 3 unloving,

irreconcilable, malicious gossips, without self-control, brutal, [a]haters of good, 4 treacherous, reckless,

conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, 5 holding to a form of [b]godliness, although they

have denied its power; Avoid such men as these.

these things sure seem to be coming true more than ever.

It is very sad to see and I mourn too, I mourn that the life we knew before Covid is never coming back.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Michael Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

On balance my kids are doing all those things you mentioned in the article like staring into their newborn’s

eyes and singing as well as supervising their kid’s surroundings, to a fault in my opinion. That being said:

People in my circles hav oddly become less critical. The scientists I know say science is the master but

neglect to question anything concerning mRNA. My friends who proclaimed agnostic or better views

refuse to find fault in the cultish behaviour of climate fear acceptance and have all succumbed to it.

People say, “why do you look at that stuff? It’s making you sick.” I respond that what happened may be

genocide. They tell me that I’m a fool. Maybe I am. Who knows? Doctors call people who experienced

adverse side effects after the vaccines sick in the head and then say the shots could never cause those

problems. The list goes on, but I really notice that people around me, many of them very successful

professionals at retirement age, no longer respond logically to probing questions. 1990: Cruzan vs

Director, Missouri Dept of Health. 497 US 261, 270 gives me hope that the legal system will again soon

right itself. This USSupreme Court case has been cited as the definitive case that prohibits government/

police power enforcement of any medical treatment.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ellen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It feels like I am being so disrespectful of the many dead, injured and dying when I choose not to

“look at that stuff” as your friends advise. What is left of our humanity when we just elect to look the

other way when the bodies are “mysteriously” stacking up all around us. Some days I really cannot

believe that this is an actual society and world in which we currently live. I want to remain the person

who mourns these unnecessary deaths because I feel like when I’m able to just look aside and ignore

them, I will have become no better than all of the other zombies who just refuse to see this obvious

genocide.

LIKE (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

V L N Sep 5

Amen!!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Michael Sep 4

But, they always say, I don’t know anyone who died. Sounds like, “ I was just following orders…”

of Nuremberg fame, does’t it?”

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Paulina415 Writes Truth & Humour Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Im grateful for the first two comments, that stated vaxxed couples had thriving babies and are relating to

their newborn. As we know, the vials were all different. Well, maybe we don’t KNOW, but this seems to be

clear that the vials were not the same and some may have been placebo. Here is what I know for sure. We

must NOT comply a minute longer. We must wear no masks, and get no shots. EVER. For anything. I keep

wanting to remind everyone. The DTAP and all other so called “vaccines” are just as dangerous and

probably contain all the NP’s as well. God bless everyone. If you are here, reading Naomi’s substack, you

are one of the lucky ones I would guess whose eyes are open.

LIKE (17) REPLY (1) SHARE

Peri Writes Consistent Principles Sep 5

Not only the vials were different. Every human being is a biochemical individual, unique as

fingerprints but at unimaginable levels of complexity. We need to recognize that many, perhaps most,

vaccinees may be unharmed by the shots. At the same time, we need to keep shouting from the

rooftops that these are the most reactogenic vaccines ever approved, containing ingredients that

have never been tested properly, and contaminants that may never all be identified. Perhaps when

the dust settles we’ll be able to have the conversations heretofore forbidden about risks versus

benefits, antibody production versus actual immunity, and compensation for those who are injured.

The last is critical: even the safest, most defensible, most effective vaccine will injure some people.

Such people need to be promptly recognized and treated with lavish generosity and care, instead of

funneled into adversarial bureaucracies designed to minimize their suffering, exhaust their patience,

and keep them quiet.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

HBruce Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I wonder if it isn't the vaccines so much as it is a sickness that has infected the human soul. As I have said

from the beginning, the mask mandates, the social distancing the shut downs was an anti-human occultic

ritual designed to shift humanity from being under God to being under something else. Maybe we are in

some sort of deep spiritual mourning over the loss of our connection with our Creator. Perhaps the Spirit

of Life has been replaced by the spirit of death. I personally believe that Jesus is our Messiah. He came

2000 years ago to fulfill that which was written about in Isaiah 53. We have rejected the one who said he

was The Way, The Truth and The Life. The Way was made by his suffering unto death on a cross as a

perfect and living sacrifice for our sins. The God who proclaimed that the wages of sin was death, then

gave Himself as the solution. He paid the price himself and that was the plan even before the creation of

the world. Humanity needs to repent and turn back to God, the one who made us and the one who loves

us beyond anything we can imagine. Jesus said once we believe in him and the one who sent him, then

that person has already been changed from death into life and that he promised he would never let us go.

I fear that the majority of us have allowed ourselves to fall under a new master, the great deceiver. I pray

for mercy that God will open our eyes so that we can see what is true and turn back to Him.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Liz P. Sep 4

Do you remember during the BLM riots that coincided with the plandemic? During that time an

African-American man made a video pointing out all the occult things BLM was doing to actually

curse the public during those riots and it made a lot of sense. One was making people "Say her

name" (Brianna ... who was probably a ritual sacrifice) and saying her name was an incantation. I

agree the whole thing was ramping up the culture of death, global genocide to be exact, and BLM

was the occult arm ensuring it's success with their street rituals. I refused to attend any mass where

the priest was wearing a mask. I think the mask was part of the ritual and the Church foolishly

complied with the occult mandates, like idiots, because they thought it was the correct thing to do.

The whole thing was diabolically inspired. Thankfully I found a traditional parish where they didn't

wear a mask.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kieron Sep 5

The Super Bowl halftime show is doubtless an occult ritual, as well. I got rid of my TV when I

became aware of this kind of thing.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Cindy Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

When I was teaching grades 7-12, I saw a lot of parental indifference in the 1970's and '80's. I think cell

phones have caused a lot of the more recent changes--there are studies that show that the phones can

become physically addictive because of the dopamine the brain releases with use. I remember reading

about a teenage girl whose parents took away her phone as a punishment and she ended up vomiting

less than an hour later.

But the vaccines have also had a huge effect on everyone who got vaxxed, no doubt about it. Everything

is energy, including our bodies. And, of course, we are souls--pure energy--living in bodies. So when the

vax affects bodies, it also affects souls.

We need to prepare for the effects of the vax that are coming, especially in health care. I've been reading

about hospitals and other facilities closing because of lack of staff and physicians closing down their

practices. And we're barely into the midterm effects.

And my research into ADHD and the autism spectrum has shown how chemicals can cause adverse

reactions in the brain, including depression, which is why people on anti-depressants can become

suicidal--the pills not only have the medicine but also binders and usually food coloring. So people who

get vaxed can have serious problems thinking straight after the vax enters their brains through their blood

streams.

We need to get ready for what's coming.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cindy Sep 4

Sources for chemicals: "Why Your Child Is Hyperactive," by Dr. Ben F. Feingold and "The Future of

the Mind," by Michio Kaku.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE
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Warrior Writes Beyond Treason Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow, this was such an enlightening feature, and yes, it makes me sad (and angry) because I have sensed

much the same , perhaps on a less sensitive or wide perspective.

Thank you Dr. Naomi , as we are blessed in that you you enrich and teach us much.

May the angels watch over you and keeps you safe .

Sending you love, light and hugs.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Katie Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I know exactly what you mean. I live in a major US city, in a red state. Drivers, especially, are getting worse.

Last week, I avoided at least three major accidents, which isn’t that uncommon (especially in a city) but

I’m the only one who REACTS. I’ve seen drivers almost T-bone other cars and they don’t even flinch. They

just keep going. It’s astonishing.

Prior to 2020, my neighborhood was always busy. Either a cookout or just being outside tending to the

yard, etc. The kids were always on bikes and walking dogs. It’s not that way at all now. Neighbors barely

say hello when in years prior, they would not only stop to say hello, but stay and have a conversation. A

single gentleman who is around my age (45) down the street made the exact same observation a few

months ago. He told me everyone walks around like a zombie. There’s no emotion. The light from their

eyes are gone. And I was surprised that he not only noticed, but was willing to have a conversation about

it. I have found that people who are politically aligned with me tend to have more of these conversations

than my liberal friend 3x’s vaxxed who lives in the opposite direction. I know they’re deathly afraid to admit

the obvious, so if they don’t entertain the thought, it isn’t happening. And I’m afraid there’s no going back.
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Cheryl Sep 4

It's possible your vaxed friend is simply oblivious to it.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Katie Sep 6

Very possible! She consumes CNN/MSNBC and worships Hollywood. However, she was out

with other friends of mine early in 2021 and made a scene yelling at another person for daring to

not be vaccinated. Absolutely mind blowing stuff.
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Peter and Ginger Breggin Writes Peter and Ginger Breggin Exposi… Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, your observations are so very crucial at this critical juncture. How heartbreaking--the

disconnection between mothers and children, fathers and their babies, and humans one to another. I am

seeing this, too when I am at the grocery store or otherwise out and about.

We have recently interviewed physician and pathologist Dr. Ana Maria Mihalcea who has described how

she and dozens of colleagues around the world are discovering nanotechnology in the mRNA injections

and other medicines. Their findings point to the Department of Defense is using the "vaccines" for

nanotechnology experiments that appear designed to irrevocably change the essences of biological

humans and perhaps even capture humans through wireless connections, enslaving them.

My husband Peter Breggin MD discusses his reform work prior to the COVID years, when he was able to

stop aspects of early mind control experiments being done by the federal government, including bringing

to a halt a resurgence of psychosurgery (lobotomy) in the early 1970s.

The interview and our column accompanying the audio explore this complex and often shocking issue.

https://www.americaoutloud.news/blurring-lines-nanotechnology-vaccines-and-control/
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Thank you so much. Honored to have your input here. It is true, Dr Breggin's work in the early 1970s

was definitely a triumph over the same kind of war on human consciousness and autonomy that we

are seeing now just with a new technology.
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Peter and Ginger Breggin Writes Peter and Ginger Breggin Exposi… Sep 4

Thank you so much, Naomi~

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Reg Bielamowicz Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I'm just glad I was born in 1951. My family was the first one in my town to have a TV, which we got when i

was 6 years old, in 1958. People would come over to see what this new contraption was. There were two

channels, both signing off at midnight.

The first six years of my life were the richest. Up till then all of my imagination was untainted by the boob

tube, with its lust for capturing people and enticing them to buy stuff, sowing discontent with what we had

in the quest to get more, get better. My favorite people were the old folks living on farms, who never went

to school for a day in their lives and didn't give a hoot for what was going on in cities. As an altar boy when

I'd go with the priest to give Holy Communion to the housebound I was impressed with the decor, or lack

of, I should say, of their houses. No tschachki littering surfaces, just a couple of holy pictures and a crucifix

on the wall. There was a tenderness about them that I have never met in a person who spent 3/4 of their

life in some classroom listening to some professor. It must have been from then that I came to think that

the truly human quality of people could be found by looking back and not ahead toward "progress". These

parents you describe.make me really glad that as a child I missed out on all this present-day egoism.
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INGRID C DURDEN Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

same feelings about most of the injected friends. They seem cold, no more warmth in a hug, and some

don't hug at all anymore (still afraid of an uninjected person, may be) What you describe about babies, I

have seen before 2020. Someone I know almost had her child killed when whe walked on and the toddler

left the side and walked straight into the road. Several people already on the ready to capture the kid, and

then mom saw it. And yes, that kid was given a cell phone at age 2 and probably now has one of her own

as she is 7 now. Everyone is on the cell phone nowadays. You are on the home phone and they cut you off,

and hang up because their cell phone is ringing... and never call back to finish. Sad.
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Marcia Chimento Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am not sure if you are aware of 'all' the work of Charles Lieber (many only think of him as the guy who

was shifting secrets to China, but he is much much more). He had a substantial body of work using

nanowires remotely. Let me know if you would like more info. I would be happy to share.

As always, thank you for all you have done, and all you share with the world.

https://rumble.com/v3d3eb8-the-nanowire-murder-wuhan-links-to-lieber-nanowire.html
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Please. Ugh. Send it to naomi@dailyclout.io
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DSK Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Fear, as subtle as it can be at times, is playing a BIG role here. The writing is on the wind, that just maybe

these jabs are detrimental. Then of course the neuroendocrine factors from the harmful and on occasion

deadly LNPs are also disrupting people's systems. EVERYONE has noted that airline pilots have died,

athletes have died, and myocarditis is affecting large numbers of people. How many days have gone by

where anyone of these events has not been brought to people's attention. So it has cumulated and is

wearing on people, and with some making a serious effort to ignore. People have closed off and put their

heads in the sand. It is like people living in constant denial. So we have both the physical and mental

factors causing people to lose their life-force. Living on low prana has its consequences. How many

people are ignoring any discussion about the jabs. Most. It is taboo for most, and especially for those that

have been jabbed.
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Adrienne Sep 4

Yes, I have suspected the intense self-deception / reality denial that a lot of people are practicing is a

major factor in their energy collapse.
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Cheryl Sep 4

I'm not so sure that most people are even aware of the bizarre deaths of young athletes. I cruiise

around on a lot of different sites, and I don't know that this stuff is even being covered by MSM --

unless it's a famous athlete. Sites that are more on the right side of the spectrum do publish articles

about "mysterious" deaths of young, healthy people.
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

I read Jeff Childers’ Coffee & Covid Substack, he tries to cover all of the notable “SADS” deaths

and it shocks me to see how frequent they are.
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DSK Sep 4

It would be nice to take a poll. But my guess is that less than 50%of people would want to take

it, because it would bring too much to the surface that they want to ignore. But that also means

they have a sense about the reality. The cognitive dissonance has never been so high in this

country. So people intentionally ignore things that do not make them feel good. But on a

subconscious level they know this is likely more than just another virus, especially because they

were first told the "vaccine" was safe and effective. Everyone now knows that was a lie, perhaps

intentional or just "good"salesman ship. In time, when the deaths mount, everyone will know.

But that is also when it is mostly too late.
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Jeannette Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Minor point -- Mistranslations of "chi" & "prana" as "vital life force" are abundant. Pranayama are breath

exercises, and "chi" is above bike pumps in China to signify air for pumping up tires. The character for

"chi" has several nuanced definitions, especially depending on the context. One translation of "chi" in a

medical context is vital air, i.e. that invisible thing without which we cannot live. Plug our noses and

mouths simultaneously for any extended period of time, and death is imminent.

That's not to say there isn't energy or life force, but there is evidence that the West has been

mistranslating for the last several decades at a minimum. See Paul Unschuld's work:

https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520266988/huang-di-nei-jing-su-wen
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TexasRed Sep 4

“Vital air”... like the breath of God that gives life, as described in the Bible? Or the Word of God,

described as “God-breathed.”
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Jeannette Sep 4

The Chinese, as far as I know, did not have a concept of God analogous to the Biblical image.

Rather, in terms of their medical philosophy, humans are a microcosmic reflection of the

macrocosmic universe / nature.

I can't speak well enough on Taoism as a belief system that is fundamental to Chinese medicine,

but I have never heard of "God" as such. I am merely speaking on the language...

"Vital air", put simply, is oxygen. Yes, there numerous types of and definitions of qi (modern

Pinyin) in Chinese medicine. Ying qi, for example, refers to the nutrients extracted from food by

our digestive system.

It just wasn't a spiritual or energetic idea, and people with varying degrees of Chinese language

knowledge debate this. Paul Unschuld is probably _the_ seminal expert on the proper

translation of Chinese, especially from 2000 years ago.

Also, see my response to Joel....
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Joel Bruce Wallach Sep 4

Chi and prana do seem to have their own consciousness. If these energies, by any name, are carriers

of highest consciousness, and if the vaxxes cause loss of chi connection, then it would follow that

many people are increasingly disconnected from the chi/prana carrier wave that helps us resonate

with the Divine.
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Jeannette Sep 4

"energies, by any name" -- agreed.

As I said, I'm not disputing the energy component. It's just not what the Chinese were referring

to in their original model of medicine / anatomy.

What I am suggesting is that "chi" does not mean in Chinese what most English speakers think

it means. What you are referring to is something not originally a part of Chinese medicine,

according to those who are Chinese language experts. (Yes, this is a matter of occasionally hot

debate in the profession.)

If I recall correctly, it was the Dutch visiting Japan that had an accurate translation of the

language in regards to medicine. It was a Frenchman in the 1800's who popularized -- and is

primarily responsible for -- the mistranslation that has persisted into English textbooks about

Chinese medicine.

Whatever the word for such energies in Chinese, it is not, to my knowledge, chi.
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Unagnu Sep 4

YES. THIS. I used to have a connection. I am not jabbed, and only now am I discovering my

connection again. I've moved to Florida, spent time job hunting and have an admittedly

miserable job, but still.. a job. When I come home, I spend time in my garden which has become

my chief release emotionally. I left friends behind, but Covid so changed the friendships I no

longer had a social life. I felt it deeply. Now, as I said, being outdoors in the sun is visceral to my

well being. Walking the neighborhood, planting and watering my plants, smelling my pine mulch

soaking rays of sun up, that is all I am coming to love. And as I do this, I feel I am 'reconnecting'

up to the higher world...
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Kandy W. Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I watched an interview once with a guy in Australia who reads energy, and this was at least a year ago,

where he said the fields of vaccinated people were like to those if not worse than those of dead people.

Yikes. I don't know what the shots are doing to people, but I do know that every single person I know who

got them is having serious health issues, even a friend who is younger than I am. I am praying every day

for all of us. Technology does not help anything either, though, and is definitely taking the human out of

the human being.
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Leskunque Lepew Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Profound. Thank you.
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Air Rik Writes Air’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"there is so much less flirtation, seductive conversation, alluring dress, “mojo”, erotic energy, out in the

street"... A great observation, and - what I like the best about Naomi - she's always so beautifully

OUTSPOKEN...
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Letsrock Sep 4

I thought walking around half naked translates into "alluring"? Most young gals I see today are barely

dressed. But what do I know
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

Yeah I thought the same thing
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

I saw a teenager a few hours ago, on our local walk/bike trail. I swear she was in underwear. not

short-shorts, not sport shorts but what looked like underwear briefs. might as well have been

naked, cuz nothing was left to the imagination, that's for sure. yikes, I remember my mom going

nuts over halter tops in the 70's. geez at least we were covered!
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Esteban Sep 4

So it was all downhill from Harambe. That I can get with.

FJB
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Brien Writes Brien’s Newsletter Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Social Distancing!

It was always about mental health, about breaking the bonds. About making the loss of physical contact

and closeness and all the goes with it the new normal.
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Lisa Sep 4

Also therapy—which used to star a significant bond between patient and therapist—is now almost

entirely remote. Weird. Something has definitely been subtracted.
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V L N Sep 4

I agree! I found it horrific to use the word “social”, when the fact was “physical distancing”.. Was that

also by design?
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zuFpM5*M Sep 4 · edited Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My older daughter was probably vaccine injured. She didn't speak much until after 3 years old. She also

lacked situational awareness through those years. As a result, we did not take her to that aquarium once

she was walking since it is so dark there and she could easily wander off and be unable to find us again.

Eventually we learned to stop getting any injections and she is normal and doing quite well now. Still I

watch her and her sister like a hawk. Of course, I was in the military and I do still watch everyone all the

time, half expecting someone to be wired to explode, so I can't really say I am a normal parent.

On the other hand, we meet with some local parents and their children and all the mothers that I know are

very protective and watchful. If the child goes to the far side of the large playground, so does mom. If they

want to play in the bushes at the end near the houses, they get told to come out where they can be seen.

I also saw a mother just last week who was with her children on a sidewalk near a busy street. When one

kid got too close, she firmly pushed them back with her arm and scolded them. I smiled a lot because I

know -exactly- that feeling.

So I think there are still plenty of parents doing okay!

The most worrisome for me are young children in the playground with rigid or repetitive behavior or babies

that don't smile back. One child at our local playground just wanted to walk back and forth on one wooden

beam that framed the woodchips of the playground. Just that for 15 minutes.

When my daughter was doing poorly, she did not smile enough. A healthy baby will smile at anyone that

looks at them most of the time. I've walked past and caught the eye of a baby in a stroller on the opposite

side of a street and had them smile at me more than one time.

When I see these children that have dampened reactions or rigid behavior, my heart breaks because I am

pretty sure I know why yet I can't really do anything about it directly. Somehow, we have to fix the system

that allows such calculated evil. Civil society cannot continue in the form of a suicide pact.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

as the mom of a 19 yr old with autism, I can say that I literally go NOWHERE where I don't spot

another kid (or teen or young adult) on the spectrum. I can 'hear' them in Walmart. see them walking

on the trail with mom (just like me and my son), see them in the checkout lines, humming and

spinning (or screaming or looking half dead cuz the parents have them drugged to the gills). they are

literally everywhere, EVERYONE knows a family with an effected member, yet no public alarm, no

'let's get to the bottom of this'. wtf.
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VanLife Views Sep 5

I too have an autistic son

20 now

We see the very same things you do
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

((hugs)) to you, VanLife. idk about you, but its like a knife in my heart every time I see a little

one who's obviously on the spectrum. nobody listens until its too late. and now I am sure

that even if you convince someone NOT to vax their baby, there's still enough

environmental toxic exposure that its no guarantee. but my biggest fear is for my son when

I am no longer around. (a fear I'm sure you share)
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VanLife Views Sep 5

Oh yes..... that fear of what lies ahead for him someday. He does have two older

sisters he adores. Everyone is so spread out now and he does not see them very

much but they try to reach out sometimes. So I know he has that family out there. I am

slowly trying to find a property I can live on...small house or mobile home. He can

come along. I think he will always be part time with his dad and part time with me.

Some suggest "is a group home in his future?" Not a fan of the CA Group home

system and well that hurts my heart everytime anyone brings it up.

Maybe parents of Autistic young adults need to buy some land and put tiny houses on

it.... parents at one end and the children not far.

I don't know I always lay in bed at night thinking about it all.

Always nice to see your comments. You take care WM :)
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zuFpM5*M Sep 4

It is terrible and it isn't as if you can just walk up to people and suggest what the cause is. The

average person has been carefully trained to treat anyone who makes such a claim with the

utmost contempt.
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Warrior Mom Sep 5

don't I know it! and who suffers the most? the kids.
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Retired Librarian Sep 4

So glad to hear your child got better!!!
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

^^ ditto (to 'zu' above)
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ArnoldF Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf, I keep saying the same thing on different venues and different times, but it seems like the vxx

weapon is indeed something perfected--as in a perfected evil against humanity and against God the

creator of life. It seems like the perfect stealth weapon to maim and kill in 100 diverse ways without

drawing attention to itself (like the ice heart attack gun), a perfect depopulation weapon that kills some or

destroys fertility, or as you say destroys the desire to have intimacy and to care for each other. Perhaps

Satan gave a man/woman or a group of evil men/women, this vxx code recipe and the will to use it globally

while enjoying a near perfect stealth lockstep to veil this from mankind. God however will not be mocked

over the rise of evil and will take matters into His own hands when the time is ripe. Our Messiah Yeshua

draw you and your family near to Him!
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

I do a-lot of reading but rarely does anyone mention GOD intervening at some point to halt this

massacre! Maybe most people don’t want to offend those with differing religious ideas. I don’t know

but it brought a tear of relief bc it’s staggering the extent this has gotten to with no apparent

punishment so far to those responsible.
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ArnoldF Sep 4

Sharon, agreed its staggering. I am not optimistic its going to come in this life. one thing that

needs to be seen is that injustice is always been with the planet. I believe that the bible speaks

of a God who is Just, does not sleep and will ultimately bring justice and forgiveness from the

cross to those who believe and justice to those who dont want anything to do with God. I believe

justice will be meted out but it might not be in this life. Hitler, Mao, Stalin never got the judgment

they deserved in this life. So I dont have an answer to your question. Another directional thought

that others on this site might not talk much about is the end of the world as the bible and new

testament speaks to. Way to complex to go into details, but the Wrath of God is going to

descend on humanity. Both Testaments speak to this. It talks about the wrath descending from

the hand of God for all of the rebellion and depravity of man. We see things reaching their

zenith. Now it seems to me that we might be near the beginning of those times--how perilous

things are going--the trajectory is clearly off the charts on all fronts. Both testaments affirm a

short amount of time is coming called the Great Tribulation or Time of Jacobs Trouble when

global rebellion is going to reach its crescendo and at same time the wrath of God is clearly

poured out as the book of Revelations and Daniel and Zechariah the prophet write of. Perhaps

Covid and the depopulation agenda is the beginning of those birth pangs, perhaps of the wrath

of man. Certainly we are witnessing a global rise of totalitarianism--of course the elite powers

dont think they are tyrannical--just doing what is for our benefit--its clear they dont. I am

looking to Messiah Yeshua's returning for gentiles and for Jews and looking for His justice to

come.
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For Him Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Hi Naomi,

I will go farther in this direction. I can not explain it with official documentation.. yet.
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I will go farther in this direction. I can not explain it with official documentation.. yet.

Cell towers, solar farms, and wind turbines have gone up at an alarming rate. These emf timebombs are

also massively upgraded often. One friend traveling through one state told me there were at least 75 new

or upgraded towers on their route from last year.

The human body depends on electronic impulses to run. Not only are heart issues skyrocketing around

these upgrades/installations (including strokes in people and pets never had history before) , but it is

causing many issues in body function.

However, the change in people with shots is reportedly showing their individual wifi type connections

showing on phones as they walk by. That means they are putting out actual signals.

I am having reports of bizarre reactions. People with no history of sensitivity or illness (none of the cv

shots including no family) in perfect health have developed reactions after exposure to upgraded towers. I

am not talking about them personally,but reactions to PEOPLE.

Long story short, doing okay at home but after being in public, after a set period of time, severe symptoms

hit. It started at 12 hrs after being out in many areas a year or so ago. Then 24hrs. Then 48. Now 72. You

could set your clock by it it is so specific. It gets severe and then depending on how much is done to

combat it, it can go on anywhere from 2 to 5 days.

This happens around people in public, but in interest of experiment same locations, staying in car, never in

contact with others beyond the car- same results.

The symptoms are not typical illness and are severe and debilitating. This is not triggered by human

touching or proximity,but by distance only. I have heard these jabbed people can broadcast up to a

football field away.

My point is, this is clearly something happening at an even deeper level than you wrote about. It is

nowhere near normal. It involves a network of factors. Social, behavioral, physical, and spiritual. Plus fear

opens the doors to many things in people who have no anchor.

I heard you will be in our area soon, wished I could talk to you about this,but can't attend.

As always, thanks for your writing. It is good to know others are observing what we are.
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Katie Ames Sep 4

I noticed in 2021 that when I hung out with v people that I felt as if a million tiny pins were pricking

me. Not enough to hurt, but enough to make me grumpy and want to go home. I don’t think it

happens anymore, at least not as much.
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MDskeptic Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Something is wrong with humans. It couldn't possibly be the cowardly, lazy, entitled, bloated, arrogant,

incompetent and self congratulatory technomesmerized sheep that make up our tribe. Must be those

blasted nanowhatchamacallits.
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INGRID C DURDEN Sep 4

currently reading a book La mafia médicale by Guylaine Lanctôt: (1999) There are English

translations available. Not finished yet, but she explains how humans lost the contact with their inner

healing center, the soul, and the energy that streams from it, the Qi. Very worth reading.
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Kathleen Janoski Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Moms, and dad...ditch the smartphone and pay attention to your kids.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

RIGHT?!
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David Plaisted Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Most people who get the vax have greatly elevated d-dimer indicating a lot of small clots forming

everywhere. The clots must be very small because they don't show on exams. A dentist said that his vax'd

patients don't bleed any more in tooth extractions the way they used to. Something profound has

happened to their blood even if they don't feel any adverse effects. This is probably also affecting their

brain. I'm not saying that absolutely everyone has this happen or that it can't be counteracted by prayer

and lifestyle but it could be very common these days. Many people feel that we are approaching the

apocalypse.
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Katie Ames Sep 4

I was just reading some substack that think the root of disease is tiny microclots, but that of course

we’re making it worse by creating situations where the blood is forming clots from medical

treatments.
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Elsa Writes Elsa - Thought Creativity Passi… Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I remember a friend talking about a healer whom she worked with at a distance, saying that after the

healer got the shot, her energy field lessened by at least 90% - from strong to almost nothing. She asked

the healer if she felt anything different. The healer did not.
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cat Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I know that the phones have been around for a while, but it does seem like people have become slaves to

their phones. They use them constantly in public and even in private groups including one-on-one. There

is no interest in making small talk or engaging with others outside of the phone screen. If there's

something interesting going on around them, there will be people filming the activity with their phone.

Even when assistance or intervention is needed, filming or looking at the phone screen takes precedence.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

have you seen any group of teens, hanging out in person, lately?? ALL staring at their own screens

and NOT relating to each other, except to point out something interesting on THEIR screens.
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INGRID C DURDEN Sep 4

and the phones keep on ringing, even when in a party. Mine is Off, and only gets turned on for a few

minutes in the morning to check emails quickly, making sure everyone is okay, then off again.
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Stephen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We just returned from vacation and two separate times, a Boomer aged man’s dog lunged and barked at

my 6 year old. On both occasions the dog owner didn’t even look at my son. Didn’t apologize. Nothing.

Just pulled the dog back and kept walking. These were two different men. Two days apart.

Another boomer man on a mountain bike flew right by me and my 9 and 11 year olds as we were walking

up a trail. He was on the wrong side, but didn’t announce himself or anything. Just blew right past us. I

looked in his eyes and he never once even glanced our way.

I don’t remember older men being this callous toward children before. It was pretty striking.
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

That whole “boomer” term is pretty disrespectful IMO. But I’m sorry they were disrespectful to you

and your son.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

oh man, the dog thing, I can totally relate. my son with autism is terrified of dogs because of just that

kind of thing you are describing. (getting a little better now, with lots of coaching and reassurance). a

man with two dogs, both on leashes; he's sitting quietly on a park bench. we just walk by and those

dogs exploded with violent barking and lunging, like we were breaking into their house or

something!! my son (who's 19, a foot taller than me) froze in terror & started screaming. I had to

physically pull him away. the dog owner never did a thing nor said a word, he didn't even appear to

try to calm his dogs! why is he in a public park, near a playground, with out-of-control dogs? its been

3 years and my son is just now, not near panic, when we see even a small dog, while walking. I don't

get it.
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CeeMcG Writes Collective Idiocy Sep 5

We just got back from a 3-day road trip with my BF’s 12-year-old arthritic yellow lab girl, Daisy.

One rest stop had a dog park and an older man there was letting his dog (Doberman mix) run

around freely. His dog came up and kept barking at Daisy and clearly making her anxious, yet

the owner did nothing to restrain his dog or put a leash on him. Made me furious. We see this

constantly.
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S. Ivory, PhD Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This has been going on for quite a while now. In 2012 I presented a paper to a Boston conference for the

association of American and pop culture. It was titled "From Enlightenment to entitlement: training our

kids to be sociopaths". The premise of the paper was that, because of a Quantum Leap in the amount of

time children spent in front of screens, that these had become the primary socializing factors during

personal identity formation in teenagers, yiekding a sense of self that was completely alienated, resting

almost wholly on outsourced recognition. The content of screen messaging between adolescents was

either a barrage of bits too small to carry meaning, or a constant stream of signaling that one was here, in

response to signals that others were also there. The first is content without context, which provides no

meaning other than those carefully crafted and suggested by the manipulative powers that be through

propaganda; the second is a message of presence without content, akin to grunts and whistles between

primates. The fact that most adolescents lose their minds when deprived of their phones is an expression

of losing themselves, because they exist almost exclusively in a virtual neighborhood of so-called friends.

Further, according to the Bystander Effect discovered by Latane and Darley in the 60s, the more people

witnessing an emergency, the less likely individuals are to help. Our adolescents are in a constant

neighborhood of thousands, and are completely isolated and insulated from any sense of obligation to

help others in any way, other than through virtue signaling. It is a maxim in behavioral research that if you

don't use it, you lose it. This means that children who never exercise empathy lose the capacity to

experience it. The other large factor at work here is something found in the research of A. Worthington

from the late sixties, a brilliant information processing psychologist. He determined that the necessity for

the brain to create meaning from an array of dots or pixels on a screen takes up so much cerebral

processing capacity that it has the side effect of inhibiting emotional or physical signaling occurring in the

brain. And again, if something is not used in the cortex regularly, the physiologic capacity to send signals

along those neurons diminishes. So what we are left with is children to whom other people are not

sufficiently real such that empathy produces action, whose own sense of self is posited on a kind of

dependent alienation, and whose physical and emotional facilities are impaired at best. This dampening of

empathy and the derealization of other people's selves constitutes the definition of sociopathy in the

DSM, the manual of psychiatric disorders. It is my understanding, therefore, that we are training our

children to be sociopaths.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Oh my gosh.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

AussieManDust Sep 4

I was an executive headhunter last century. We used the Briggs-Meyer tests and ALL Leadership

positions were being filled by "qualified" Sociopaths. We SELECTED for these traits, these traits are

now dominant.
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🌱🌪🏠

Heather

👠🧹🫧

Sep 4

Which Meyers-Briggs type are the sociopaths?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Patricia Sep 4

How do you determine sociopathy based on Myers-Briggs? Honest question.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

AussieManDust Sep 4

& a good question it is

👏

 Myers-Briggs assessments were only part of the toolbox but I

believe that the utility of MB was in scoping Abstract Reasoning. I was mere BDM, creating

a client base for a specialist "industrial" psychologist; in both exec recruit & corp culture.

He must have been on the correct Corporatist path as BIS Shrapnel was a client ... I made a

shedload of money, recruiting my future enemies 

😔
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Letsrock Sep 4

No wonder.
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Sam Bulloch Sep 4

Absolutely spot on
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Sharon Wood Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I recall about 10 years ago in an Apple ad on their website they showed a man with another man

positioned below (no faces were shown) kneeling suggesting oral activity. I was shocked! Why was this

being shown? I felt invaded with visuals that had formerly been considered porn that I was forced to see!!

That’s just one example. Nowadays, on other shows or movies, its commonplace. We went from mild porn

like scenes to much worse and unwanted too, being tricked into seeing them.

YES! I BELIEVE there has been an INTENTIONAL ratcheting up of ALL kinds of things to disturb,

manipulate, confuse and bring down traditional values and thinking!!!! Let alone what iphones have done

with distracting people so that former ways of being together has been substituted with the hypnotic

trance from them. I am guilty as I love my ipad!!
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GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

Ugh, I really hate the normalization of that shit. Satan really does seem to be at the helm these days...
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Ginny Robinson-Brown Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was recently backing out of a parking space at a gas station and, behind me but to my right, I could see a

woman in my side mirror at the gas pump. She was getting a smaller child out of the car seat, and she had

already taken her older daughter out of the car, so I assumed she would be able to wrangle both kids and

keep the older one close. Thankfully I’m really nervous about kids ending up behind my car as I’m

reversing, so I kept checking for that kid, bc as I backed out the little girl ran right behind my car. I stopped

and turned in my seat to make sure mom was getting her and, to my shock, the mother was watching the

whole time and never once called her daughter back over. Like there was no reaction, not even fear that

her kid could’ve been run over. It’s not like I haven’t seen stressed parents be less observant than they

should be, I’m sure I’ve been that myself with my own child, but the lack of reaction from the mom really

threw me. I even told my husband about it later when I got home. I let it go, didn’t think much about it after

that day (which was just a few weeks ago), but now I’m seeing other ppl comment on this robotic behavior

and I’m wondering if there’s more to it, as well.
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Liz P. Sep 4

I have a similar situation where I live. The boys who live next door rodee their skateboards all summer

in the busy entry driveway of our complex. I work from home and my balcony faces the driveway.

Meanwhile, their mother is nowhere to be found. I absolutely hate to get involved, but finally out of a

sense of moral imperative I took my trash out to make an excuse to talk to them. I was very casual

and tried to talk to them on their level and explained how dangerous it was, pointed out that since we

live on a very busy street (buses run down our street!) If a car turns into the driveway off that street

even if they slam on their brakes the would cause a major accident. I mentioned a friend who ended

up in the hospital from a cracked skull and brain bleed after being hit by a car. I asked them why they

didn't take the bus to the skateboard park. Anyway, afterwards, the smaller boy went and put on a

helmet, but the older brother started riding his skateboard out into the boulevard traffic! (Grinding on

the center divider in between traffic flow.) Evidently some drivers called the police at that point. (Not

me.) They have stopped riding their skateboards. The level of parental negligence is astounding, and

so is the boys' lack of self-preservation.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

I've seen quite a bit of that over the past 8 yrs or so. parents seeming oblivious to their kids. I've had

to actually leave stores because small kids were screaming (screeching,) nonstop or running

uncontrollably, moms not attempting to reign them in and my son with autism freaks out.
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Kay Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I socialize mostly in Christian circles, including with many children, and have not observed any difference

in parenting or in interactions among people of all ages. We hug each other a lot. We look into the eyes of

babies and small children, make faces, and watch them to make sure they don’t get into trouble.

I do not inquire about people’s vaccination status. But I do wonder whether the area where I live was one

where the 30% of inert vaccines were sent. Many of my husband’s family and friends were jabbed, and

none here has been adversely affected, at least to my knowledge. Again, in that circle the interactions

among adults and with the children seem like they were before. That circle are mostly strong Catholics.

So I also wonder: is strong religious belief protective in some way?
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Sep 6 · edited Sep 6

I know vaccinated people who do not act the way Naomi describes in my small community. They are

sluggish and sickly but not anti-social or anti-human. None of them really "got in" to the Lockdown

spirit. A nice elderly friend of mine drove over and hugged me when she found how lonely and

despondent I was in 2020. She believe the virus was bad but said, "I've had my run. Death's no big

deal. I know I'll meet Jesus."
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Liz P. Sep 4

Receiving holy communion is making a difference.
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Kay Sep 5

I wouldn’t be surprised. There is much that we don’t understand.
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Dorothy Unleashed Writes Follow the Yellow Brick Road Sep 4

My area also appears to be exempt from what I’ve been hearing from others online. I walk in wide

circles, so nothing to do with religion.
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Jaye Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

If it helps, my vaxxed daughter and her vxd boyfriend just had a baby, and they are constantly cooing and

talking to her. And this little one started smiling widely by 10 days. It's just one, but it gives me hope.

The boyfriend's vxd sister also had a baby recently, and they, too, talkand play with her
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Anna Cole Sep 4

Same with my nephew! Don't know if it helps that they live in a red state.
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Freedom Sep 4

I’ve found the same with my niece and her now one year old. Very attentive and engaged. Again- just

one baby in my orb, but yes there’s hope.
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Ellen Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Girl, you sure are making me miss the 90s!!! Those were great times. Most people just wanted to fit in or

excel and be the superlative version of normalcy. We had so much laughter because we could all poke fun

at ourselves and others without looking deeply for offense. And we ladies enjoyed the attention of the

male species (not to mention the free drinks 

🍹

). Office banter was fun and uninhibited as people seemed

to inately understand that invisible line between complete debauchery and good natured fun. Everyone

now seems to have a hair trigger that wants to fire as often and as violently as possible. I guess you can

never go home again (or back in time for that matter).
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Katie Sep 4

If I could have one wish, it would be to go back. Not to be young, but to feel alive again. I’m scared

that will never happen again.
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ann moorman Sep 4

Everyday I ask the universe to give me back my life. I just do chores and errands no interactions,

just a few phone calls. Give me back my life
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Katie Sep 6

I know EXACTLY what you mean. It’s very sad. I’ll be thinking of you.
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ann moorman Sep 6

I just heard Naomi speaking for an hour on Steve Bannon war room. She always blows

my mind with her info.
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Retired Librarian Sep 4

You sound like you lost so much! That's very harsh. I am thinking warmly of you Ann

Mooreman & hoping for something good.
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ann moorman Sep 4

I’m fine but my life used to be colorful not controlled by msnbc and mean libs
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Ellen Sep 4

I sure get that!
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sharonmo Writes sharonmo’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, thank you for pointing this out. We are energy beings and one of the major relationships I see as a

psych nurse, is co-dependent dysfunction in relationships, where one partner is emotionally unavailable

and becomes an "energy vampire" in order to feel at all. The other partner provides the energy and feels

drained, has many health issues in the tissues (unexplained pain, things called autoimmune this or that,

fiber myalgia, and so on which is treated by medical community with antidepressants, OxyContin. benzos,

and many other toxic and poisonous drugs, then complete disability. All I believe are how we have been

socialized by the Illuminati.
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DrLatusDextro Writes Loitering On The Edge Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Is this then what an extinction level event looks like? Not the bang of a cataclysm but a slowly dwindling

disengagement of humanity from life. There are still 2 billion that dodged the shot, something the WHO is

seeking to address right now if allowed....The People's Declaration

RIGHT NOW would be a very good time to stand up and publicly declare your opposition to the

international plan to share the "benefits" derived from "pathogens with pandemic potential."

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-peoples-declaration?

publication_id=746475&post_id=136641513&isFreemail=true&utm
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

I can’t keep up with all the things going on, but what is the plan for the no-shoters?
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Cheryl Sep 5

Ya mean before the cattle cars & work camps?

No idea.
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DrLatusDextro Writes Loitering On The Edge Sep 4

In a nutshell, the WHO/WEF/CEPI will take over and run international "pandemic" management

going forward adopting very wide powers of control. Governments will surrender their

sovereignty (and pay for the privilege). Shots (among other things) will be delivered and

administered by national governments acting as enforcers of the WHO/WEF. State media,

vaccine passes, health records, information, and compliance with edicts will be rigidly

controlled. Individual bodily sanctity will be replaced by veneration of the collective with the

usual DIE thuggery. Not a World where anyone with a vestige of residual sanity would want to

live.
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

Yes, I have read about this and it’s terrifying to think it could actually happen!!
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DrLatusDextro Writes Loitering On The Edge Sep 4

Unreal indeed, though I suspect it would usher in civil unrest that could become a

global rejection of UN/UNEP/WHO/WEF tyranny?
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Sep 6

A lot of resisters have placed all their hopes in Trump (big mistake) and I believe

he will lead what remains of our country into a costly civil war. I voted for the man

twice, btw. But after 2020 I've concluded he is on team globalist while claiming

to support national sovereignty. Just like the Democrats claim to support the
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to support national sovereignty. Just like the Democrats claim to support the

poor, the down trodden, and an environment where trees grow, and decent

wages, and fair treatment of the oppressed, and scientific discovery. I'm no

Democrat but agree these are great things. The problem is they just flap their

gums and do the opposite. So do the Republicans and that political hybrid

known as Donald Trump.
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Linda Hagge Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

While eating out, my husband and I have repeatedly seen single parents with children of all ages, babies

to teen, obviously parents who have shared custody, sitting through an entire meal saying NOTHING to

the child at any time, nor even looking at them. The parent is staring into space or on a smartphone. The

child sits there, often sucking a thumb or with a little stuffed animal, just looking around, clearly expecting

nothing from this parent. It upsets me so much I have had to sternly take myself in hand to keep from

verbally assaulting the moronic and affectless parent. When I think back to my own two girls, who

chattered continuously to us while we ate, always with so much to say, demanding so much interaction,

which we wouldn't have even thought of avoiding.....and it wouldn't have even occurred to us to get out a

phone and stare at it instead of looking at our children.
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Cheryl Sep 5

That's because you are a normal person, with normal instincts.
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Linda Hagge Sep 5

Tonight I was eating with my husband at a fast food place, and I was delighted to see a grandma

who was taking her college-age grandchiild out for hamburgers. Neither one had a cell phone in

sight, and they looked at each other and conversed for over 45 minutes. The grandma was a

perfect listener, asking questions and then just listening to her granddaughter talk without

advice or judgement. Consequently her granddaughter talked freely and at length about her life.

It was so great to see.
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Katrina the Hurricane Sep 5

Reminded me of meals when our two kids were young. My husband did a career in the military, so he

was programmed to just eat when we said AMEN at the end of the blessing. So my daughter and I

followed suit. Not my son! He had a captive audience and talked the whole time we would eat. 

😂

 But

when he joined the Army, he learned that food is fuel and ya better just shut up and eat while you

have the opportunity.
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Lisa Sep 4

I recently saw my neighbors through the window, eating dinner. No interaction at all. The four under-

6 kids in their own world while their mom was looking at her phone at the table, ignoring them. I've

noticed that she DOES pay attention when it's time for Instagram selfies, though. The human race is

lost.
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Cheryl Sep 5

It's like everyone thinks they're one of the Kardashians now, or an "influencer," who has to

document every friggin minute of their existence.
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babbazee Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There were always those who have been this way, but in the past, not so many, and never so openly. As

the New Testament says you will not be able to see it ..

unless the scales fall from your eyes.

You're being descaled. 

🙌🌼🙌
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Cheryl Sep 5

Or, as Russell Brand calls his viewers: "Awakening wonders."
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Claudia Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have also observed and thought about many of these noticeable changes over the past couple of years.

It’s very obvious in photos of couples, who would normally stand close together, often one with an arm

around the other. I don’t see this anymore. All I see are blank stares and fake smiles. In general, it seems

there is a repelling away from rather than going toward others. I’ve also noticed a lack of empathy and

tender emotion in friends or acquaintances who have been injected. Isolationism is rampant. It has

become clear that humanity has been attacked on many planes.
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Duchess Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

One more thing Naomi...please keep us up to date with what you notice.

It is important. Maybe the most important thing of all.
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Fiestynca Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Men now hesitate to approach women due to “harassment”, “male toxicity”, the after effects of social

distancing. No longer can you have a conversation without minefields. Relationships have just become too

hard. Online sex is so much easier. Having a family, children, is no longer so desirable. I see this

everywhere. I think the young especially, have lost the ability to skillfully interact with the opposite sex.
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Mike Sep 6

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT POINT! Naomi Wolf or her friends/fellow-travelers contributed to the

"EVERY MAN'S A RAPIST culture" on college campi, as well as in other places over the years. It

might have made some a little gunshy, so to speak when it comes to risking dealing with women.

How many have been falsely accused? Answer: MANY, see Ann Coulter's analyses.

It seems that Naomi Wolf may have misdiagnosed the effects of feminist BS we've dealt with for 50

years as SOLELY resulting from some other cause.

Good catch, Fiestynca.
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Lew Truex Sep 4

I was thinking some of the same things. What used to be flirting is now often misunderstood as

harassment. I don’t know how I could coach a son on how to express interest in a girl. To let a woman

know you find her attractive is riskier than it used to be and could cause you to be cancelled. So, the

political divide, cancel culture, and the Me Too movement surely contribute to the lack of flirtation.

Then there is the smartphone and access to pornography and other addictions. Society is being

dismantled already by many influences. They really didn’t need to inject us with this dehumanizing

toxin!
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Rebecca S. Sep 5 · edited Sep 5

Is a male manager taking a video of a female employee in the bathroom and sharing it across

two floors of an office "flirting"? That happened to two women at a corporation where I worked

at as a consultant. Both women and men at the company shared the videos. They acted as

though their manager trying to humiliate a co-worker was great entertainment. People need to

take responsibility when there is actual abuse going on. I don't hear a lot of discussion about

that part. Also, revenge porn is a rampant problem for younger women today.
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Mike Sep 6

Those who post revenge porn should be buried under the prison. Actually, indemnifying

dads and brothers against any manner of harm coming to revenge porn posters would

suffice. But bleeding-heart lefties would not allow this unless it somehow harmed their

political enemies.
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K.Lib4 Sep 4

ABSOLUTELY TRUE! I would hate to be a young man right now. I have to coach my 3 girls (older

teens and young 20’s) in the art of flirting, and they think I’m crazy. None of them have ever been

asked out on a date, but they think a guy walking up to and asking a girl out is “sus” (as in suspect). I

worry for this generation.
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Cheryl Sep 5

Look how bent the young folks got over that old Dean Martin song "Baby, It's Cold Outside."

They call it "rapey." I call it seduction. It's not like the female is tied down, struggling to get out

the door. They're playing roles -- roles we all used to know how to play. Nowadays, they just

send a text (DTF?) & that's that.
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K.Lib4 Sep 5

My girls and I have had many discussions about that song, and they go pretty much just

like you’ve laid out.
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Anna Cole Sep 4

There's a huge elephant in the room with this one: it's easy to argue that over the last 50 years, men

on average have also gotten less appealing to the young female gaze.
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Sep 6

Not just physical. Guys don't know how to impress girls with friendly banter or jokes like they

used to.
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Renee Marie Sep 4

Damn straight!!!! People don’t take pride in the way they look. Something has definitely

happened to the male.
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Cheryl Sep 5

People don't even try to look good anymore.

Young men dress like they're going out to wash the dog, and young women dress like

they're headed out to walk the streets.
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Anna Cole Sep 5

And people are inherently shallow when it comes to selecting romantic/sexual partners.

Just look at how every dating app is based on that!

Even with the way my boyfriend picked me up on Reddit and flew to Sioux Falls fron

Portland a few weeks later, I've noticed that whether people are happy for me or concerned

about my safety depends on whether I show them his Instagram or not. The reaction is

"that sounds dangerous" until they see his Instagram and realize he's a "gymfluencer" with

modelling offers from Nike... THEN they're happy for me instead of concerned. Reactions

change from "you're going to get murdered" to "you just won the lottery".
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Sep 6

So handsome men are automatically safe to be around? Lol.

They should look at photos of Ted Bundy.
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Anna Cole Sep 6

Lol Yuuuuuup. I wonder if the shallowness of dating apps has something to do

with this?
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Fiestynca Sep 4

Do you think that could partly be that women say men are threatening so they have feminized

themselves to become less threatening? I really believe women have done a number on men

that may have long lasting negative repercussions.
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Anna Cole Sep 4

That might actually be related to the way women seek out more masculine men when

they're not on birth control, more feminine men when they are. Also keep in mind that

obesity can go either way with how men are perceived-- it can make them look less

masculine because it lowers testosterone, but it can simultaneously make them seem more

threatening simply because they're larger. Roughly 40% of American adults are obese. So

there's the fact that the female gaze itself changed (due to artificial hormones) plus the

fact that how Americans look on average also changed. A lot of "red pill" type groups of

men will, if they don't fall into a spiral of despair, tell eachother to get fit and exchange

advice on how to do that. They don't factor in the birth control thing, however.
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SomeUserName Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Oh 100%. Approaching a woman or any stranger is no easy task in the first place. That so many

women consider it nearly equal to assault makes it that much less appealing. Add to it that getting

married means you have a better than 50% chance of getting eviscerated in divorce court, it's no

wonder that men don't want anything to do with women or marriage anymore. I've been happily

married for 35 years. But there's no way I'd do it again. Too damn risky
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Pops Sep 4

There is no doubt that the risk benefit reward for men approaching women, dating women and

marrying has gotten much worse. Even women born in the sixties and seventies who went to college

have this sense of victimization that can be exhausting to deal with. But young women have been

raised in a truly misandrist society. They are programmed to look down on and dislike men and make

attributes and to report them to some authority if they decide his behaviour is inappropriate. Why

would young men want any part of that?
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Kerrie Mckinnon Sep 4

These are very limiting beliefs. I think that most women don’t have that attitude, not the ones I

know! But none of us would go for a man with such a negative outlook.
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Pops Sep 5

You don’t experience that attitude because you are a woman. I am married - so I am just

commenting from the sidelines. But there is a hugely increasing ‘drop out’ rate in western

society of young men who just aren’t engaging with society - including dating. Obtaining a

spouse is the single biggest motivator for men to improve themselves because women

assess men primarily by what they earn and do for a living. Once men decide to pass on

finding a spouse they also don’t need to push to be successful. The interesting thing is

these drop outs are just as happy as their striving counterparts. Modern education and

social media are having all kinds of negative impacts on society and this is one of them. It

actually hurts women more than men because I believe men are better suited to being

alone - they might not like it (they don’t) but they are used to it.
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Kerrie Mckinnon Sep 5

I understand, and I think your comment is very well thought out and interesting. I don't

experience that attitude because I'm a woman. But as a woman who has lots of

woman friends, I can tell you that not everyone thinks that way or has that sense of

victimisation. The only people I know who are like that are people who have actually

had bad experiences with men (abuse etc), and even those women are open to

meeting men and would like men to approach them.

I'm not saying me and my network of women are representative of society, but maybe

some of that fear that a lot of men have is not necessary. I am in the UK, maybe it's a

bit different here?
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Rebecca S. Sep 5

There has been in general a deliberate promotion of "grievances" among all

groups of people (including heterosexual men as well as women). But many

people also have a sense of victimization because they have actually been

victimized. If they have in fact been victimized, what are they supposed to feel?

Accepting of victimization? It is complex. Sooner or later we have to get back to a

humane way of confronting victimization and its blowback, also.
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Pops Sep 7

I appreciate that most women have been harassed or worse in their

lifetimes. The problem - to my mind - is that women think they are the only

ones who ever suffer. Feminist professors have encouraged them

(successfully) to disregard or mock male suffering. Men suffer 10 times the

violence women do. You have no idea how careful we have to be around

other men. However we are told since men commit most of the violence it is

really our own fault if we are brutalized. I have several close male friends

who were sexually abused as children - it was a scourge in the 70’s. But no

one really cares about them. Women commit as much domestic violence as

men - but the reaction to this is literally laughter and mockery of their

victims. If they call the police they are arrested. There are 1,400 shelters for

women suffering from domestic violence in Canada - there are zero for men.

So if a man is removed from his house due to a false allegation of domestic

violence he is out on the street. Boys are failing in the school system but

there is literally nothing being done to address this. My daughters would

receive invitations from the school system every year for special

empowerment programs for girls. I never once saw anything for boys. Ditto

the university system. There is unlimited funding for women in STEM - but it

is considered a good thing that only 4 out of 10 students in university are

men. EDI programs are making it pointless for ambitious men to work in

government or large corporations- they will never get promoted past a

certain level. Anyways you get my point. The upshot of all this is - I truly

believe - as bad for women as for men. Men are going to split into an

underclass that simply don’t care - and an elite class of ambitious men who

will refuse to work in large organizations because they understand that they

need to be completely self sufficient and independent to get ahead. The

underclass will not be viable husbands. The entrepreneur/ consultant class

will be very successful - which will further anger women. They will also be

reluctant to marry because there will be a man eligible man shortage and

they won’t have to marry to have female companionship.
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Sharon Wood Sep 4

It seems Porn has made it too easy to not bother with relationships that could require work and

sacrifice but could provide deeper connections not possible with fantasies onscreen. Not to mention

lack of true physical touch & intimacy.
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Mike Sep 6

It may be that consumption of porn (while arguably never healthy) may be more symptom than

cause. How many men with only porn lovers didn't lose their children, homes, money and more

to women who got bored or found other lovers? I know too many divorced men who got

screwed in divorce court for pretty much the sole offense of being penised.
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Pops Sep 5

I think porn married with AI is going to make things much worse. If AI ‘women’ can talk to,

sympathize with, and act as a companion to men, in addition to taking their clothes off, lonely

men will be absolutely hooked. It isn’t anywhere near as fulfilling as a real romantic partner - but

it will be much better than being alone.
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Sharon Wood Sep 5

I agree it will be utilized by a number of men.
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TomL Sep 5

For years after the internet became ubiquitous, porn was around 30% of the internet, then you

have all the violent and other mindless videos and content that feed on strong emotions and

survival instincts. "Art porn" has remained similar as it was and you can be sure the producers of

it are identifying women without animal magnetism or a good life force as to be passed over. It is

largely unnatural with God knows knows what drugs are involved in their lives, probably few

refused the clot shots.
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Antonia Shusta Sep 4

I think the volume and range of porn is doing unimaginable damage to relationships and the

understanding of younger people about what sexual relationships could and should be.
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I am not your Other Sep 7

Agree completely. I had no idea how prevalent it was before our child went to high school.

My estimate, based on stories I heard from the kids, is that 3 of 4 girls (and some boys)

were sexually assaulted because of the ‘norm’ that they saw via porn.
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Renee Marie Sep 4

Younger people???? Remember, younger men become adult men.
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Warrior Mom Sep 4

it scares me to think of what my 17 yr old son might consider a 'normal' relationship with a

girl/woman
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I mourn for the time when it would have been unthinkable to lie and gaslight billions of people into taking

an untested toxic jab. But I am not sorry for the loss of the world of early 2019 because it contained all the

bad conditions and most of the same people who brought us here. Like you, I celebrate the possibility of

finding the people who can help build a free world. God willing, we will make things better again soon.
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Trying hard Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very frightening observations Naomi. I have also wondered but the thought was so darned scary to focus

on i never lingered. For many years ( even before this scamdemic) I have thought my hens, mares and

female dogs were better mothers than many humans. Thank you as always.
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Duchess Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi this is frightening to hear. I myself blocked out being able to "feel" other energies a long time go,

because it seemed so abnormal (I didn't know about other cutures and beliefs then)...but I certainly do

remember what if feels like.

I don't think Chi or Prana are farfetched at all....because our bodies are electric....(and so much more)

...Our hearts could not possibly mechanically pump blood over all our arteries without the electric current

that runs through the heart and makes the blood circulate.I so agree that STUDIES need to be

done...because if any of this is happening, it has HUGE implications for the species.

I am going back to work tomorrow....and I will keep my eyes peeled (I work with young children).

You know the smell thing REALLY bothers me....all animals know each other by scent...so do we..it just

is more atrophied....I mean, babies smell so good :-)
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Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Sep 4

https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/mad-vax
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Mark terrell Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There is a lot to comment about in this essay but first: the disruption of bonding between mother and

children. There seems to be a concerted effort to destroy that bond going on in some places. Laws and

regulations giving the power of parents over to the state and allowing for sexual indoctrination at a

younger and younger age. I have seen suggestive TV ads involving girls and boys that a few years ago

were verboten. We are slowly being conditioned to give over parenting to an exploitative state.
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Terri Lewis Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is not brand new, only much, much worse. Here are contributing factors that have been in place for

many decades that also produce much of what you are describing: Poverty, illness (mental, physical,

emotional, or all three). Addiction, narcissism. We now have MUCH more of this in: Families, children, even

babies. When my son was born, for whatever reasons (one of twins, too much glyphosate, stress over the

father, my husband) he did not have the same look in his eyes as a newborn as his healthier, older sister.

Nor did his twin sister have the same look as her brother. I could write a book. . .if I had time, and it would

be the same as hundreds of other books already written by parents, scientists, etc. who have autistic

loved ones. Or a child with cancer. Or a parent who witnessed their 11-year-old commit suicide. If these

observations are truly new to you, then you are even more privileged than you have realized so far. And I

say that as someone who has been relatively privileged--until my own children suffered varying degrees

of vaccine damage and I woke up--over 20 years ago.
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Nancy Neubauer Writes Nancy’s Substack Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Neomi i do so enjoy your articles. I have received information that a rejuvenation stem cell patch is

working to rejuveate stem cells. Mike Lindell is also in this. The first quetion i had was what could it do for

the vaxed i was gold x39 stem cell patch and glutiathione patch. I am using the patch and i am very happy

with it. Have you ever heard of what is coming in the future it is called a medbed. IT will change everything

heal everyone. Cant wait for them to come out right now the military have them.

Look forward to more articles from you.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Thank you. Like, from aborted fetuses stem cells? That seems surprising for Mike Lindell if so?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sharon Wood Sep 4

https://roserambles.org/2023/08/16/high-tech-medical-bed-technology-suppressed-by-deep-

state-and-released-by-nesara-gesara-august-16-2023/?wref=tp

Is this the med bed you are referring to? Seems so advanced and hard to phantom at this point.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl Sep 5

That looks like the technology described to a guy who (I am not making this up) said that he had

been working around aliens. It's alien tech. He said we could be using this to heal people of just

about everything. He worked in a super secret company on a military base. I saw in on the Gaia

channel.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Nancy Neubauer Writes Nancy’s Substack Sep 5

Medbeds will heal everyone this tech has been held back from us forever the deep state

did not want to cure they wanted to kill us. The military have them they will release them

when they think we should have them

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Glass Gun One Sep 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dear Naomi!

I spend much of my time driving and I have seen a huge increase in the number of what I have always

called "Dootoodoots"--people who move over to the left most (passing lanes) and then poke along at well

below traffic flow speeds and they seem to be going Doo Too Doot to themselves...trance like. Lane

changes without signals are more frequent. And of course those drivers wearing masks without having

any passengers in their cars.

It appears that the promulgators of Pharmageddon are planning to double-down with a new round of

restrictions and I fear that the same friends and kin who questioned nothing and who became alienated

from this writer, will continue to be so.

Repressive Desublimation (questioning and attacking all things cultural, religious, gender related, political,

and customary) will subtract more of the normal human interaction and joy from relationships. It is so very

much like the original film "The Invasion of the Body Snatchers."

Meanwhile Lahaina has been occupied by federal agencies and cordoned off and fences raised and

principals vacated---leaving missing children, many parents, pets and ANSWERS. We see nothing....not

even the pandering Adjournalists with microphones stuffed up people's noses asking them "How did you

feel when.......?"

LIKE (21) REPLY (4) SHARE

GabeReal Writes GabeReal’s Newsletter Sep 4

Yeah, and then there’s the folks doing 70+ mph in the slow lane. We’re truly living in the upside down

world!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 4 Author

Wow, this observation makes me realize that the language of "micro aggressions", pronoun anxiety,

cultural imperialism etc may have been intended to drive people to be afraid to say anything to one

another at all.

LIKE (20) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mike Sep 7

What did you think it was intended for? The move to separate us- to have us enclave with like-

minded, so as to contain us- did not start recently. Like "feminism," every thing, every

movement, every thought that can be hijacked for bad has been or will be. This is why your

creator warned you/me/us to

2 Corinthians 10:5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against

the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ;

If it isn't captured to the Creator, where will it be/go?

[But, full disclosure, I am an epic sinner who believes, but has not submitted.]

LIKE REPLY SHARE

ArnoldF Sep 4

GGO, yes "The Invasion of the Body Snatchers" is a good metaphor. The original context was the fear

of communism, but its the same zombie-like transformation from human to a collectivist.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Duchess Sep 4

They are all zoned out in the cars...I swear.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Just a Clinician Sep 4

40% increase is auto insurance premiums in the last year - due to increased losses for the

companies. More accidents.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Removed Sep 9

Comment removed

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mike Sep 10

Um...no. A little introduction may cause me to change my mind. Please make effect use the English

language.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Removed Sep 4 · edited Sep 4

Comment removed

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl Sep 4

Dude!

You are totally harshing my buzz!

That pic was adorable!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE
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